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I.  IN[AOQUCJIQN 
In  accordance with: 
a)  Decision 88/231/EEC  of  the Council  of  18  April  1988  establishing a 
second  Hellos  programme  of  community  action  in  favour  of  handicapped 
people  (1)  and  Its article 8,  paragraph  2 
b)  the conclusions of  the Council  and  the Ministers  for  Education meeting 
within  the Council  (87/C211/01)  of  14  May  1987  concerning  a  programme  of 
European  co-operation on  school  Integration of  handicapped  people  (2), 
c)  Resolution  C90/C162/02)  (3)  of  the Council  and  Ministers  for  Education 
meeting within  the Council  of  31  May  1990  on  the  integration of 
handicapped  children and  young  people within ordinary educational 
systems, 
the  Commission  hereby  presentsa  report  on  the progress with  regard  to  the 
implementation of  the policy of  school  integration within  the  Member  States 
(1988-1991)  to  the Council,  the  Education Committee  and  the  European 
Par I I  ament. 
In  order  to produce  this report  the  Commission  Invited Member  States  to  submit 
their  national  contributions on  the  basis of  the  Questionnaire  (see Appendix 
1)  before  31  November  1991. 
As  some  contributions did  not  arrive within  the specified  time  I imit,  it  was 
not  possible  to  Include  the contents of  the  present  report  in  the  report  of 
the Commission  to  the  European  Parliament  and  the  Council  on  the 
implementation  and  results of  the  HELlOS  programme  (1988-1991)  (4). 
This  report  analyses  the current  situation  In  the  Member  States and  the 
progress  In  Implementing  the  policy of  school  integration of  handicapped 
people. 
It  thus constitutes a  more  comprehensive  analysis of  the situation presented 
in  the Commission  working  paper  of  1986  (5).  These  two  documents  may  be 
compared  In  order  to achieve  a  closer  understanding of  the progress  that  has 
been  made  with  regard  to  the  implementation of  school  integration  in  the 
Member  States since 1986. 
It  is  apparent  that  the  concept  of  integrating handicapped  pupi Is  and  students 
in  an  ordinary environment  Is  spreading  and  for  this  reason  the desire  to seek 
a  convergence of  views  on  a  Community  level  can  only  further  the 
implementation of  action programmes,  where  necessary  in  close  co-operation 
with  the special  environment. 
(1)  O.J.  No.  L104  of  18  Apri I  1988,  p.  38 
(2)  O.J.  No.  C211  of  8  August  1987,  p. 
(3)  O.J.  No.  C162  of  3  July  1990,  p.  2 
(4)  Report  of  the  Commission  to  the  European  Pari lament  and  the Counci I  on 
the  implementation  and  results of  the  HELlOS  programme  (1988-1991), 
SEC(92)1206 
(5)  Working  paper  of  the Commission  Services on  the  progress  in  implementing 
the  policy of  school  integration of  handicapped  people  (1986)- SEC(86) 
1758  and  SEC86  1758/2 Rep.lnt  .Scol~ 
The  Commission  has  seen clear  progress  towards  the  achievement  of  the 
possibilities elicited  In  the  various Community  texts with  regard  to 
integration and  will  continue  to support  the  action of  Member  States  In 
pursuing  their efforts to cater more  for  the educational  needs  of  handicapped 
pupils and  students  In  ordinary education. 
1.1.  o:  n•nltx action  In  tho area of school  Integration 
The  Integration of  handicapped  young  people  In  the ordinary school  system  has 
seen  a  constant  advance  over  the  last  few  years  In  all  countries.  although  not 
at  the same  speed  nor  with  the same  political  wll 1. 
The  concerns  became  apparent  In  the  Resolution of  the  Council  and  the 
Ministers  for  Education meeting within  the Council  (76/C308)  on  13  December 
1976  with  regard  to  the measures  to be  taken  to  improve  the  preparation of 
young  people  for  employment  and  to assist  In  their  transition  from  education 
to working  llfe(6).  In  Its paragraph  lllc the  Resolution  provides  for  the 
Implementation of  pilot projects and  studies  to promote  the assessment  and 
development  of  national  policies  for  specific problem  groups.  such  as 
physically and  mentally handicapped  young  people.  This  Initiative was 
extended  by  the Resolution  (82/C193)  of  the  Council  and  the Ministers  for 
Education meeting within  the Council  of  12  July  1982  concerning  the measures 
to be  adopted  to  Improve  the  preparation of  young  people  for  employment  and  to 
assist  them  In  their  transition  from  education  to working  life (7). 
In  1980  the Commission  published a  study on  special  education  In  the  European 
Community  (8)  which  describes  the state of education  In  a  special  environment 
In  Europe  and  the action  taken with  regard  to  handicapped  students. 
In  1981  the COUncil  In  Its Resolution  (81/C347)  on  the social  integration of 
handicapped  people  (9)  explicitly encouraged  the  school  Integration of 
handicapped  children. 
Since  that  time  the Counci I  and  Ministers  for  Education  have  recommended  that 
Member  States cater  for  handicapped  pupils within  the ordinary educational 
system.  while still  recognising  the  Important  role of specialist education. 
This change  has  gradually  led  to  the  adaptation of  educational  systems  to 
allow  handicapped  pupils  the  same  opportunities as other  young  people  in 
having  access  to  vocational  qualifications  for  employment  in  an  ordinary 
working  environment  and  for  maximum  integration  into ordinary  I lfe. 
This  Integration.  then.  Is  designed  to offer  handicapped  young  people  an 
education which  meets  their  special  needs  within ordinary  schools  rather  than 
special  Institutions  in  as  far  as  the  abl llties and  motivation of  the child 
and  Its parents allow. 
(6)  O.J.  No.  C308  of  20  December  1986.  p.1 
(7)  O.J.  No.  C193  of  28  July  1982.  p.1 
(8)  STUDIES:  Specialist education  in  the  European  Community.  education 
series No.  11,  (1980)  catalogue  No.:  CB-NQ-78-011-FR-C 
(9)  O.J.  No.  C347  of  31  December  1981,  p.1 Rep. Int.  Seol6 
1.2.  Report  on  tho prqgross with  regard to tho  lmp1010ntatton of  tho policy 
Of  SChool  Integration Of  hlndiCIQRid  RtQRII  C1988/87l  (5). 
This  chango  in  approach  ltd to  the  Council  and  Ministers  for  Education meeting 
within  the Council  on~ June  198~ to adopt  conclusions  {point  IV)  on  the 
school  Integration of  handicapped  persons  (10)  which  promote  a  series of 
measures within national  educational  systems with  a  view  to promoting  better 
Integration of  handicapped  children  in  ordinary  schools.  The  Commission  has 
been  Instructed  to  take account  of  school  Integration  In  Community  measures 
already  adopted or  at  the  planning stage.  A "school  Integration"  Working 
Party  has  been  set  up. 
Composed  of  governmental  experts  responsible  for  the policy of  Integrating 
handicapped  persons,  the Working  Party's mandate  is  to enable continuing 
discussions  and  regular  exchanges  to  take  place on  the main  problems  Involved 
In  the  Integration of  handicapped  children  into school  systems. 
Lastly,  the  Education Committee  has  been  asked  to  report  on  the  progress  in 
Implementing  the  policy of  school  integration of  handicapped  people. 
The  Commission,  assisted by  the governmental  experts of  the Working  Party on 
school  Integration,  prepared  a  working  paper  In  1986  from  national 
contributions.  This  paper  was  supplemented  in  1987  by  contributions  from 
Spain  and  Portugal  subsequent  to  the  accession of  these countries  to  the 
European  Community  (5)  and  served  as  a  basis  for  the conclusions  (87/C211/01) 
of  the Council  and  the Ministers  for  Education meeting within  the Council  of 
14  May  1987  concerning  a  programme  of  European  co-operation on  school 
Integration of  handicapped  people  (2). 
In  fact,  In  the  light  of  the  progress  in  school  integration  In  the  12  Uember 
States,  the Ministers  for  Education  decided  to extend  the  current  programmes 
by  undertaking  four  years of  co-operation and  exchange  activities on  a 
European  level  which  the  Commission  was  to  Implement  in  order  to  support  the 
measures  taken  In  the Member  States.  When  the  programme  Is  Implemented,  the 
Commission  Is urged  to ensure  that  there  is  close co-operation with  the  HELlOS 
action programme  to  foster  the social  and  economic  Integration and  everyday 
independence  of  handicapped  people.  Because  of  a  lack of  funds  associated 
with  these conclusions  the  programme  could  not  be  instituted  in  1987. 
1.3.  ColmunltY  action  In  tho context of  tho HELlOS  Programme  C1988-1991l 
The  HELlOS  programme  which  concerns  the  promotion  of  the  vocational  training 
and  rehabilitation,  economic  Integration,  social  Integration and  Independence 
of  handicapped  people  was  adopted on  18  April  1988  with  retrospective effect 
from  1  January  1988.  Article  4  e>  provides  for  close co-ordination with  the 
European  co-operation programme  adopted  by  the  Council  in  1987.  Consequently 
the studies conducted  in  response  to  the  1987  conclusions were  included  In  the 
overall  policy pursued within  the  HELlOS  programme. 
(10)  932nd  meeting of  the Counci 1 and  the Ministers  for  Education  meeting 
within  the Counci I  -Luxembourg- 4  June  1984- 7605/84  (Press 98) llep.lnt.  Scol7 
The  four-yearly  eo-operation programme  on  school  Integration adopted  by  the 
Council  In  1987  provides  for  the  achievement  of  the greatest  possible 
Integration of  handicapped  people  and  the  promotion  of measures  concerning  the 
removal  of  physical  obstacles,  teacher  training,  the development  of syllabuses 
and  the  promoting of greater  awareness  among  families  and  local  communities. 
The  Commission  Is  Instructed,  with all  necessary assistance  from  the Uember 
States,  to apply  the  four-yearly  eo-operation and  exchange  programme  on  a 
European  level.  A list of  topics  for  research  reflects  the concerns of  the 
Council  and  provides guidelines  for  the studies to be  conducted: 
1.  Special 1st  systems  and  Integrated situations 
2.  Teachers  and  parents 
3.  The  learning environment 
4.  Full-time schooling 
The  Council,  on  the  proposal  of  the Commission,  renewed  the Working  Party's 
mandate  on  the  school  Integration of  handicapped  people  so  that  It  could 
finalise  the  programme  and  monitor  Its operation. 
The  activities developed within  the  HELlOS  programme,  particularly  the  network 
of  local  model  activities,  In  the area of  school  integration and  the  annual 
European  conferences on  specific topics played  a  major  role  In  the definition 
of  concepts  and  the development  of  Ideas  which  the  present  report  attempts  to 
summarise.  To  this end  reference  should  be  made  to  paragraph 2.2- 2.1,  Local 
model  activities  1 -school  Integration  (LMAI)  and  paragraph  4.2.2, Activities 
in  relation  to school  integration,  of  the  final  HELlOS  report  (4). 
Thus,  following  the conclusions drawn  from  the first  European  Conference  on 
"Handicap  and  Education"  (Rotterdam  25-27 October  1989),  the Council  and  the 
Ulnlsters  for  Education meeting  within  the counel I,  at  the  Instigation of  the 
Irish presidency,  In  Uay  1990 adopted  a  resolution concerning  the  Integration 
of  handicapped  children and  young  people  In  ordinary education systems  (11). 
The  Resolution states that  education policy  In  all  Uember  States should  be 
directed  towards  the  Integration of  handicapped  children and  young  people  in 
ordinary education  systems with  the assistance where  necessary of  the existing 
specialist sector  and/or  services. 
The  Council  acknowledges  that  the  Improvement  of  school  Integration  requires 
special  efforts and  In  the  context  of  the  final  HELlOS  report  considers  It 
necessary  that  the  report  should also  take  account  of  the measures  and 
progress achieved  by  broadening  the  scope  of  the  questions  raised  In  the 
European  eo-operation programme  of  1987. 
The  Resolution also  Invites Uember  States to support  the Commission  In 
preparing  a  general  report  on  the  Implementation  of  the  HELlOS  programme  and 
the other  facts  relating  to  integration  In  the ordinary system.  The  report 
should  also contain a  summary  of  the main  projects and  plans  designed  to 
further  the  policy of  integration. 
(11)  O.J.  No.  C162  of  3rd  July  1990,  p.2 ltep.lnt.Scoll 
Finally,  the eo..lsslon,  In  co-operation with  the  Education eo..lttee and  the 
school  Integration Working  Party,  will  ensure  that all  the  progr ....  s  and 
activities which  It  supports  In  the areas of education,  training,  young  people 
and  the  transition to adulthood and  working  life should  take account  of  the 
special  needs of  handicapped  persona.  In  this way  It will  be  possible  to 
measure  the shift  In  attitudes towards  Integration,  resulting progressively  In 
the general  and  cohesive  Integration of  handicapped  young  people  In  all  the 
community  progr..-.s relating to  them. 
The  Resolution of  31  May  1990  therefore gave  further  lmoetus  to the 
consideration given  to the  Integration of  handicapped  young  people  in  ordinary 
schools and  stimulated  Joint  community  efforts to accelerate  the  process 
currently under  way. 
Thus,  following  the conclusions of  the second  European  Conference on  "Handicap 
and  Education"  held at Cagllarl  from  25  to 27  October  1890 on  the  subJect  of 
Nparents  and  teachers  In  education",  the Luxembourg  presidency presented a 
draft  resolution  (12)  to the  Education Committee  on  the  training of  teachers 
Integrating  handicapped  children and  young  people  and  the  role of  parents  In 
Integration  In  ordinary education. 
The  project  was  discussed within  the  EdUcation  Committee  and  deferred,  as  the 
members  of  the COMmittee  wished  to  take stock of  the progress  towards  school 
Integration  In  the community  before adopting any  new  Initiatives  In  this area 
( 13). 
II.  &=uy of natlqlll  contrlbutiQDI  In  the area of ISjbgol  lntegntton 
1.  QeflnltiQDI,  atatlatlca and  CQits 
All  the statistical  data  presented below  are derived  from  the national  reports 
and  also from  other  documentary  sources,  such  as  EUROSTAT  (1~) or  the  UNESCO 
Statistical  Yearbook  (15).  Without  wishing  to cast  doubt  on  the general 
statistics provided by  each  national  contribution,  In  some  cases  It  appeared 
more  appropriate to use statistics collated for  the  12  Member  States as a 
whole  baaed on  the  same  criteria (International  Standard Classification of 
Education  ISCED). 
The  general  statistics presented  In  Table  1  relate to full-time and  part-time 
education  In  the ordinary educational  system,  as  defined by  the  International 
Standard Classification of  Education  (ISCED). 
(12)  Meeting of  the  Education Committee  on  13  and  1~ May  1991,  Luxembourg 
(13)  Texts  relating  to the European  policy of  edUcation,  third edition, 
June  1987- Council  of  the  European Communities- General 
Secretariat- catalogue No.:  BX-50-87-275-FA-c 
Supplement  to  the  third edition  (December  1989)  catalogue  No.:  BX-
58-9Q-910-FA-C 
Supplement  No.  2  to  the  third edition  (199o-1991)  (In press) 
(1~)  "Rapid  Statistics";  population  and  social  conditione  1992,  EUAOSTAT  No. 
1/1992 of  catalogue  No:  CA-NK-92-001-FA-C 
(15)  UNESCO  Statistical  Yearbooks  (1991) "•·'"'  .Scoll 
The  ISCED  levels are as  follows: 
Pre-primary edUcation  (ISCED  0),  edUcation  preceding  the beginning 
of  caapul.ory  schooling~ 
Primary  edUcation  (ISCED  1)  corresponding  to basic education which 
Is  always  COMPUlsory  and  generally  lasts 5  years~ 
Lower  level  secondary  edUcation  (ISCED  2)  lasting 3  years  In  the 
maJority of  cases and  generally  forming  part of compulsory 
schooling~ 
Upper  level  secondary  edUcation  (ISCED  3)  starting at  about  the 
age  of  14  or  15  years,  normally  lasting 3  years  and  resulting  In 
access  to university or  higher  edUcation; 
Tertiary education  (ISCED  5, 8,  7)  which  covers universities and 
all  other  forme  of  higher  edUcation. TABLE  1 
Nu~er of  pupll5  1nd  students  (x1000)  by  level  of educAtion  (full  1nd  p1rt-tt~) (1989-1990) 
[UR  12  B 
Oven  11  toll  1  71.768  2.386 
1st level  21.788  723 
2nd  level  32.929  1.020 
3rd  level  8.299  273 
(I)  feder•l  Republic  of  Ger.~ny before  3/10/90 
(2)  SpeciAl  educ1tlon  excluded 
DIC 
1.013 
350 
479 
133 
~:  R1pld  st•tlstlcs:  popul1tlon 1nd  socl1l  conditions  (1992) 
EUROSTAT  No.  1/1992  c1t1logue No.:  CA-NIC-92-001-FR-C 
D 
(1) 
11.959 
2.476 
6.042 
1.720 
GR  E  f  IRL  I  L 
2.016  10.058  14.032  993  11.358 
846  2.979  4.163  422  3.140 
835  4.918  5.749  356  5.279 
194  1.169  1.584  84  1.373 
NL  p  UIC 
(2)  (2)  (2) 
57  3.426  2.129  12.341 
I 
24  1.082  1.096  4.481 
I 
I 
24  1.555  759  5.91] 
1  438  152  1.170 
, 
! 
t 
0 ltep.lnt.Scolll 
1.1  Glnlral  atatlatlca on  the acbpol  and  unlyeraltx pgpylatlon  In  the 
EurQAMn  07E?IO I  tY 
It  should  be  stresaed  that  the  purpose of  these often  Imprecise statistics 
which  are difficult  to  transpose  from  one  Member  State to another  Is  to 
attempt  to  Identify  the major  trends  from  significant  parameters. 
Table  2  lists the data  relating to the  handicapped  and  non-handicapped 
population,  Including children and  students.  However,  there are no 
Community  statistics on  the handicapped  population between  the  ages of o and 
20. 
The  figures obtained come  from  a  number  of  sources  <national,  international, 
EUROSTAT  (18)).  These  figures  should be  viewed  with  caution as  It  has 
proved  very difficult  to evaluate  the  handicapped  population  for  several 
reasona. 
a.  Precise statistical  data do  not  exist  In  some  States or  have  not  been 
published.  (Greece  for  example  Is  In  the  process of undertaking an 
Individual  census of all  handicapped  people). 
b.  Often  they  are estimates or  partial  surveys. 
c.  The  definition of  handicap  and  the  degree of  handicap  adopted  varies 
enormously  from  one  Member  State to another  and  even within  a  member 
State,  depending on  the nature of  the problem  considered  <work, 
school,  financial  grants,  social  security, etc.). 
However,  International  organisations consider  the  handicapped  population  to 
repreaent  about  1o.l of  the  total  population,  giving about  35  mill ion 
handicapped  people  In  the  12  Member  States  (18). 
Table  2  yields a  figure of  10.31 2  (DK,  D,  E,  F,  NL,  UK)  which  appears 
correct,  allowing  for  the  lack of statistics for  Greece  and  Luxembourg  and 
the underestimates observed  for  Belgium,  Ireland  and  Italy. 
It  can  be  seen  that  the percentage of  handicapped  persons  to  the  total 
population  ranges  from  2.4S  (Belgium)  to  14.9S  (Spain). 
With  71.768 million schoolchildren and  students,  the  school  and  university 
population accounts  for  about  21.9S of  the  total  population. 
(16)  Handicapped  people:  EUROSTAT  statistical  data,  volume  1  and  2  (1991)  -
catalogue  No.  CA-70-91-508-FR-C  and T A B L E  2 
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Adults  (aged  14  years  and  above  and  not  retired)  unAble  to  work. 
Adults  (aged  15  to  64  years)  unable  to  work. 
Persons  with  a disability or a  chronic  diseA~~.  A  'urv~~  nrqani~~n  in  19Rl-R1  tor  th~ 
Federal  Ministry of  Transport  yielded  a  figurP.  nf  IZ.l~. 
People  with  a disability,  living at  ha~e. 
Data  not  available, census  In  progress. 
People  living at ha.e with difficulties in  daily  life. 
Adults  (aged  15  years  and  above  and  not  retired)  unable  to  work. 
People  with  a  per.anent disability.  Disability  is  defin~n in  a  li•ltP.d  ~~n,~. 
Data  not  available. 
Physically handicapped  people  (aged  5 years  and  above)  living at  ho ... 
People  per.anently unable  to  work. 
Adults  (of working  age)  with  a disability  in  Great  Britain.  The  general  survey  of 
households  of  1988  gave  a  figure  of  19\  for Great  Britain. 
The  available data  underesti ..  te  the  nu•ber  of  handicapped  people.  In  fact  they 
Include  only  persons  of  working  age  who  are  inactive because  of A disability. 
The  data  for !!!!l do  not  include  all  the  categories of  the  t.l.D.I.H. 
Handicapped  people:  EUROSTAT  statistical  data,  volume  I  and  II 
(1991),  catalogue  No.  CA-70-91-508-FR-C. ltep.lnt .Sco11l 
1.2  Definition of  the concept of handlcaa 
The  World  Health Organisation  <WHO)  has  established an  international 
classification with  representatives  from  Its Member  States which  acts as  a 
reference  In  the maJority of  Member  States of  the  European  Community.  This 
classification  Is  based on  the concept  of  deficiency,  disability and  handicap. 
These  definitions are summarised  brlefty below  on  the  level  of  health: 
DEFICIENCY: 
Loss  of  substance or  deterioration of  a  structure or  psychological, 
physiological  or  anatomical  function. 
DISA81LITY: 
Reduction  (resulting  from  a  deficiency),  whether  partial  or  total,  In  the 
ability to accomplish  an  activity  In  a  manner  or  within  limits considered  to 
be  normal  for  a  human  being. 
HANDICAP: 
Social  disadvantage  for  an  Individual  resulting  from  a  deficiency or  a 
disability which  limits or  prevents  the accomplishment  of  a  rote considered  to 
be  normal  (related to age,  sex  and  socio-cultural  factors). 
The  definition of  Mhandlcapped  peopleM  adopted  In  the  HELlOS  programme  is:  all 
people with serious handicaps  resulting  from  physical  or mental  conditions. 
However,  this definition  Is only partially reflected  In  the statistics 
provided  by  the national  contributions. 
1.3  Qeflnltlon of  the handlcaDQOd  pupil  In  States 
In  BELGIUM,  handicap  Is defined  In  relation  to ordinary education. 
Irrespective of  the degree of  handicap,  It  is  the pupil's educational  needs 
which  determine whether  he  is admitted  to special  education.  This  decision 
depends  on  the possibilities and  limitations of  the  "ordinary school".  Based 
on  this principle  the  taw  on  special  education of  1970 states  Mhandlcapped 
students are considered  to be  all  children and  young  people who,  while  capable 
of  receiving education,  are nevertheless  incapable of  following  It  In  an 
ordinary  school  establlshmentM. 
In  the  NETHERLANDS  special  education  Is  Intended  for  pupils  identified as 
reQuiring  a  remedial  (orthopedagogical  and  orthodldactlc)  approach  This 
approach  must  be  impassible  to organise  In  ordinary education. 
In  GERMANY  special  establishments and  a  number  of other  flexible measures  in 
the  area of  special  education have  been  provided  so  that  handicapped  children 
and  young  people  can  make  their  right  to a  training and  education  relevant  to 
their  special  needs  a  physical  real tty.  AI  I  handicapped  pupils must  receive 
training commensurate  with  their  individual  requirements  so  that  they  can 
become  socially and  occupationallY  Integrated. llep.lnt .Scol14 
Over  the  last  twenty  years  it  has  become  necessary  and  possible- as  is 
currently  the case  in  the  former  GDR- to  Include  In  the educational  system 
handicapped  pupils  who  had  previously  been  excluded  because of  the  fact  that 
they were  considered unable  to  receive  training or  who  had  been  admitted  to 
medico-social  establishments,  generally oR  a  permanent  basis.  The  term 
Integration  Is  used  In  several  different  senses. 
Integration may,  firstly,  be  conceived as  an  objective and  In  this case covers 
all  the efforts undertaken  to assist  handicapped  children and  adolescents  In 
the development  of  their  personality and  abilities so  that  they  may  assume 
their  role  In  society with  the  maximum  degree of  Independence  (Integration as 
an  object lve>. 
Integration  Is  also described  as a  methodological  procedure  to help  provide 
specific educational  support  without  Institutional  separation,  encouraging 
handicapped  and  non-handicapped  pupils  to  live  together  as  far  as possible, 
for  Instance  In  the  form  of  education  In  the  same  class  (integration as a 
means>. 
In  the  third sense of  the  term,  Integration refers  to all  the preventive 
measures  Intended  to provide  handicapped  children and  adolescents with early 
support  (Integration as  prevention). 
With  these different meanings,  the  result  Is  that  Integration  Is understood  to 
be  all  the measures  Intended  to  Improve  the opportunities for  handicapped 
children and  adolescents  for  social  Integration and  to maximise  the 
Interaction between  handicapped  and  non-handicapped  people. 
In  IRELAND,  the general  policy of  the  Department  of  Education  In  the  1970's 
was  to maximise  educational  resources and  to adopt  a  balanced  view  on  the  then 
too prevalent  assumption  that  the  presence of  a  physical  abnormal tty 
necessitates  In  all  cases special  educational  provision.  Special  education  Is 
no  longer  synonymous  with  special  schooling and  many  children no  longer  have 
to be  separated  from  their  peers  In  order  to receive special  help  (1981). 
"It  Is  the official  policy of  the  Department  of  E~ucatlon to educate as many 
as  possible of  the  physically disabled  In  ordinary schools,  both  primary  and 
post-primary,  and  there  Is  evidence  that  this policy  Is  enjoying  some  degree 
of  success". 
In  FRANCE,  the  law  (No.  75- 534  of  30th  June  1975)  makes  the education of 
handicapped  people  a  national  obi lgatlon and  provides  for  It  to be  given 
"preferably"  In  ordinary classes  to all  children who  are  "able  to be  admitted 
despite  their  handicap". 
Based  on  the  International  Classification of  Handicaps  (I.C.H.)  a  new 
definition of  deficiency  has  been  published  (Order  of  9  January  1989).  A new 
definition of  slight  Intellectual  deficiency  has  been  created which  differs 
from  that of  the  WHO. 
The  responslbll lty  for  special  education  Is  divided  between  the Ministry of 
Education  and  health care,  medico-educational  and  socio-educatlonal 
establishments under  the  supervision of  the Ministry  for  Social  Affairs. Rep.lnt.Scoll~ 
In  GREECE  the  law  of  1588/1988,  article 32,  defines pupils with  special 
educational  needs  as  people with  special  needs  who  In  general  have  specific 
deficiencies or  dysfunctions  caused  by  physical,  mental  or  social  factors  to 
such  a  degree  that  it  Is  very  difficult  for  them  to participate  in  general  and 
vocational  training,  to  find  work  or  to participate fully  In  society. 
In  EHGLANP  and~  the  1981  Education  Act  defines  the  pupil  as  having 
special  requirements  If  he  has  learning difficulties which  are significantly 
greater  than  those observed  In  the majority of  pupils of  the  same  age,  or  a 
handicap  which  prevents  him  from  using  the  facilities generally offered  In 
schools  by  the  "Local  Education Authorities  (L.E.A.)".  The  Act  requires  that 
children with  special  educational  needs  should  be  educated  In  ordinary 
schools,  taking  Into account  the parents'  wishes  and  other  factors.  Special 
educational  measures  compatible with  the education of other  pupils are  then 
provided.  The  local  authorities  (l.E.A.)  are responsible  for  developing  their 
own  special  education policy. 
In  SCQTLAND  the  1980  Education Act  has  certain special  features.  Despite  the 
fact  that  there  Is  no  requirement  to educate children with  special  educational 
needs  In  an  ordinary  school  the  local  authorities encourage  this.  The 
education authorities  require  the preparation of  a  report  on  the  handicapped 
pupil's needs. 
In  NQRTHERN  IRELAND  the  law  of  1988  requires education authorities  to  identify 
and  to  Implement  appropriate measures  for  pupils with  special  educational 
needs.  Article  32  states that  it  Is  a  duty  to ensure  that  a  handicapped  pupil 
benefits  from  alI  the essential  support  In  an  ordinary environment. 
In  LUXEMBOURG  the  taw  of  5th August  1983  created special  classes within  the 
framework  of  primary  education  for  children of  school  age  who,  while  being 
capable of  receiving education.  were  nevertheless unable  to participate 
successfully  In  ordinary education either  permanently or  temporarily.  The  law 
of  14th March  1973  specifies that  the State should ensure  that  any  child who, 
by  reason of  his mental,  behavioural  or  sensory characteristics cannot  receive 
ordinary or  special  education should  be  given  the  training  required  by  his 
condition or  situation  In  the  context of  differentiated education. 
A preliminary draft  law  encouraging  the  participation of  handicapped  children 
In  ordinary education and  their  Integration  in  ordinary schools  takes  a 
diametrically opposed  view.  In  fact,  Article B of  the prel lmlnary  draft  law 
specifies  that  the State should ensure  that  all  children of  school  age  who, 
because of  their mental,  behavioural,  sensory or  motor  characteristics,  have 
special  educational  needs  should  receive  the assistance and  support  required 
by  their  condition or  situation  through  the differentiated education services. 
Finally,  Article C states that  handicapped  children attending a  post-primary 
or  a  post-secondary educational  establishment  should benefit  from  the  support 
and  assistance services of  differentiated education. 
In  SPAIN  article  27  of  the Spanish Constitution  recognises  the  right  of 
everyone  to education  and  freedom  of  education.  Article  49  requires  the 
government  authorities  to  Institute a  policy  for  Identifying,  treating, 
rehabilitating and  Integrating people with  sensory,  mental  and  physical 
handicaps  who  should  then  receive  the special  care  required  by  their  condition 
as part  of  the  rights conferred  by  the Constitution on  alI  citizens. llep.tnt .Scot HI 
Article  23  specifies that  handicapped  people  may  be  Integrated  In  the ordinary 
educational  system  and  if necessary  support  programmes  and  facl I ltles offered 
to  them. 
Special  education  is provided on  a  temporary  or  permanent  basis  to people 
whose  Integration  In  an  ordinary environment  Is  Impossible  under  article 26  of 
the  law. 
In  DENMARK  pupils with  an  educatlpnal  handicap  are defined as  students whose 
development  requires special  consideration or  support.  The  basis  for  the 
assessment  of  this special  need  Is  therefore neither  the traditional  handicap 
categories nor  an  objectively measured  degree of  handicap  but  the  Individual 
student's situation  In  relation to  the expectations and  demands  of  the 
education system. 
In  ITALY  law  517/77 abolished  the  transition classes and  special  classes and 
specifies that: 
1.  Italian  legislation almost  always  uses  the  term  "handicapped  person"  to 
refer  to a  subject  suffering  from  physical,  mental  or  sensory 
deficiencies  resulting  In  disabilities of  a  greater  or  lesser  degree 
which  adversely affect  his relations with  the educational  and  non-
educational  environment. 
2.  Responsibility  for  certifying handicaps  rests with  the medical 
profession  rather  than with  the  teaching profession. 
3.  A deficiency  is almost  always  regarded  aa  equivalent  to a  handicap.  That 
being so,  a  handicapped  student  could be  defined as  a  student  with 
motor,  mental  and/or  sensory disabilities as certified by  a  medico-
cl inlcal  declaration or  diagnosis. 
Lastly,  It  should  be  stressed  that  the meaning  of  the  Italian term  INSERIUENTO 
(inclusion>.  namely  "to place  inside",  is  not  the  same  as  that of  INTEGRAZIONE 
(Integration>  which  means  literally "to function  together". 
Since  the entry  into  force of  Law  No.  517  of  1977  Italy may  be  said to  have 
seen  a  gradual  and  progressive  transition,  both  In  theory  and  practice,  from 
merely  including  handicapped  students  in  the ordinary school  system  to an 
overall  integration  into  the class group  and  an  Integration of  the activities 
of  all  those who  work  in  the  school. 
In  PORTUGAL  special  education  is  seen  as  being  a  set of  responses  to special 
educational  needs of  children and  young  people attending  an  ordinary or 
special  school.  The  rules governing  Integration  into ordinary  schools are 
laid down  in  Decree-Law  No.  319/91  of  23  August. IN  OQHCLUSION,  the approaches of  Member  States clearly depend  on  the 
definition of  handicapped  students. 
llep. lnt.  Scol17 
Some  States define  handicapped  pupils  In  relation  to a  classification and  a 
degree of  handicap. 
This approach,  which  was  the majority  view  In  the  1986  document  on  school 
Integration  (5),  Is  now  In  the minority. 
One  group  of  Member  States, while still basing their definition on  the 
preceding concept,  has  Introduced  legislation since  1986  which  offers a  more 
flexible approach  and  opens ordinary education to handicapped  students  to a 
far  greater extent. 
The  majority of  Member  States has  chosen  a  flexible definition based  on  the 
special  educational  needs  of  the  handicapped  students. 
Finally,  a  few  countries have  extended  this concept  to  Include alI  pupils with 
learning difficulties resulting  In  special  measures  being  Introduced within 
the ordinary educational  framework. 
Conscious of  the wide  variation  In  the concept of  handicapped  students, 
several  countries propose  a  new  definition based  on  the  Idea  of  the  maximum 
Interaction between  the  handicapped  student  and  the  school  environment. 
Others prefer  to refer  to a  scale of  types of  Integration  ranging  from 
placement  In  special  Institutions to  the provision of measures  and  assistance 
to meet  the special  educational  needs of each  student. 
In  fact,  the definition of  a  handicapped  pupil  can  be  readily equated with 
that  of  the W.H.O.  classification. 
The  reason  for  this situation can  be  found  In  the education policies and  the 
educational  structures of  each  country. 
Lastly,  few  Member  States define  the abilities of  a  child  In  relation  to  the 
purpose of  the  school,  In  other words  the possibility of  acquiring 
occupational  skills or  a  certificate  leading  to employment  or  incapacity  for 
work,  based on  a  broad classification such  as: 
employment  in  an  ordinary environment 
semi-sheltered employment 
sheltered employment 
Incapacity  for  work "•·ln\.Scol11 
1.4  Statistics QD  hlndiCipped pupils: 
Tables  3 and  4  summarise  the main  features of  the statistical  data  from  the 
national  contributions.  All  the calculations relating to the students  In 
general  were  baaed on  the  EUROSTAT  statistical  sources  In  Table  2,  which 
display a  certain homogeneity  among  the  12  Member  States. 
The  percentages given may  therefore differ slightly from  the  figures  In  the 
national  reports. 
Given  the definition adopted  In  a  number  of  European  countries no 
percentages or  figures are given  for  the different  types of  handicap  nor  the 
degree of  handicap.  The  concept  of special  educational  needs  bas  been 
adopted  rather  than classifying these needs  In  relation  to a  handicap. 
In  some  national  reports  It  Is  possible  to obtain percentages of  types of 
handicap  In  terms  of  school  levels. 
Four  countries  (Denmark,  Ireland,  Luxembourg  and  Portugal)  have  also 
Indicated  the proportion of students with  special  education needs  to  the 
whole  school  population,  9.7X  for  Denmark,  8.3X  for  Luxembourg,  5.1X  for 
Ireland and  12.8X  for  Portugal,  an  average of  9X.  It  Is  apparent  that  there 
are more  than  1.185 million handicapped  students  in  the  European  Community, 
representing about  2.17X  of  the school  population  receiving compulsory 
education. 
These  figures  Include  children admitted  to all  school  environments  and  all 
types of class. 
Depending  on  the  view  of  each  country  as  regards  the concept  of  an 
Integrated pupil  In  an  ordinary environment,  on  average  about  74.3X  of 
handicapped  students are  In  a  special  environment  and  25.7X  of  students  In 
an  ordinary environment.  However,  the  figures need  to be  viewed  with 
caution since  they  may  vary  considerably with  the Member  State  (Tables  3  and 
4). 
The  percentage of  handicapped  students or  students with  special  educational 
needs  as a  function of  the school  population  ranges  from  0.51X  for  Spain  to 
12.8X  for  Portugal,  with  an  average of  1.35X  for  Greece,  Spain,  Italy, 
Luxembourg,  Ireland,  Portugal  and  the  United  Kingdom.  The  figures  for  Spain 
are only  valid  for  45X  of  the  total  school  population,  In  other words  that 
part of  the national  territory which  does  not  have  autonomy  with  respect  to 
education. 
The  figure  Is  between  2.9X  and  5.35X  for  Belgium,  Germany,  France  and  the 
Netherlands. 
These  results suggest  that  In  those  countries where  there  Is  a  precise 
definition of  handicap with  a  classification,  the  levels of  handicapped 
students are more  than  double  those  In  other  countries.  These  are also  the 
countries which  apparently  have  the  smallest  number  of  handicapped  students 
Integrated  In  an  ordinary environment. 
However,  It  Is  dangerous  to draw  a  comparison  between  the various  figures 
given  as  they  are dependent  firstly on  the definition used  In  the Member 
States and  secondly on  the educational  structures. TAilE  3:  Nulber  of  kandlcapped  pupils 
Year  Ela  12  I  DIC  D  II  E  F 
"1111oas 
or Ill  (89-90)  (86-87)  (19-90)  (90-91)  (19-90)  189-90) 
Total  •u.ber of handicapped  (I)  1.165  to  60.735  248.011  15.100  40.126  353.61] 
pup I Is  (2)  1.535  88.572  (;117.456)  - - -
(5) 
~handicapped pupils/  (I)  -··  total  •u•ber  2.17  3.4  '  12,8X  2.9 '  0.78'  0.51  '  ].56 ' 
Prt ..  ry  and  secondary  pupf Is (2)  ' '  - - - - -
Nu~er of  pupils  In  0.163  5t.t98  11.757  248.011  15.100  15.867  328.954 
•llllou 
special  envlron•nt 
Prt ..  ry  pupils  in  special  31.515  8.437 
envlron•nt  I 
Secondary  pupiiJ  In  special  I  27.814  5.471  (6) 
envlron•nt 
t  pupils  In  specl1l  envlron•ntl  74.3111  98.7  '  14,6'  100  '  100'  39.5 '  93.0 ' 
Total  nu~er of  handfc1pped 
pupils 
~:  report of the  12  Me.ber  States 
Note  (1):  tot•l nuaber  of  .__.lcapped pupils  by ~r  State according  to definition of 1 ..  ndlca.,ed pupil 
(Z):  total  n~r  of pu,lls wtt• special  ~tlon&1 ....  s  (or perce.tatl) 
(3):  In  JRl  special  classes and  special  sc~ls are  dlstlnguls~ 
(4):  In  tke  Hetherl1nds  2482  pupils  are classified as  kavi11  devel.,...tal difficulties 
(5):  in  Gennany  317.456  pupils are classlfll4 as  ~••dicapped (ex.  &DI) 
(6):  In  Spain  5.471  handicapped  pupils are followlnt  an  occupational  training  In  1  special  sc~l. 
Ill  I  l  Ill  p  UIC 
(89-90l  (19-90)  (89-90)  (88-89)  (90-91)  (88-89) 
11.110  107.709  917  109.816  34.Z88  176.500 
(40.000)  - (3000)  - (231.912) 
-
1.5 '  l.lZ'  2.05 '  5.35 '  1.85'  1.69  ~ 
5.1 '  - 1.3  '  - 12.8'  -
11.610  1133  105.090  7.21l  119.100 
8.491  (3)  70.621  I 
•  • 
3.119  2.482  (4) 
31.987 
I 
100'  0 '  114,4'  95.7  '  21.0 '  67.5' 
(or percentage) 
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353.613  11.610  101.109  917  109.116  34.211  176.500 
24.659  107.709  I~  4.726  27.075  57.400 
(6,9 ")  (100 ")  (15,6 ")  (4,3 S)  {71,9 S)  (32..SS) 
27 
(2,7 S) 
175.711  Ul9 
(49,6 ")  (26,1S) 
153.236  1.491  106  105.090  7.213  119.100 
(.U,]S)  (73,1S)  (11,7S)  (95,7 S)  (21,1")  (67,4S) 
TOTAL 
1.239.750 
269.557 
(21,74 S) 
46.004 
(3,72 ") 
193.752 
(15,62 ") 
730.437 
(SI,91  ") 
i 
~ 
i 
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1.5  Statistics on  teaching staff 
Although  there are more  than  3.5 mil I ion  teachers of  alI  levels  in  the 
European  Community  (17),  It  Is difficult  to obtain complete  and  regularly 
updated statistics.  In  addition,  col lectlng statistics which  are consistent 
between  Member  States presents stll 1 further  difficulties.  Thus,  the 
statistics published by  UNESCO  are given  below  by  way  of  i I lustration. 
In  an  ordinary environment 
Table  5  lists the  data on  education at  the  pre-primary  level 
(kindergartens,  nursery  schools  and  open  nursery classes  In  higher  level 
schools).  Child care facilities,  creches,  etc.  are  In  principle 
excluded.  The  figures  relating to staff  Include all  full-time  and  part-
time  staff  In  publ lc or  private  Institutions. 
The  total  of  teachers  includes  ful 1-time  and  part-time  teachers,  which 
affects pupil/teacher  ratios and  makes  them  difficult  to  Interpret. 
The  data  In  Tables  5,  6  and  7  summarise  the  numbers  of staff  teaching 
full-time  and  part-time  In  a  pre-school,  primary  and  secondary 
environment.  Some  data are old and  many  do  not  refer  to  the  same  year. 
Given  the  relative stability of  the  teaching  profession and  the  relative 
stability of  school  numbers  since  1985,  the  data  presented  provide 
relative orders of  magnitude  in  the  absence of  precise and  comparable 
statistics. 
In  the ordinary environment  the  ratio of  the  number  of  Integrated pupils 
per  teacher  In  Dutch-speaking  Belgium,  Spain,  Italy and  Portugal  ranges 
from  ~ to 9.5.  School  support  of  handicapped  students  In  an  ordinary 
environment  does  not  appear  to  reduce  significantly  the number  of 
teachers necessary. 
The  ratio of  1/~  integrated students  in  an  ordinary environment  and  3/4 
students  In  a  special  environment  also appears  to be  reflected  In  the 
number  of  teachers  In  the  special  environment  and  in  the ordinary 
environment  providing specific support. 
However  It  appears  that  the  number  of  Integrated children  is under-
estimated as  not  all  handicapped  children  In  the  publ lc  and  private 
environment  are  I isted. 
It  Is  not  possible  to determine  how  important  this factor  Is. 
Most  of  the  time  integration occurs as  a  result of  an  agreement  between 
parents and  the educational  team  without  reference  to  the  academic 
authorities and  thus  escapes  any  form  of  survey. 
(17)  UNESCO  Statistical  Yearbooks  (1991) Rep.lnt .Scol22 
In  scecial  education 
All  the statistics supplied  in  the  national  reports  have  been  combined 
In  Table  8.  They  are  fragmentary  and  difficult  to  interpret. 
It  appears  that  the  number  of  full-time  teachers  In  the  European 
Community  now  exceeds  130,000  (special  and  ordinary environment 
combined)  for  a  population of  1.165 million  handicapped  students,  in 
other  words  a  pupil/teacher  ratio of  about  8.9/1  (compared  with  71.7 
million pupils and  students and  3.5  ml  Ilion  teachers,  or  about  20/1). 
The  ratio of  pupils  to  teachers  In  a  special  environment  Is 7.9 
handicapped  pupl Is  to one  teacher. 
In  special  schools  In  Dutch-speaking Belgium,  Portugal  and  the  United 
Kingdom  the  number  of  pupils  to each  teacher  Is  about  5  to 6. 
This  ratio  is  frequently  found  In  special  classes of  severely 
handicapped  children. 
1.6  Education costs 
The  problem  of  financing  training programmes  for  handicapped  pupi Is  affects 
all  Member  States.  These  costs are borne  by  the educational,  health,  social 
security and  social  services authorities  jointly or  separately. 
As  handicapped  children  In  alI  Member  states have  to  receive  compulsory 
schooling or  at  least  some  form  of  education  In  the most  severe cases,  the 
division of  budgets makes  It  difficult  to obtain an  overall  figure  despite  the 
fact  that  these costs are  sometimes  very  high. 
Table  9  lists  the main  figures  which  reveal  the costs of ordinary  teaching. 
Table  10  summarises  alI  the  responses of  the  12  Member  States as  regards  the 
costs of  educating  handicapped  pupils. 
liALr considers  It  Impossible  to provide a  figure  for  the  financial  costs of 
"special" education since  to do  so  It  would  be  necessary  to calculate: 
a)  the  cost of  the  salaries of  all  remedial  teachers; 
b)  the  cost  of  the expected  increase  In  the  number  of  classes as  a 
result of  the  reduction of  the  number  of  pupl Is  per  class  to 20; 
c)  the estimated cost  of  the  expected  Increase  In  the  number  of 
schools  as  a  result of  the  Increase  in  the number  of  classes 
following  the  application of  the measure  referred  to  in  the 
previous  point; 
d)  State training of  teachers. 
Even  this would  not  give  a  reliable figure. EUA  12 
Tot•l  of  te•chers  400.700 
school  ye•r 
Tot•l  of  pupils  8793000 
school  yeu 
Nu.ber  of  puplls/te•cher %  21.9 
~: UNESCO  St•tistlc•l Ye•rbook  (1991) 
Countries  l  - 81  to 3 - 83 
I 
11.793 
(85) 
391.848 
(85) 
19.8 
OK  D 
3.675  84.764 
(86)  (88) 
56.132  1645959 
(86)  (88) 
15.3  19.4 
T•ble  5 
Pre-school  educ•tlon 
Preceding  the  1st cycle 
GA  E  F 
7.942  39.513  74.504 
(87)  (87)  (89) 
155.246  1054241  2535955 
(17)  (87)  (89) 
19.5  26.7  34.0 
IAL  I  l 
4.597  109.565  466 
(88)  (89)  (89) 
135.923  ·s::r 
7.965 
(88)  (89) 
29.5  14.3  17.1 
Nl  p 
22.476  6.408 
(84)  (85) 
399.453  128.089 
(84)  (85) 
11.8  20.0 
UK 
' 
I 
27.000  ! 
(88) 
716.ooo  I 
26.5 
i 
~ 
f 
~ EUR  12  I  DK 
Total  of  teachers  1330800  71.064  30.000 
year  {87)  (89) 
Total  of  pupils  22413000  728.718  355.311 
year  (87)  (89) 
Nuaber  of  pupils/teacher\  17.7  15  11.8• 
(•)  crude  calculation,  value  not  provided  by  the  State concerned 
~: UNESCO  Statistical  Yearbook  (1991) 
Countries  3 - 100  to 3 - 102 
Table  6 
Priaary education  (1st  level) 
D  GR  E  f 
136.155  39.125  131.389  265.000 
(88)  (87)  (87)  (89) 
2387995  868.335  32~6655  4163161 
(881  l87J  87)  (89) 
18  22  25  15.7• 
- --
lRL  I  l 
15.393  257.961  1.768 
(88)  (89)  (89) 
423.662  3140113  21.959 
(88)  l89l  (86) 
28  12  12 
Nl  p 
82.567  75.456 
(88)  (86) 
1428577  1234293 
1881  j86) 
17  16 
UK 
225.000 
(88) 
4414966  I 
(88) 
20 
I 
- ---
, 
~ 
f 
N . TAble  7 
SecondAry  educAtion  (2nd  level) 
EUR  12  8  DK  D  GR  E  F  IRL  I  l  Nl  p  UK 
TotAl  of  teAchers  I  114.628  443.731  54.173  229.145  434.018  571.607  1.990  98.002  32.028 
yeAr  (87)  (88)  (87)  (87)  (89)  (89)  (87)  (87)  (80) 
TotAl  of pupils  I  805.647  6219158  840.020  4798337  5398599  5245132  22.496  1342243  398.320 
yur 
------~  (85)  (88)  (87)  (87)  (89)  (89)  (87)  (87)  (80) 
~:  no  infor.ation  for  DK.  IRL;  for  United  Klngdoa  see  nAtionAl  report 
~: StAtisticAl  YeArbook.  UNESCO  (1991)  pAges  3-185  to  3-193 
l 
i 
~ 
~ T1ble  8 
Te•chlng  st1ff for  ~11dlc1pped pupils 
I)  In  1 speci•l  environ.ent 
£11R  12  I  Dl  0  GR  £  f  Ill  I  L  NL  p  UK 
NL 
Mu.ber  of  te1c~ers  107.616  7.239  zooo  38.700  1.200  2.294  22.786  12.219  692  19.200 
Ia  speci•l  eaviroa.enl  ~~~ 
Nu~r  of  pupils  842.335  34.721  10.000  248.011  12.313  15.167  277.496  11.610  Ill  105.090  7.Z1l  119.100 
in  specl•l  envlro..enl 
Rallo  of  nu•ber of  h1ndlc1pped  4.8  5  6.4  10.3  6.9  12.1  8.6  10.4  6.1 
puplls/nu.ber of  te1chers  In 
specl•l  envlron.ent 
Pre-school  speci1l  2A  22.786 
te1cllers  1.370 
Prt ..  ry/Secondary/Prof.  occup.  656 
-
1  )  Nu~er of te•chers  In  ordln1ry envlron.eat  for  tile  prt ..  ry  leveli  II)  In  orflft!rY !!VIto!!l!t: figures  not  kn..a for  tile  seco.d•ry  level. 
Nuabtr  of  Integrated  pupils  312.000  737  70.90]  24.529  24.659  107.709  100  27.075  51.400 
Nuaber  of  pupils  30.800  122  10.000  3.090  1.286  21.450  2.150 
fT  •  'zocn, FT) 
(32.010)  (l) 
full-tl•e  (2_}_ 
IIlio ••er of haldlcapped 
pupil s/nUIIHr  of teiCHrs  6.8  (5)6  7.8  4  (IIW)  9.5 
In  ordinary envlron.eat  4.88  (4) 
Pre-school  te•chers  522 
Prl ..  rr  1.865 
Secondary  463 
!!!!!=  (1):  In  Oen ..  rk  z.ooo  full-tl ..  teac~ers plus  10.000 p1rt-tl.e teacllers  partlciPAtl .. In  IntegrAtion 
(2):  these 1re re.adl•l  te1cllers 
(l):  Ia  Italy 12.010  posts  1re occupied  by  21.450  support  st1ff. 
(4):  t~e law  provides  for  1 support  te~eller to  4 h1adlc1pped  children 
(5):  t~e r1tlo ef a~r  of bladlc1ppe4  pupils  In  1n  ordla1ry envlroaaeat dlvlde4 by  the  nuaber of support 
foll ..  lng  countries:  INL.  £.  1.  P. 
teAchers  In  •• ordln1ry envlroneant  is cAlculated  for  the  J 
(6):  see  Table  3 
Source:  N1tion•l  repqrts of ~r  Stites 
! 
r 
i ll ••  lnt .Scol27 
The  following  costs would  not  be  Included: 
e>  transport  and  welfare services paid  for  by  local  bodies, 
f)  special  teaching equipment, 
g)  the cost of  r..oving architectural  restrictions,  which  are even 
more  difficult  to calculate. 
For  DENMARK  the cost of  a  Folkeskole  (primary  and  secondary)  Is  on  average 
4,035  ECU  per  student  per  year.  This  cost  Increases  to 8,827  ECU  If  the 
student  has  special  needs  in  an  ordinary environment  and  to 20,807  ECU  and 
above  In  a  special  class.  It  should  be  pointed out  that  the  resources  <and 
costs)  to be  set  aside  for  these children and  young  people are  laid down  in 
the  law  under  two  different  headings: 
Article 19.1,  resources  for  children and  young  persona with 
edUcational  needs  which  .uat be  provided  by  local  authorities; 
article 19.2,  resources  for  children and  young  persons with  severe 
handicaps  C1X),  allocated by  national  authorities. 
For  GREECE  the coat of  a  student  In  a  special  class  Is  1,375  ECU  but  this 
cost •ay vary  by  a  factor  of  10  depending  on  the  handicap  and  the  type  of 
establishment  concerned. 
FRAHCE  has  now  Included  the coat of  special  education  In  the  total  State 
budget  and  no  longer  publishes  the costa of special  education separately. 
However  for  the year  1988-1889  the educational  cost  (exclUding  SOCial 
Security and  Social  Affairs provision)  for  a  pupil  was  3,892  ECU  In  primary 
education and  4,433  ECU  In  secondary  education,  the total  budget  for 
special  edUcation  amounting  to 1,228  MECU  (excluding medical  care, 
acca.modatlon,  etc.). EUR  12  I  OK 
Gross  da.esttc product  4,406.9  139.0  95.1 
(Eurost1t)  (1989)  (1) 
fn  Hrd  ECU 
Tot1l  educ1tlon expenditure  - 6.53  6.99 
)'llr  (1988)  (1988) 
Mrd  ECU  (Z) 
% of G D P  4.7  '  7.35  ' 
-
Source:  (1)  B1slc  C~nlty Stltlsttcs  28t~ Edttloa  (1991 
EUROSTAT  Clt1lo9ue  No.  CA-70-91-071-FR-C  p1ge  39 
D 
1079.9 
44.10 
(1988) 
4.08' 
T1ble  9 
Public  expenditure on  educ1tton 
GR  E  F  IRL 
49.2  345.2  870.3  30.8 
0.71  12.93  43.46  1.64 
(1987)  (1988)  (1988)  (1987) 
I  3.75%  5.0\  5.32' 
(2)  UNESCO  Stltlsttc•l Ye1rbook  (1991)  p1ges  4-15  to 4-18,  4-34  to 4-38,  4-45  to  4-53  •nd  4-64  to  4-66 
Tot•l  cost of  te1chers  5.33  30.00  0.56  29.19  1.13 
Hrd  ECU 
Tot1l  expenditure  OR  I  2.7  4.2  6.1  4.6  10.3  9.7 
pre-prt ..  ry  educ1tion 
Tot1l  expenditure  on  prt ..  ry  24.1  13.7  21.9  12.2  19.3  29.0 
eduCI tl  on  % 
Tot1l  expenditure  on  46.6  65.2  48.7  43.4  23.1  40.9  40.0 
secondAry  educ1ttoa % 
Tot1l  expenditure  OR  17.6  15.7  21.5  19.5  16.0  12.5  19.0 
3rd  level  educ1tlon  %  -
I  l  Nl 
786.3  6.4  203.2 
28.83  0.39  13.37 
(1986)  (1989)  (1988) 
I  6.09%  6.58% 
20.90  0.23  8.05 
6.0  I  I 
29.2  49.3  20.2 
41.0  21.1  32.2 
9.1  1.5  29.2 
p 
41.1 
1.89 
(1989) 
5.29% 
1.54 
2.2 
43.0 
lZ.3 
15.5 
UK 
760.3 
--
30.76 
(1988) 
4.05% 
_  _j 
15.81 
3.3 
25.4 
45.8 
18.9 
i 
~ 
f 
iii Table  10 
Cost  of education of handicapped  children 
In  ECU  or HECU 
EUR  12  B  DK  D  GR  E  F  lRL  I  l  Nl  p  Uk 
't'eu  NL 
(I)  (89-90)  Cl988)  (1990)  0988)  (1988) 
Pre-schoo 1 cost  I  1.482  I  I  I  I 
in  ECU/pupil  (1988)  I 
'  1.067 
I  I  Pr\ury cost  in  1.755  1.640  I 
ECU/pljpil  '  4.0]5 
Secondary  cost  In  1.884  r 
2.446  (lst level) 
ECU/pupil  ---
2.950  (2nd  level)  I 
Special  education  cost  232.8  17  661  (prl ..  ry)  172.3  1 
In  MECU  + 
567  (  second1r1 ) 
Proportion  of staff  90'  I.e. 
1nd  general  costs  1.228 
10  '  90'/10% 
Integrated  teaching  1.526 
budget  overth.e 
+ 9.000  travel  expenses 
Cost  pupil  In  special  6.704  20.807  1.175  3.692  (prlury)  5.571 
educit\on  to  4.433  (secondary)  (4100  to 11480) 
12.770 
Cost  pupil  In  integrated  8.827 
educilion 
- -
~:  (1): not  111  He~r States replied  to this question 
Source:  Nation•l  reports of  Me~er States 
l 
~ 
r 
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In  the  NETHERLANDS  the  cost of  a  student  In  special  education  is on  average 
5,571  ECU,  but  In  practice ranges  from  4,100  to 11,480  ECU.  The  extra cost 
of  a  pupil  In  a  special  environment  compared  with  the sa  .. non-handicapped 
child  thus varies by  a  factor  between  2.5 and  7.  In  terMs  of  teacher 
costs,  there are on  average 8.8 handicapped  pupils  In  a  special  class to 
one  full-time  teacher.  This figure may  be  compared  with  the national  Dutch 
average of  21  pupils to one  teacher  In  an  ordinary envlron.ent. 
On  the question of  funding,  approximately  21X of  the Ministry of 
Education's  1989 budget  was  allocated  to primary  education,  5X  to special 
education and  22X  to general  secondary  education,  pre-university education 
and  junior  secondary  vocational  education.  In  the past  15  years 
approximately  ex  of  the national  Income  has  been  spent  on  education.  This 
Is one  of  the highest  proportions  In  Europe.  In  terms of  cost  per  student, 
special  education  Is .uch more  expensive  than ordinary education.  In  1989, 
the cost  per  student  In  special  education was  approximately  four  times 
higher  than  the coat  per  student  In  special  education,  varying  from  seven 
times  greater  for  multiply  handicapped  students  to  two  and  a  half  times 
greater  for  learning-disabled students.  Clearly,  therefore,  the 
Netherlands  spends  a  relatively  large amount  on  special  education.  However, 
the  funding  systeM  In  the  Netherlands  Is  a  barrier  to  Integration.  As 
things stand at present,  the  two  systems are  funded  Independently  of one 
another.  There  are no  Incentives  for  the ordinary system  to cater  for 
students with  special  needs.  In  fact  the  funding  system makes  It 
attractive to refer  students to special  schools. 
2.  QBD I  NARY  EDIJCAT ION  SJSJM  IN  THE  MfM'EB  STATES 
2.1  EdYeatlqn lnd  Initial  training svat,. 
In  1990  the commission  published a  report  on  the structures of  the 
educational  and  Initial  training systems  In  the Member  States of  the 
European  Community  (18).  This  document  describes  the educational  and 
Initial  training systems  In  the Member  States of  the  European  community. 
The  present  report  reproduces  these  In  the  form  of  synoptic  tables  In 
Appendix  2  for  Information. 
Additional  Information  Is  given  In  the nattonal  contribUtions. 
An  understanding of  the ordinary educational  systems  Is necessary on 
several  grounds. 
1)  It  Is  a  good  exercise  to view  special  education  In  relation  to 
ordinary education  In  order  to assess  the educational  levels of 
handicapped  students,  particularly as  regards certificates and 
hence  the possibilities of  Integration  In  active  life or  In  a 
sheltered environment. 
2)  Strictly speaking countries such  as Denmark,  Spain,  Italy and 
Portugal  do  not  have  specialist education with  different 
structures  from  those of ordinary education. 
Table  11  1 lsts the  responsibilities of  the  national,  regional  and  municipal 
authorities on  the one  hand  and  the  legislation bases on  the other, 
summarised  schematically. 
(18)  Structures of  the educational  and  Initial  training systems  In  the 
Member  States of  the  European  Community  - EURYDICE  and  CEDEFOP  -
T.F.R.H.E.F.J.  (1990)  D/1191/4008/20 llet).lnl. Sen Ill 
TABLE  11 
COUNTRY  LEGISLATION  RESPONSIBILITIES 
B  - Constitution  15th  July  - 3 connunity 
1988  minhtries 
- Law  of 29th  June  83  (NL,  FR,  D) 
- Royal  decree  of  1984 
OK  - 1969  education  reform  - Ministry  of  Education 
- law  of  1975  - Counties 
- Municipaliths 
(Folkeskole) 
0  - Basic  law  on  the  division  - State supervision 
of  responsibilities  - L:inder  (16) 
between  the  Federation 
and  the  Lander 
GR  - Constitution  - Ministry  of  Education 
- Law  No.  1566/1985  and  Religious  Affairs  - 54.~refectures 
E  - Constitution  - Ministry  of  Education  - General  education  law  and  Science 
(1970)  - 17  independent 
- Ley  organica  de  comunities 
Ordenacion  General  del 
sistema  Educativo 
(LOGSE)  13  September 
1990 
F  - Guideline  law  of  lOth  July  - Ministry  of  Education 
1989  on  education  - 27  rectors 
IRL  - Irish School  - Ministry  of  Education 
Attendance  Act  of  1926 
IT  - Education  law  1968  - Ministry  of  Public 
- law  517  of  4 August  1977  Instruction 
- Law  148  of  5 June  1990 
LUX  - Constitution  - Ministry  of  Education 
- Grand  ducal  regulation 
{22/10/1976) 
- Law  of  21st  May  1979 
- Law  of  4th  September  1990 "•·•nt.Scoll2 
Nl  - Constitution  - Ministry  of  Education 
- law  on  primary  and  Sciences 
education  (WBO) 
p  - Organic  law  January  87  - Ministry  of  Education 
- Decree  October  89 
UK  See 
- England  and  Wales 
- Scotland 
- Northern  Ireland 
England  - Education  Act  of  1944  - Department  of  Education 
and  Wales  - Education  Act  No.  2 of  and  Science 
1986  - LEA  (117  local  education  - Education  Reform  Act  authorities) 
1988 
Northern  - Education  Reform  - Department  of  Education 
Ireland  Order  1989  and  Science 
Scotland  - law  of  1988  - Scottish Office 
Education  Department 
Table  12  illustrates the  duration  of compulsory  education  and  its 
distribution in  terms  of  levels of  education  in  the  12  Melber  States.  It 
can  be  seen  that compulsory  schooling  ranges  from  9 to  12  years  and  that 
there  are  significant differences  between  Member  States. Table  12:  Graphs  established on  the  basis  of  the 
EURYDICE  data  (18)  and  National  Reports. 
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2.2  Prt=tcbool  •due•tton 
The  early  Integration of  a  handicapped  child  In  an  ordinary school  Ia  a 
highly  positive and  motivating  factor. 
In  the new  Spantah  Education  Law  the first  cycle of  pre-school  education 
extends  from  0  to 3  yoara,  If  not  actually beginning at  about  2 years 
(transition period). 
In  Belgium,  France  and  the United  Kingdom 
at about  the age of  2·  years ending at  the 
Klngao. or  8  years  In  Belgium  and  France. 
Denaark,  Ger ..  ny,  Greece,  Italy and  up  to 
pre-school  education alao atarta 
age  of  5  years  In  the United 
Schooling begins at  3  yeara  In 
5  and  1/2 years  In  Greece. 
Luxembourg  defines  the beginning of  the pre-schoOl  period aa  ~years with 
compulsory  schooling at  the age  of  5  years.  Only  Ireland haa  not 
officially  lnatltuted pre-school  education  (ca.pulsory schooling at 8  years 
of  age)  and  the Netherlands eatabllahes pre-school  edUcation at  the age  of 
4  years with  c~ulsory schooling  from  5  years. 
In  Germany  preventive measures  have  been  designed,  lmple ..  nted and  financed 
to encourage  the early detection of  handicaps  and  to be  able  to provide 
appropriate support  sufficiently early to handicapped  children or  those at 
rlak of  being  handicapped  at  the  pre-achool  age  and  hence  to minimise  the 
extent of  handicaps  In  adUlthOOd.  The  early support  meaaurea  are necessary 
and  Important  alma  In  Integration.  Assistance  In  the  for• of  Individual 
teaching may  be  provided  for  very  young  children  through  lnfor ..  tlon 
centres which  In  some  cases are attached  to special  eatabllahmonta.  The 
task of  these  Information  centres  Is  to diagnose  the existence of  handicaps 
as early aa  poaalble,  to enable  th .. to be  surmounted  or  to prevent  them. 
The  staff  In  theee centres consists of specialists who  co-operate cloeely 
with educationalists,  physiotherapists and  medical  staff. 
Recaption  etructuree for  young  children have  been  Instituted  In  varying 
degrees  throughout  Europe  to  try  to alleviate the dlfflcultlee which  atom 
from  thla disability.  We  have  no  data on  the nuabere of  Integrated or  non-
Integrated children nor  their  possible needs.  However  It  should  be  noted 
that  In  several  countries  there  Is  Increasingly early schooling which  Is  a 
positive  factor  In  tho  integration and  hence  the socialisation of  small 
handicapped  children. 
2.3  prt ..  rx  tdUcattgn 
The  bsglnnlng of  compulsory  education,  which  In  general  corresponds  to the 
beginning of  primary  education,  varies with  the Member  State.  Likewise, 
the duration of  primary  education varies  from  4  to 10  years and  hence 
within a  wide  range. 
The  education authorities often have  varied reaponslbllltlos which  are 
often assigned  by  National  Ministries or  regional,  local  or municipal 
authorities  (19). 
(19)  Administration and  Evaluation structures for  primary  and  secondary 
schools  In  tho  12  Member  States of  the  European  Community  - EURYDICE 
- 1990  - catalogue no.  D/1991/4008/2 .............. 
2.4  ••••  ,, ....  , ,., 
Thla atarta at different agee  In  the w..ber Statea,  Ia  partly  Included  In 
COIIIIUieory  aolloollng,  ancl  nee-ar  tty  lnctuclea  hanctlc...- atHenta. Often 
It  Ia  dlvl~ Into general,  vocational  and  technical  edUcation.  so.ett ..  a 
the  taet f• yeara of  ~teory  eclucat ton  are D&rt-t,.. aM the  e~~~Dttaele 
Ia  on  ..,.,.ent Jceelllp  anct place.nta  In  COIII)MI .. for t,._ of 
..  tabll~te wtth  a  vocational  blaa of .a.e for•. 
2.1  HI*' n;ot  ton 
The  awanoea  In  tnteorat ton  In  ordinary achoola are now  felt  throughoUt  the 
curr I cui•.  It Ia  thu8  no  longer  accident  vtct IM who  are re-trttegrated 
Into unlveratty and hlgber  education,  but  new  categorl ..  of handicapped 
at&&denta  frCIII  HCiondary  educat ton.  Thla  taat  lnf lux  Ia  tncr-tng u 
Integration progr  ..  - anc1  Ia  a  good ...,. of evaluating thla progrRa. 
111  'ar Statu are  lncren"'OIY opening higher  eciUcat ton  to theM categor tea 
of  at~ta  by  adapting bulldlnga,  lecture theatrea,  labOratorlea, etc.  At 
the .- tIM epectatlat  tran&DOrt,  accnatbte accc••odat ton  and  larger 
granta are alao being offered. 
Finally,  personal  or  technical  aealatance can  be given to handicapped 
atuelenta with In  the eatabll.-.rtta.  The  European  OD•unlty  Ia  a lao 
participating  In  thta .av•••nt by  offering facltltt .. to ~lcai)Ped 
atudlftta within c=•wnlty progr ....  a  such  aa ERASMUS,  LINCUA,  PETRA,  etc. 
Handicapped atudlnta  In  these progr ..... can  be  given priority,  higher 
granta can  be  awarded  to allow  for  the extra coat  naoclated with  the 
handJcap,  the provlaton of  technical  aida,  etc.  (20). 
In  HLAilll  the uJor  1  ty of hlgMr  edUcation  I  nat ltut lone  take on  handicapped 
atUdenta  and  It  Ia  the aoclal ..  rvtce depart-.nt which  le reeponetble  for 
Integrating ttl ..  and  for  all  the practical  probt .... 
In Rl*'• special  regulation• allow atudenta to be a•ltted wtthout  having 
to undergo  the norMI  Drocec:IUrn,  giving t.._ greater cbancn even  If 
rulbera are too  targe.  The  aoctal  Hrvlcn generally deal  with  the 
apeclallat aid neceaaary.  Handicapped  atudenta receive financial 
aaalatance. 
In  GfM"Y an  effort haa  been  Mde  In  reapect of accc•C"datlon by  the 
creat ton  of adapted acca••adat ton  and  fu II  ac~t  ton  wl th care un 1  ts.  An 
appropriate co.penaatlon ayat .. haa  been  IntrodUced  for  atUdlea and 
ex•tnatlona.  Guidance  aervtcea and  a  detailed brochUre .ate up  the 
provlaton. 
In  GIIJCE  handicapped  atudenta are given preferential •••••ton to higher 
education.  They  receive free -.dlcal  and  hoapltal  care and  the aecretarlata 
of  lnatttutlona are  tnatructed  to aaatat atudlea at all  tevela.  An 
lnfrl8tructure of  bulldlnga adapted  for  handicapped  persona  Ia  gradUally 
beIng de  vel oped.  · 
(20)  student•a guide:  ~!gher edUcation  In  the European  eo..unlty -6th 
edition EEC-1980- catalogue No.  CE-58-89-473-FRC ......  t.Scolll 
~has  become  aware  of  the  problem  and  efforts are being made  but  maJor 
disparities still exist  between  establishments. 
In  FAAHCE  the  Inclusion of  handicapped  students  Is  encouraged  by  three 
legislative measures:  accessibility of  pr ..  laes and  peraonallaed reception, 
specific financial  assistance,  and  the  provision of  appropriate  teaching. 
Special  services for  handicapped  students are also gradually being set up 
(COMMOn  Information  and  orientation aervlce,  education service).  Financial 
assistance,  such  as  the  rei.OUre ...  nt of  travel  coats,  higher  grants,  etc. 
make  up  the  reception and  care arrange.ents.  Adapted  edUcational  material 
may  be  acQUired  within  the universities'  budget.  Facilities are granted 
during examinations  <extra  time,  specific materials,  personal  assistant, 
etc.>  In  the  regulatory  texts. 
In~  for ..  of  specla~  assistance exist  for  handicapped  students, 
particularly  In  ter•• of  transport.  Consultative services are being set up 
(regional  centres of  the right  to study)  and  can  grant  subsidies to cover 
the extra costs  Involved  with  the  handicap. 
In  the  NETHEALANQS  further  study  Is encouraged  for  handicapped  people  and  a 
wide  ranoe  of possibilities  Is  on  offer  (handicaps  and  studies foundation>. 
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In  PORTUGAL  a  special  centre has  been  set up  (Resources Centre  for  Special 
Education>  to provide adapted equipment.  Handicapped  students are given 
facilities for  participating  In  lectures,  practlcala and  examinations.  A 
special  regulation regarding adMission,  candidacies and  quotas  applies  to 
handicapped  students. 
In  the  UNITED  KINGDOM  many  higher  education  establla~nt are equipped  to 
take on  handicapped  students.  A National  Bureau offers an  Information and 
guidance  service with  brochures.  Handicapped  students ..  Y appoint  a  co-
ordinator  fro. among  the -..bers of  the staff of  the reception 
establishment  responsible  for  looking after  their  Interests. 
A basic grant was  Introduced  by  the Ministry of  Education  and  Science  In 
1974  for  students who,  In  order  to  follow  higher  education courses on  a 
full-time or  part-tl .. basis,  Incurred  additional  expenses  because of  their 
handicap.  During  the year  1880-1981  the general  grant  was  Increased  to 
301.  In  the  same  year  two  new  special  grants were  Introduced.  For  the 
year  1991-1992  handicapped  students  In  higher  education can  apply  for  to 
6,100  ECU  to cover  the coats of  non-.edlcal  personal  assistants,  such  as  a 
lip reader  or  note-taker. 
The  grant  for  specialist equipment,  which  a.aunts to 4,800  ECU  for  the 
whole  course,  can  cover  the main  Items  of equipment  necessary  for  the 
student  to profit  fully  from  the courses offered.  A basic annual  grant  of 
1,500  ECU  can  be  used  for  other  purposes  but  can  also be  employed  If 
necessary  to suppl ...  nt  these special  grants. 
Handicapped  students can  also receive an  additional  travel  grant.  This 
aeries of ..  aaurea  Ia  a  significant step forward  In  allowing  handicapped 
people access  to higher  education. 
The  L.E.A.s  (Local  Education Authorities>  are also entitled to make 
discretionary awards  to students who  are not  entitled to a  mandatory  award 
and  to those  pursuing  part-time studies or  attending a  higher  educational 
establishment.  Experience  tends  to shoW  that  the maJority of L.E.A.s are 
relatively generous  In  granting awards  to handicapped  students who  take 
courses which  do  not  carry a  mandatory  award  and  that  they  base  their 
provisions on  the criteria used  In  allocating these mandatory  awards. 
In  coNCLUSION,  although  a  policy of  Including handicapped  persons  In  higher 
education  Is  beginning  to be  Instituted on  a  Community  level  It  should  be 
encouraged  and  extended. 
However,  efforts need  to be  made  to  J~rove Information  transfer  between 
Member  States to encourage  transnational  exchanges  of students.  The  aim 
should also be  to provide more  for  the student's needs  In  the  reception 
establishment. 
Few  statistics are supplied on  handicapped  students  by  the national 
contributions.  For  this reason  It  Is not  possible  to determine  the 
participation of  handicapped  students  In  Community  education programmes. Rep.lnt .Scolll 
3.  SPEC I  AI.  EPlJCAT ION  SJUM  IN  teeEB STATES 
3.1  LlglllltiQDI 
The  principal  IIWI,  decrees and  orders have  been  sum.arlaed below  by 
country.  It  shOUld  be  noted that  legislation  In  favour  of  handicapped 
students has  .uahr~ In  Europe  since 1118. 
While .a.. countries have  only slightly a ..  nded  their  legislation and 
regulations, others  (Spain,  Portugal  and  Ireland)  have  ca.pletely 
overturned their education ayat ... changed  their  previous concepts and 
provided  reception arrang  ...  nta  for  handicapped  students. 
In  the .... way,  Lux.-Dourg  Is about  to adoPt  Innovative  legislation on 
Integration Which  breaks with  the past.  Finally,  the  Italian  legislature 
has  decided  to extend still  further  the facilities  for  schOOl  Integration 
for  schools  taking on  handicapped  pupils. 
The  .ultlpllclty of  texts shoWs  that  the special  syst ..  s  In  Europe  are 
undergoing  a  period of change  and  In  .a.e countries are baaed  on  the 
ordinary ayat...  For  thla reason,  eoeclal  education ayat ..  a  aa  such  are 
ending  up by  disappearing altogether or  by  catering only  to a  very  limited 
handicapped  population Which  Ia  difficult  to educate under  ordinary 
conditions. 
LEG IN AI  ION$  for  State• 
BELGIW 
Law  of e July  1970  on  special  education 
Royal  Decree  of  18  August  1971  creating consultative commissions  for 
special  edUcation 
Royal  Decree of  28  June  1978  on  the organisation of special  education. 
Law  of  11  March  1988  on  special  and  Integrated edUcation. 
Ministerial  Circular of  1  July  1991  on  additional  assistance for  special 
education  (F) 
DEtiWIK 
Resolution on  the  reform of el ...  ntary education- May  1989 
Law  on  the organisation of  the Folkeakole- 1975 
Order  No.  537  of  18th  July  1990 
GERMANY 
The  first positive conseQuence  of  the  process of  a  change  In  mentality  is 
perhaps  that  attention  Is  now  focused  on  the  Individual's need  for  special 
edUcational  assistance rather  than  on  his/her  handicap. llep.lnt .Scoll8 
More  and  more  Linder  are amending  their  legislation on  schools  to provide 
assistance  to handicapped  students.  The  Saarland was  the  first  Land  to amend 
Its  legislation to this effect.  Since  then  new  regulations have  also been 
adopted  In  Hesse,  Schleswig-Holstein and  Berlin. 
In  principle,  the  reQUest  for  Integrated assistance  In  ordinary schools  has 
received a  positive respense.  Parents have  greater  Influence on  the school 
career of  their  children. 
A Joint  body  composed  of  parents of  handicapped  children and  special  teaching 
staff often prodUces  re~ndatlons to promote  the  training provided  In 
special  establishments. 
The  new  Linder  are currently preparing  their  school-reform  laws  which  will  be 
In  line with  developments  In  the other Linder.  Amongst  other  things  the 
emphasis  will  be  on  the extension of  a  diversified system of early detection 
and  diagnosis. 
The  legislative measures  are being structured so as  to permit  adaptations  to 
take  account  of  new  trends.  With  this  In  mind  particular attention will  be 
paid  to co-operation between  ordinary schools and  specla1  establishments. 
The  deyelopment  of special  scbgols  In  the past  two  decades 
The  development  of  new  trends  In  education policy on  special  schools  In  the 
past  twenty  years  can  be  Illustrated by  means  of  a  few  dates. 
1972:  Agreement  of  the conference of  Education Ministers of  the  Linder: 
•Recommendation  on  the organisation of special  education• 
Main  points:  Consolidation of  the status of special  teaching 
Start of  the operations of mobile  special 
educational  units 
1973:  German  Education Council: 
ReCOMMendation  •on  the provision of edUcational  assistance  to 
children and  young  people who  are already  handicapped or are at  risk 
of  becoming  handicapped. 
Main  points:  Preference  for  co-operative  forms  of  assistance. 
Measures  for  early detection and  support. 
Conaequences  for  teacher  training. 
Federal  authorltles/Linder Commission  for  education planning and  the 
development  of  research  CBLK): 
Initial  pilot  schemes  of  Integration  In  elementary  and  primary 
education. llep.lnt.ScoUO 
1975:  First  Integrated 
Main  points: 
school:  Filming primary  school  In  Berlin 
Limited numbers  of  students,  ten handicapped  and 
five non-handicapped  students per  class. 
Since  1975: 
Tandem  teaching  (2  specialist  teachers per  class> 
Integration,  even  If  the  handicapped children have 
not  reached  primary-school  standard. 
Extension of  various kinds of  pilot sch ...  s  for  the  Integrated 
teaching of  handicapped  and  non-handicapped  students with  the 
approval  of  the  BLK  (e.g.  18  +  2 students). 
1984:  First  report of  the  federal  government  on  the situation of 
handicapped  people 
1987:  Preparation of  new  KMK  recommendations 
•Report  on  special  problems  Involved  In  the  teaching of  students 
reQuiring special  educational  assistance• 
Main  points:  COnfirmation of new  development  measures  for 
handicapped  pupils  In  schools,  Including  the 
preservation of special  Institutions as new-look 
special  education centres. 
1989:  Second  report of  the  federal  government  on  the situation of 
handicapped  people 
Main  points:  Consolidation of principles and  development  of 
Individual  assistance  (allowing for  pre-school  and 
school  conditions;  positive asses  ...  nt on  the basts 
of  acQuired experience of  Integration  In  various 
educational  establishments). 
1991:  Preparation of  the  BLK  report  on  the evaluation of  the pilot studies 
on  the  training of  the  handicapped. 
GREECE 
Ministerial  Decision  No.  101491  of  1 August  1989,  establishing an 
"Office of  Special  Education•  at  the Ministry of  Education. 
Ministerial  Decision of  1969,  establishing a  seminar  for  therapeutic 
pedagogy  at  the Maraslelo Training College  for  National  Education, 
with  a  view  to training specialised teachers/educationalists. 
Law  No.  227/1975  on  further  training  In  special  education at  the 
Maraslelo Training College  for  National  Education 
Presidential  Decree  No.  146/1976 on  the organisation of  the Ministry 
of  Education  and  the establishment of  a  Directorate of  Special 
Education,  with  three departments. 
Law  No.  1143/1981  on  special  education,  special  vocational  training 
and  care of  handicapped  persons. FA6NCE 
Presidential  Decree  No.  603/1982 on  the organisation and  OPeration of 
special  education units at  schools. 
Pr ..  ldentlal  Decree  No.  137/1983 establishing a  Special  Vocational 
Training School. 
Presidential  Decree  No.  ~72/1883 and  Ministerial  Decision No. 
STel/1883 on  the establishment of paediatric dlagno.tlc  teams  at 
prefecture  level. 
Law  No.  1588/1985 on  the structure and operation of  prl ..  ry and 
secondary education,  section  1 of which  Incorporate•  the basic 
legislation on  special  education  (Law  No.  1143/1181). 
Prealdentlal  Decree  No.  238/1888 on  the condUct  of general 
ex ..  lnatlona and  the exa•lnatlon of  •physically dlaabled persona•  by 
a  epeclal  co..lttee. 
Varloua circulars containing guidelines fro. the Ministry  and 
addreaaed  to teachers,  concerning  the treat-.nt of children with 
apeclal  needs within  regular  schools,  the organisation of  special 
claaaes and  the dUties of  personnel  In  specific branches 
(psychologists, etc.). 
Presidential  Decree  No.  1~9/1980 on  the  eatabll~t and  operation 
of  the Ministerial  Council  for  Special  EdUcation  Per.annel  at  the 
Ministry of  Education. 
General  Education  Law  of  1970. 
General  Organic  Law  of  the Education Syat .. of  1880. 
Royal  Decree  on  the Planning of  Special  Education of  8  March  1985, 
No.  334. 
Law  on  the Social  Integration of  Handicapped  People of 7  April  1982. 
Guideline Act  No.  75-534 of  30  June  1975  on  measures  to help 
handicapped  people 
Circular  No.  82-048 of  29  January  1982. 
Circular  No.  83-082 of  29  January  1983. 
Guideline  EdUcation  Act  of  10  July  1989. 
Circular  No.  91-302  of  18  November  1981. 
IRELAND 
COnstitution 
Rule  27  of  the rules  for  National  School 
No  specific  legislation 
Law  No.  517/77 
Law  No.  148  of  5  June  1990  on  the  reform of  the organisation of 
primary  schools LUXEMBOURG 
Law  of  9  August  1963  on  the  reform of  pre-school  education and 
primary  teaching. 
R-...lnt .Scol42 
Law  of  14  March  1973  on  the establishment of  Institutes and  services 
of differentiated education. 
Grand-Ducal  regulation of  18  October  1973. 
Law  of  10  January  1989. 
Law  of 9  June  1989. 
Draft  law  under  examination. 
NETHERLANDS 
Special  Education  Interim Act  (ISOVSO) 
PORTUGAL 
Decree-Law  No.  319/91  of  23  August. 
Law  No.  48/88 of  14  October  -Basic  law  on  the education system 
(Articles  17  and  18). 
Law  No.  9/89 of  2 May- Basic  law  on  the prevention of disabilities 
and  on  the  rehabilitation and  Integration of  handicapped  people 
(Article 9). 
Regulatory  Decree  No.  30/89 of  20  October  defining  the structure and 
operation of  the  DGEBS  (Article 13). 
Decree-Law  No.  381/89 of  1 October  - Organic  law  concerning  regional 
education directorates 
Decree-Law  No.  43/89 of  3  February  laying down  legal  provisions  for 
the autonomy  of  state-run schools  In  stages 2  and  3 of elementary 
education and  In  secondary education. 
Decree-Law  No.  35/90 of  25  January  defining the conditions governing 
free  and  compulsory  schooling  (Articles 2  and  3). 
Decree-Law  No.  319/91  of  23  August  defining  the special  education 
measures  to be  taken  for  pupils with  special  educational  needs  who 
attend state-run schools providing elementary  and  secondary 
education. 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
Report  by  Mary  WARNOCK  (1978) 
Education  Act  1981  (England,  Wales) 
Education  Act  1980  (Scotland) 
Education  and  Libraries order  (1988) 
Education  Reform  Act  (1988) 
Law  on  measures  for  children  (1989). 
3.2  SPecial  education svstems 
The  order  In  which  Member  States are presented has  been  chosen  so as  to 
make  their  education  systems easier  to understand  and  compare. llep.lnt.Sco14l 
BELGilJ4 
The  apectal  education eyat ... although separate  In  the  3 ca..unltlea,  Is 
Identical.  It  Ia ba ..  d on  8  types of  teaching  (a  .. Tables  14  and  15). 
TYPE  1:  Ia  suited to the educational  needs of children and  young  people 
with •tid -.ntal or  devel~ntal retardation.  It  ta  not 
organised at pre-orl ..  ry  level.  The  syllabUs  Ia  baaed on  the 
..  lnatr ... prl ..  ry aytlabue,  but  Ia confined to those aspects 
which  are  l~rtant and useful  for  Integration  Into nor••• 
society and  nor ..  l  working  life. 
TYPE  2:  Ia  suited to the educational  needs of children and  young  DBODie 
with .aderate or aevBFe  .ental  retardation.  Thla  type of 
education could be  cla  ..  tfled aa  a  school  of  life where  education 
Ia  given  for  and  through  living.  A limited degree of  traditional 
schooling  Ia offered to tho  .. who  can  cope  with  it. 
TYPE  3:  Ia  suited to the educational  needs of  children and  young  people 
with character  dleordera,  I.e.  serious behavioural  or  emotional 
dleorders or educational  difficulties.  Their  Instruction can 
follow  the ..  lnatre  .. prl ..  ry  curriculum or  the  •school  of  llfeM 
principle. 
TYPE  4:  Ia  suited to the educational  needs  of children and  young  DBODie 
suffering from  physical  dlaabtlltlea, prl ..  rlly motor  disorders. 
Account  Is constantly  taken of  the effects which  serious brain 
da•aga can have on  t~ child's .ental abilities and  learning 
behaviour.  Aa  a  raeult,  care  Ia  taken  to ensure  that  the tuition 
ts always  tailored to the mental  levels and  capabilities of  the 
student.  There  ta aleo provision  for  substantial  par..adlcal 
assistance for .otor probl .... 
TYPE  5:  Ia  au ited to the educat tonal  needs of  ch II dren and  young  DBOP le 
wIth  I  ong-tar•  1 1 I  neeMa  and  t hue  need I  ng  tlav t  ng  conseQUent I  Y to 
take  their  leseona  In  a  medical  Institution. 
Every  att.-pt  Ia ..  de  to ensure that  the schooling provided 
follows on  from  the  level  already  reached  by  the student.  Tuition 
Ia  given  IndividUally or  tn  groups.  The ..  In  atm  ts  to ensure 
that  the child does  not  fall  behind acad ..  lcally  through  a 
lengthy  absence  from  school. 
TYPE  8:  is suited to the educational  needs of  visually  Impaired  (blind or 
partially sighted)  children and  young  people.  The  tuition  Is 
tailored to the student's ..  ntal  level.  In  addition,  special 
methode  are aleo used  In  order  to mitigate  the handicap.  Blind 
children are  taught Braille and  partially-sighted children are 
taught  hoW  to make ..  xlmum  use of  their  residual  visual 
faculties. ....  IRt.S.IU 
TYPE  7:  Ia  eulted to the edUcat tonal  neecte of hear  lng-I~~Dalrect (ciMf or 
hard-of-hear lng)  children anc1  young  ~I  e.  Here  too tM tutt ton 
Ia  tailored to the student 'a anti  I  laval.  ...tal lllllb8.-la  Ia 
placed on  language daveiOI)IIant.  SUNOrtad wMrrna•anary by  the 
UM of  algn  language. 
TYPE  8:  Ia  eulted to the edUcat tonal  needa of children afMI  YCIIIftO .,_le 
with ..  rloua  learning dlfflcultlea,  I.e.  retardltlon or ..  rloua 
learning prObl- at acttool  Which  cannot  be  at"trlbUtect  to any 
for• of •ntal disorder.  Thta edUcation  Ia only ortMIMd at 
el ..  ntary  level  and  followa  the ordinary currtculu.. 
Aa  well  aa the dlvlalon  Into typo of epactal  education In general, 
HCOMary  education  Ia aleo dlvt_. Into different for..  1"- for• CM 
obviously br IRO  togatMr atudeltta fr• dlfferellt  typee of ..-tal eclllcat ton 
depMdlng on  tM nature and  aevertty of their MndiC'alt. 
For• 1:  Ia clealgned  for  students wtto  are solely _._.._ to .octal 
adaptation.  Thla  training nor•IIY  leada on  to  life In a  uy CMtre or  an 
occupa  t 1  ona 1  hOM. 
For11  2:  Involve•  atudanta who  In  addition to aoclal  Haptatlon uy acQUI.re 
a  training which  prepare•  tha~~ for  work  In  a  aheltered envtron.ent. 
For• 3:  11  dealgned  for  pupils able to receive vocational  training  In  an 
ordinary working  anvlrCMWant. 
For• 4:  Ia  Intended  for  pupil  a  WbOH  Intel tectual  abll tUn are autf lclant 
for  ttte. to follow ordinary edUcat lon  ayllabUN8 with tile aid of 
appropriate tuition and  facllltlaa for  their  handicap. 
Full-tl .. apeclal  edUcation  Ia  organised at  the a ... thr .. levela aa 
ordinary edUcation,  I.e.: 
- pre-prl•ary, 
- prl•ry, 
- aecondlry. 
Special  pra-prtury edUcation can  be  followed fr• agea  3  to 1  yeara  (thr .. 
years>  and  special  prl ..  ry edUcation fr• yaara 8  to 13  (aaven yeara).  Pre-
pr l•ry edUcation IHY  even  begin at age a  subJect  to _.,roval  by  the 
regional  advlaory co.alttee and  the  length of atay  In  pre-ort ..  ry or 
prt•ry edUcation can  be extended by  one or even  two  yeara  If  de1•1d 
appropr Ia te by  the acttoo 1  and  the super  v Ia I  ng  paycho •d  I  co-aoc tal  ( PMS) 
centre. 
Special  aecondary education  Ia  for  puplla aged  13  to 21,  wtth  the 
poaalblllty of starting even earlier  (age  12)  or  contlnutna beyond  21. 
The  years referred to above  do not  equate with  school  yeara.  Da~aancttng on 
the  IndividUal  student's capabilities,  age,  pravloua atudlea, etc.,  the 
length of  his course can  be  extended or  reduced. ltep.lnt .Scol45 
The  law  on  special  edUcation aleo provides  for  hoae  tuition.  This  Is 
designed  for  children and  young  people who,  because of  the nature or 
serloueness of  the handicap Which  entitles th .. to special  education,  are 
neither .oblle nor  able  to be  transported. 
Home  tuition  Is  for  up  to five  hours  per  week.  It  Is given  by  teachers 
fro. the nearest  special  school. 
Integrated special  education  Is gradUally  being organised on  the basis of 
the  law  of  11  March  1888. 
Integrated  teaching  Is  a  for• of special  education within ordinary 
education.  It  Is organl ..  d  for  types  4,  e and  7  and  Is  Intended  for 
students with a  handicap  who  now,  thanks  to the new  posslbllltl ..  ,  are able 
to participate  In  ordinary education.  It  Is not  however  designed  for 
students with •lid probl ...  Who  can  get all  the  help they  need  within  the 
ordinary syst...  The  Integrated student  receives educational  or 
par ...  dlcal  help fro. the special  education system which  Is  designed  to 
benefit  not  only  the student  but  the  teacher  as well. - ., 
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NETHERLANDS 
The  term  "special  education"  Is generally understood  to  refer  to the 
entirely separate special  education system.  However,  It  also  Includes 
peripatetic guidance  and  support  services for  a  relatively a.all  number  of 
students  In  ordinary education. 
Separate special  and  secondary special  edUcation  Is  Intended  for  children 
Identified as  requiring a  predominantly  remedial  ("orthopedagoglcal  and 
orthodldactlc")  approach.  The  various  types of  <secondary)  special 
edUcation  can  generally be  divided  Into  three groups.  Group  one  comprises 
schools  for  the  learning disabled,  schools  for  the edUcable  mentally 
retarded and  units  for  children with  developmental  difficulties. 
Group  two  consists of education  for: 
a.  deaf  children 
b.  hearing-Impaired children 
c.  children with  severe speech  disorders 
d.  blind children 
e.  partially-sighted children 
f.  physically handicapped children 
g.  chronically  Ill  children 
h.  children  In  hospital 
I.  severely maladjusted children 
j.  multiply  handicapped  children 
k.  children  In  schools attached  to paedologlcal  Institutes 
The  paedologlcal  Institutes mentioned  under  k  are  Institutes which  have 
links with  a  Dutch  university or  which  provide academic  guidance  for 
special-needs schools. 
Group  three consists only of  schools  for  severely mentally  retarded 
children. 
In  total,  therefore,  there are  15  different  forms  of special  edUcation  In 
the  Netherlands.  Generally,  there are entirely separate schools  for  each, 
although  there are some  cases where  a  special  unit  Is simply  set  up  within 
another  school  (e.g.  a  school  for  hearing-Impaired children may  contain a 
unit  for  children with  severe speech  disorders). 
GERMANY 
The  Federal  Republic  of  Germany  has  a  long  tradition of specialist 
education.  There  Is  a  highly  developed  system of measures  for  assisting 
handicapped  children. 
In  order  to ensure  that  the  right of  all  children  to receive an  education 
Is also enjoyed  by  children with  special  needs  and  learning difficulties 
the  school  laws  of  the  individual  Linder  of  the  Federal  Republic of  Germany 
stipulate that  these children have  a  right  to special  educational 
assistance. 
Special  education  Is  the  provision of  comprehensive  support  to handicapped 
children.  When  all  organisational  aspects are  taken  Into account,  special 
education  In  the  Federal  Republic of  Germany  Is  responsible solely  for 
those with  a  handicap  in  the strict sense of  the  term,  In  other  words  some 
3.5X  to  4X  of  students. ltep.lnt.Scol4t 
Handicapped  students or  children who  reQUire  additional  developaent 
assistance as a  result of  their  particular  psychological  problems,  as well 
as students with  te.porary  learning difficulties,  are provided with  such 
assistance via a  network  of  Internal  differentiated ..  aaures  In  the special 
edUcation syat ... 
A  ...  dlal  teaching which  Is ba ..  d  on  this network  provides help when 
probl ..  a  arise  In  the  learning process.  There  Is a  ca.prehenslve system of 
special ..  aaurea  providing additional  care and  advice  In  all  areas of  day-
to-day school  life. 
A decision that  a  given pupil  reQUires  special  educational  care  Is  based on 
reports of  various  types.  Parents can  ask  for  a  report  to be  drawn  up.  If 
such  a  request  Is ..  de  by  anyone  other  the parents,  they must  be  consulted 
and  kept  Informed.  Parents may  appeal  against  a  classification decision. 
Special  school  education  Is divided up  Into  the  following categories  In 
accordance with  the student's particular needs: 
the blind 
the  deaf 
the ..ntally handicapped 
the physically handicapped 
children with  learning difficulties 
the  hard of  hearing 
the visually handicapped· 
children with speech/language disorders 
children with  behavioural  disorders 
long-term hospital  In-patients 
The  following definitions are used  to classify  the various  types of 
handicap: 
The  blind: 
Children with  no  visual  faculty. 
Children who .. eyesight  Is  so  limited  that  even  after  It  has 
been  corrected they will  behave  In  the  same  way  as children 
with  no  eyesight  In  Important  life situations.  (This  Is 
generally  the case  If  the child's visual  acuity  Is  no  greater 
than  1/50 of  the  norm  or  If,  even  though  the child has greater 
visual  acuity,  his/her  eyesight  is effectively at  this  level 
due  to other  forms  of  Impairment). 
The  visually handicapped: 
Children who,  In  spite of  lens correction  (but  with  no  other  aids) 
have  central  visual  acuity of  no  more  than  1/3  In  their  better eye or 
In  both eyes. 
This category  Is subdivided  Into  two  groups: 11111. lnt.  leo  I  50 
1.  VIsually  handicapped  children whose  visual  acuity  Ilea between 
1/3 and  1/20 of  the norm. 
2.  Severely  visually handicapped  children whoee  visual  acuity  Ilea 
between  1/3 and  1/50 of  the  norm. 
The  deaf: 
Children who  were  born  deaf  or  bee ... deaf  before the stage of 
language-learning. 
Children Who  bee ... deaf  at  a  later stage and  whole  level  of 
epoken  language  Ia  considerably below  the norm  for  their age. 
The  hard  of  hearing: 
Children who  during or after  language-learning suffer  a  hearing 
loee  of 110re  than 90  dB  In  the freQUency  range  above  500  Hz. 
Children whose  hearing capacity  Ia  ll•lted to such  a  degr .. 
that  even  with a  hearing aid they  need  epeclal  teaching ..  thOde 
and ..  aeuree  In  order  to cope  with or overco.e their  handicap. 
The  mentally  handlcaDPed: 
Mental  handicaps  are ueually caused  by  d ...  ge  to the central 
nervoue  ayet .. during or  after birth.  Mentally  handicapped 
children generally have  peculiarities  In  the cognitive and 
..otlonal  proceeaea  Involved  In  receiving,  proceeelng and 
storing  Information,  their expreeelone,  IIOtorlclty and 
llnguletlc and  non-llnguletlc  c~nlcatlon. 
The  physically handicapped: 
Children with cerebral .otor dlsturbancee, .uecular  dl ..  a•••· 
deformities,  paraplegia and  other  typee of  l~lr  ..  nt  resulting 
In  retarded  develo~nt, disturbances and  lmpalr~t of 
loco.otlon and  other  handicaps. 
Physical  handicaps are acca.panled by  mobility constraint• and 
organ d ..  age  requiring special  devel~t aaeletance and 
faclll t lea. 
Children with  learning dlfflcultle•: 
Children whoee  learning process  In  prl ..  ry echool  Ia 
extensively and  per•l•tently  l~alred. 
Children who  receive •peclal  aaelatance bUt  Whole  performance 
and  behaviour  neverthelee• differ• conelderably  from  the norm 
for  their  age.  The  typical  characterletlca of  theee children 
are: 
significant mental  retardation 
general  learning  Impairment. 
Children with  behavioural  disorders: 
Children who  are excessively aggressive,  lack  control,  are 
prone  to uncontrolled expreaelona of  emotion  and  have  p•ycho-
IOCial  disorders.  SUch  children often tend  to bec:c.e 
withdrawn,  to cut  th  ....  lvee off  from  othere,  to r ...  ln  paselve 
and  to be  generally  Inhibited. 
These  children can  be  recognised by  their dletlnctlve behaviour 
which  hOWever  at  thle stage  Ia  not  In  lt ..  lf proof of 
established and  predominant  behavioural  disorders. Rep.lnt .Scol$1 
Children with  speech/language disorders: 
IRELAND 
Children WhO  are clearly underdeveloped  In  t~  .. of 
apeech/laRgUage  and  display ay•pta.a of multiple or  universal 
st  ....  rlng and/or  dysgr ....  tl ... 
Children who  suffered  l~alr..nt at  an  early stage  (dysphasia) 
Children with central  devel~nt handicaps  In  speech  and 
language  (deaf-and-dwnb,  acute  ~Ia); 
Children with .orbld changes  to the speech organs. 
Special  schools were  the preferred for• of special  provision  In  the  1980's 
and  1870's.  The  1880's saw  a  significant exDanalon of special  education 
services  In  ordinary schools.  Today,  only about  o.os of all  primary  and 
poat-prt ..  ry pupils are receiving their education  In  eegregated special 
schools. 
At  preeent,  educational  provision  for  pupils with  epactal  needs  Is made  In 
bOth  -.ectal  and  ordinary schools.  A total  of  117  Special  Schools  have 
·about 8,000 puptla enrolled.  There  te  tittle or  no  linkage  between  apectal 
and  ordinary 8CIMM>Ia.  There  are 154  Special Cia••• for  about  1,800 
children of  travellers  In  ordinary schOols.  Approxt ..  tely  1,800 pupils 
with  various  types of  physical,  sensorial, mental  and  linguistic 
dlaa~llltlea are also enrolled  In  special  claaeea  In  ordinary schools.  The 
maJority of  aJ)eelal  claaaea,  !Doth  for  travellers and  for  dtea~led chlld_ren, 
•ake Drovteton  for  SOMe  level  of  Integration with pupils  In  mainstream 
claa  ..  a  following  the  kind of handicap. 
Mild -.ntal  handicap 
Moderate -.ntal  handicap 
Severe and  profound ..  ntal  handicap 
Physical  handicap 
Hearing  l~lrment 
VIsual  IMPalr-.nt 
~tlonal dlaturbance 
Young  offenders and  disadvantaged 
Language  disorder 
Beading dlaablllty 
Multiply hlndiCaDPed 
There  are about  1,000 a  ...  dlal  Teachers  In  primary  schools and  about  250  in 
poat-prl ..  ry  schools.  There are 38  visiting Teachers  supporting class-
teachers of  visuallY and  hearing-Impaired and  of  some  Down's  syndrome 
children  In  malnatre .. claaaea. 
Theae  1,000  remedial  teachers are ..  ployed  In  Primary  Schools,  serving  the 
needs of approxl•ately 40,000 pupils with mild  learning problema.  About 
401  of  prl ..  ry  achoola  have  access  to a  remedial  teacher,  either on  a  full-
time or  shared basta.  Teaching  waa  traditionally confined to English  and 
Mathematics  and  lessons were  conducted  In  a  special  room  In  withdrawal 
groupe.  Guidelines published  In  1988  advocated  a  wider  role for  these 
teachers,  for  example,  acting as a  resource person  for  class-teachers, 
providing an  assessment  and  diagnostic service,  drawing  up  individualised ltep.lllt  .Scol~2 
programmes,  working  side  by  side with  teachers  In  ordinary classrooms, 
teaching ordinary classes,  advising  colleagues on  special  needs  and 
liaising with  parents.  Many  primary  remedial  teachers  have  since adopted 
one  or  more  of  these  recommendations  but  the great  bulk of  their  teaching 
Is still given  In  withdrawal  groups.  There  are about  250  remedial  teachers 
employed  In  post-primary schools.  Their  work  Is organised differently from 
their  primary  school  colleagues,  In  that  In  many  Instances,  their  pupils 
form  a  special  class for  core curricular  areas with assistance  from 
specialist  colleagues being given  In  specialist areas. 
LUXEMBOURG 
Special  education  In  Luxembourg  distinguishes between  two  types of  tuition: 
-special education 
-differentiated education  (see Table  16) 
The  law  of  5  August  1963  on  the  reform of  pre-school  and  primary  education 
provided  for  the setting up  of  special  classes within primary  education  for 
handicapped children of  school  age  who,  while  being capable of  training, 
were  nevertheless permanently or  temporarily  Incapable of participating 
successfully  in  ordinary education. 
Students  from  several  communes  or  sections of  communes  can  be  brought 
together  In  regional  classes.  The  aim  of special  education  Is  to ensure 
that  students  receive education,  rehabilitation and  Instruction which  Is 
suitable  for  them  through  the appropriate methods  and  means.  The  special 
classes are  the  responsibility of  the communes  and  take on  children of 
normal  Intelligence with  learning difficulties  (on  a  temporary  basis). 
Article  1 of  the  Law  of  14  March  1973  created differentiated education 
Institutes and  services states: 
•rhe state shall  ensure  that  all  children who,  because of mental, 
behavioural  or  sensory particularities,  are unable  to attend ordinary 
or  special  schools,  shall  receive  the  tuition required by  their 
condition or  situation within  the  framework  of differentiated 
education.  The  Minister of  National  Education  Is  responsible  for 
the educational  aspect,  the Minister of  Public Health  for  the medical 
aspect,  and  the Minister  for  Family  Affairs  for  the  famt  IY  and  social 
aspect  of  differentiated education•. 
Article  2 of  the  same  taw  states: 
•The  following  are  to be  established,  as  reQuired,  by  Grand-Ducal 
order: 
a>  pre-school  centres,  school  centres and  vocational  propadeutlcs 
centres; 
b)  day  centres,  residential  homes  and  care centres; 
c)  observation classes and  centres; 
d)  educational  support  departments; 
e)  peripatetic education services; 
f)  disciplinary medico-psycho-educational  services". 
This  law  makes  schooling compulsory  for  the  children mentioned  above  and 
creates or  provides  for  the  creation of  the  necessary centres,  institutes 
and  services  free of  charge. Table  16:  Differentiated Education  in Luxe.bourg 
Special  Institutes 
Institute for the visually 
handicapped 
Institute for children with 
cerebral  .otor handicaps 
The  Hondorf  Medico-Educational 
Centre 
Institute for autistic and 
psychotic  children 
Centre  for school  integration 
Observation  centre 
Integrated classes 
I  Occupational  Propedeutics 
Centres 
CLERVAUX,  ETTELBRUCK/WARICEN, 
WALFERDANGE 
DIFFEREIJIATED  EDUCATION  • 
Private institutes  Child  Guidance  Service 
subsidised by  the State 
The  Cape 11 en  Regional  psycho-educational  consultation 
Rehabilitation Centre  (HMC  centres 
League) 
Do.aine  du  Chlteau  de 
BELVAUX,  BETTEMBOUA&,  CLERVAUX,  DIEICIRCH 
DIFFEIIOU&E,  DUOEI.AIIGE,  ESCH/ALZETTE, 
Bettange  (APEMH)  ETTELBAUCIC,  HESPERAIIGE ,  LUXEMBOURG, 
MERSCH,  IIJIDEACANGE.  PETAN&E,  REDMGE, 
The  E.  Mayrisch/Dudelange  REJIICN,  RlltELANGE,  SCHIFFLAIIGE,  WILTZ, 
Rehabilitation Centre  GREVEIIMACHER. 
Pri ..  ry  and  pre-school 
education 
The  St. Joseph  Institute 
Betzdorf 
(Sisters of Saint 
Elizabeth)  I 
1 
f  DepartMnt  of Differentiated 1 
Education 
The  National  Medico-Psycho- 1 
Educational  Ca..ittee 
l 
I 
J The  Logopedics  Centre 
I 
-------------- The  Institute for 
Educational  and  Social 
Studies 
Reafonal  Centres  of Differentiated Education 
CLERVAUX,  DIFFERDAI&E,  ECHTEAHACH.  ESCH/ALZETTE, 
ETTELBRUCK/WARICEN,  LUXEMBOURG,  PETANGE,  REDANGE,  ROESER, 
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The  aim  of  special  education  and  Its particular  form  of organisation was  to 
encourage  the  learning of  practical  skills.  It  was  believed  that  the 
handicapped  child's  Intellectual,  practical  and  social  potential  could only 
be  developed  by  means  of  special  equipment,  a  particularly meticulous 
methodol.oglcal  approach  and  highly  Individualised care.  Differentiated 
education  Is only  Instituted after a  careful  analysis of  each  Individual 
case.  As  long  as positive progress appears  feasible  In  the  pre-school  and 
primary education system,  no  child  Is sent  to a  centre or  Institute of 
differentiated education.  Blind or  partially-sighted children and  children 
with  a  minor  physical  handicap  are  taught  In  normal  schools.  Many  pupils 
with  communication  disorders  receive peripatetic schooling or  attend normal 
classes as  far  as possible. 
Differentiated education encourages exchanges,  coexistence and  co-
education,  with  classes of  handicapped children existing alongside  normal 
classes.  The  children therefore benefit  not only  from  Joint  activities but 
also from  a  well  organised special  education. 
For  this reason  the  learning  tasks which  a  disabled child can undertake, 
despite his handicap,  In  a  pre-school  or  primary  class and  the activities 
In  which  the child can  successfully participate need  to be  defined, 
together  with  the basic support  measures  which  should  be  provided where 
required. 
The  basic principle enshrined  In  article 1 of  the  Law  of  14  March  1971  has 
led  to  the establishment  and  organisation of  a  large number  of centres, 
Institutes and  services  throughout  the country. 
FRANCE 
The  education of  handicapped  young  people  Is governed  by  the principles and 
framework  laid down  by  the Guideline Act  No.  75-534 of  30  June  1975  on 
measures  to help  the  handicapped  (see Table  17). 
Under  this Act  the State must  provide education  for  handicapped  children 
and  those whose  handicap  permits should be  placed  In  mainstream classes  If 
possible. 
In  this spirit,  integrated education  for  handicapped  young  people  has 
therefore gradually  been  Introduced,  as set out  In  two  Important  Inter-
ministerial  circulars: 
-Circular  No.  82-048 of  29  January  1982  giving a  broad outline of 
the  policy; 
-Circular  No.  83-082  of  29  January  1983  setting out  the  practical 
details. 
The  Guideline  Education  Act  of  10  July  1989  draws  attention to  the vital 
Importance  of  Integrated education  In  the social  and  occupational 
integration of  handicapped  people and  provides  for  the  involvement  in  the 
process of  health care establishments. ll>-
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Table  17:  Adapted  or special  teaching  structures  in  France 
STRUCTURE  OF  SPECIAL  EDUCATION 
ORDINARY 
CLASSES  IN 
COLLEGES 
AIIJ  GRAMMAR 
SCHOOlS 
(Genenl 
and 
vocational) 
ORDINARY 
CLASSES  IN 
MAINSTREAM 
SCHOOLS 
•  - - -
SPECIAL 
CLASSES  IN 
COLLEGES 
ADAPTED 
CWSES  IN 
MAIN-STREAM 
SCHOOLS 
SPECIAL 
CLASSES  IN 
.JiaEGIONAL 
""  SCHOOLS 
EREA  exc.  ENP 
ADAPTED 
CLASSES  IN 
~~ NAIII-STREAM 
SCHOOLS 
"'----*----/ *  - - - - --
PRE-SCHOOL  EDUCATICII 
(Individual  lntegr~ted Education) 
SCHOOLS  UNDER  THE  HINISTRY  OF 
EDUCATION,  YOUTH  AND  SPORTS 
SOCIO-
EOUCA J  IONAL 
I  fiST IT UTI OilS 
(Youth 
welfare 
ce11tres. 
rout•  welfare 
lla.es) 
SCHOOLING  IN 
THE 
IIISJITUTION 
01  IN 
MillSTREAM 
SCHOOLS 
HEDICO-
EDUCAT IONAL 
INSTITUTES 
(taking 
children with 
•tor. Mlltal. 
c_,ntcatlon. 
se~~sorr 
haadlcaps) 
FULL-TIIlE 
EDUCATICII  IN 
THE  SPECIAUSEI 
IIISTI TUTICII  OR 
IIARED  l£nEEI 
JHE  IIISTITUTI 
A 
IIISTREAH 
HOOL 
HEALTH  CARE 
INSTITUTIONS 
(Hospitals, 
children's 
nuntng 
hOlliS) 
SCHOOUII&  IN 
THE  HOSPITAL 
SPECIAL  INSTITUTIONS  UNDER  THE  MINISTRY 
OF  SOCIAL  AFFAIRS  AND  SOLIDARITY 
Although  not  epperent  fra. thjs teble,  there  Is  an  Increase  In  the ftUiber  of eachifttes  between  the -.dtco-educetlonel  sector and  the 
..  lnstre  .. sector.  Schooling  In  hospttals Is  wery  often te.porary and  lasts for  less then  1  year. eacept  In  the case  of chronic  djsorders  or  long-ten. Illness. 
Source  :  National  report 
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In  this spirit Circular  No.  91-302  of  18  November  1881,  Issued  Jointly by 
the Minister of  Education,  the Minister  for  Social  Affairs and  the 
Secretary of State for  the Handicapped  and  Permanently  Disabled,  asks  those 
responsible at  local  level  to facilitate the  Integration  Into mainstream 
education of  handicapped  or  seriously disadvantaged children and  young 
people under  conditions which  would  enable  th .. to benefit  from  it. 
Various  types of  schooling should nevertheless be considered according  to 
the case and  the  type  and  severity of  the handlcap(s): 
A)  IndividUal  Integration,  either  full  or  part-tl ..  ,  Into a  mainstream 
class with  educational,  psychological,  medical  and/or  paramedical 
support;  this should  be  the first  choice. 
B>  Special  classes: 
Differentiated  Integrated classes  (formerly  remedial  and  special  classes> 
In  some  primary  or,  less commonly,  pre-primary schools  take  students with 
physical,  sensory or mental  handicaps who  are able  to benefit  from 
education adapted  to their  needs  In  an  ordinary school  environment. 
Circular  No.  91-304 of  18  November  1981  sets out  the objectives, 
organisation and  running of  these classes which  constitute an  Important 
part of  the  Integrated primary  education of  handicapped or  seriously 
disadvantaged children  In  each  Departement.  Classes are restricted to  12 
pupils and  are  run  by  teachers with  a  certificate  In  special  teachlng.and 
Integrated education  (CAPSAIS- see  below,  2.1.).  There  are specialist 
staff  to give  the students  the necessary care and  support outside the 
classroom. 
At  secondary  school  level  •special  edUcation sections•  (SES)  and  Integrated 
workshops  In  colleges  take day  pupils, most  of whom  have  come  fra. special 
primary  classes.  This enables  them  to acquire a  general  edUcation  and  pre-
vocational  and  vocational  training. 
C)  Admission,  on  a  full-time or  part-time basis,  to a  special  school 
under: 
eIther 
or 
a>  the Ministry of  Education,  e.g.  special  regional  schools 
<EREA),  State boarding  schools which  combine  the edUcational 
structure of  the primary  school,  •college•,  vocational 
(technical>  school  and  gr.-mar  school; 
b)  the  Ministry  for  Social  Affairs: 
national  Institutes of  deaf  or  blind young  people; 
sensory  and  motor  therapy  Institutes run  by  associations; medico-edUcational  Institutes run  by  associations or 
regional  organisations;  these  take children and  young 
people with  Intellectual  l~alrments (many  of  whom  have 
multiple handicaps)  of  between  3  and  20  who  are 
sufficiently disabled  to require general  care.  students 
who  cannot  be  edUcated outside receive a  general 
education  there.  They  also have  pre-vocational  training 
usually  from  the age of  14. 
In  addition,  health care  Institutions (hospitals,  treatment  centres, 
nursing hoMes,  etc.) and  social  Institutions c•o•partement•  Youth  Welfare 
centres, etc.),  take children and  young  people suffering from  a  temporary 
lllne1s,  InJury or other disorders,  or  young  people wl.th  part lcular ly 
serious social  or  family  problems. 
The1e  children and  young  people are still subJect  to ca.pulsory schooling. 
The  Ministry of  Education  Is  therefore gradually  Introducing special 
teaching facilities  Into such  Institutions by  appointing primary  and 
secondary  1chool  teachers with  the CAPSAIS.  The  teachers work  together 
with medical  and/or  edUcational  tea  .. to draw  up,  together  with  the other 
staff of  the  Institution,  a  general  curriculum and  an  IndiVIdual  curriculum 
for  each  pupil  baled on  the need  for  a  return  to 1chool  or,  If  possible, 
either  full-time or  part-time  Integration  In  the nearest ordinary  school. 
UN I  TED  KINGDOM 
All  edUcation of  handicapped  students has  been  Influenced  by  the  report  by 
Mrs.  Mary  WARNOCK  which  wa1  published  In  1G78  and  re1ulted  In  the  1981 
Education Act,  and  the  1980 Act  In  Scotland. 
The  re~ndatlons Included  the abolition of statutory categories of 
handicap  as a  basis for  the clalllflcatlon of children requiring special 
education.  The  report  e1tlmated  that one  In  six children had  special 
educational  needs. 
Finally,  the  report  advocated  that wherever  possible children with  special 
educational  needs  should be  educated alongside other  children  In  ordinary 
classes. 
PRE-SCHOOL 
The  Govern.ent  believes  In  a  diversity of  provision  for  the  under  fives-
education and  day  care;  maintained,  voluntary  and  private.  Education  below 
the age  of  5  Is  provided by  local  education authorities at  their discretion 
(except  when  they  have  a  responsibility  to  Identify  and  provide 
appropriately  for  those children requiring a  statement  of  special 
educational  needs  from  the age  of  2).  In  Wales,  there  Is also a  Welsh 
language  playgroup movement,  Mudlad  Ysgollon Melthrln,  which  Is  active  In 
the  field of special  educational  needs. 
The  Government  recommends  minimum  staffing ratios of  2:26  for  nursery 
classes attached to prlmary·schools,  one  of  the  two  being  a  qualified 
teacher  and  the other  a  qualified nursery assistant.  Ratios of  2:20 are 
recommended  for  nursery  schools  to allow  for  the additional  administration .......  t.Scolll 
undertaken  by  the nur ..  ry staff.  Theae  ratios are sufficient  to cope  with 
moderate  numbera  of children Who  have  apeclal  edUcatlonel  need8  bUt  do  not 
require  to be atate.ented.  ~additional aaelatance  Ia usually  required 
In  order  to provide satisfactorily for  children with atat  ...  nta. 
The  Gover,..nt MPhaalzea  the need  for  cion collaborat ton  bet_, the 
different servlcea providing  for  children below  CCIIPUlaor'Y  achool  age.  This 
Ia  clearly  reflec~ In  the provlalone of  the Children Act  1811.  The 
Denrt•nt of Health,  the DeDart•nt of EdUcation  and Science and  the Welsh 
Off Ice  Jointly produced  Vol~  2 of  the gutance on  the  t~~~tt...mat ton of 
the Children Act.  Thla waa  DUbllahed  In  March  1881  with the title F ..  lty 
Support,  Day  Care  and  Educational  Provlelon for  Young  Children. 
PA I  MARY  AND  SECONDARY 
There  Ia  a  contlnuu. of provision to ...  t  the whole  eoectru. of  epactal 
edUcation needs,  ranging  fro.  Integration within an  ordinary cia  .. In  a 
malnatr ... day  school  to plac  ...  nt  In  a  eeparate r ..  ldentlal  epeclal 
achool.  The  following  are  elat~Piee of pointe along the  conttnuw~ which 
lltuatrate the  range of  provision available. 
a.  MainstreaM  plac  ...  nt within ordinary provlelon.  A particular 
advantage of  thle arranoe-ent  Ia  that  It  avolde  for ..  llalng the 
dlatlnctlon between  pupils with apeclal  neede  and  their peers.  Aa 
all  teachers have  to take  reeponalblllty for  teaching puplle with 
epactal  neede,  epeclallat advice and  reeourcee have  to be available 
throughout  the echOo I i  all  11811bere  of etaff haM to be aware of 
curriculum differentiation and  be lble to draw on  a  range of 
pedagogical  techniQues.  SUch  arrange•ente often benefit  frOit 
enhanced  etafflng which  allows  a .ore favourable  pupil-teacher  ratio. 
b.  Malnetrea. plac  ...  nt  with epeclallat provlelon wlthln the claear0011. 
Although  puplle are taught  In  nor ..  l ..  lnetre ..  claaeee,  apeclallet 
support  Ia  brought  to th  .. there.  Thle  support  can  take various 
for•.  Ancillary staff aay  aeelat with  phyelcal  care, or  work  with  a 
pupl I under  tlte  supervision of tu cla  ..  rOOit  teaclter.  The  echool's 
dealgnated  teacher  for  special  neecte •Y work  tn  the ctanr0011 with 
the ctaee  teacher  and provide  INSET  at  the .... tl  ...  Peripatetic 
staff •ay work  directly with  a  pupil- aaaeaelng,  teaching or  giving 
specific therapyi  or  they  may  work  with  the  teacher  or  the ancillary, 
giving  them  guidance  as  how  beat  to work  with  the pupils concerned. 
c.  Mainstream  plac  ...  nt withdrawal  for  specialist  teaching within  the 
achool.  Puplle are  taught  In  nor ..  l  Mlnetre• cl ....  a  u  In  the 
above  bUt  they are withdrawn  for  specialist work.  This  can  be 
provided by  a -..bar of  the school  staff epeclaltelng  In  special 
needs  and  .a.e achoota  have  an  area with epeclallet materlale and 
equl~nt where  withdrawn  pupils •ay go  for  specialist work  with  a 
vlattlng professional  who  •lght have  expertl .. ln,  for  exa.pte, 
visual  or  hearing  Impairment,  apeech  therapy,  or  physiotherapy. 
careful  arrangements  for  adequate  liaison and  ~lcatlon  have  to 
be  made. 
d.  Mainstream  plac..ant with attendance at  a  spectat  class or unit  part-
time.  Pupl.ls  are  registered  In  mainstream  cl~aHa and  receive some llep.lnt .Scol" 
aa.e  teaching  In  •alnatre  ..  group• but  they  also apend  time  In  a 
segregated claaa or unit where  teaching can  focus  on  particular 
aaoecta of  the curr•cutu.- for  exa.ple,  literacy or nuaeracy- or 
individual  progr ....  a  to ..  et pupils'  needs  can  be offered.  In 
prl ..  ry schools,  It  11  usually 1  single ctaaa  run  by  the  teacher 
reSJM)ftalble  for  8Pe(:lal  needai  In  ucondary schools,  It can  be  a 
large deplrt..nt co.parable to the ..  1~ eubJect depart-.nta and 
houaed  In  1  wlte of r0011a.  Care  and  ancillary ataff are usually 
baud  In  the unit  and peripatetic staff will  operate  through  lt.  In 
aecondary  achooll,  special  unlta often prepare pyptla  for  adUlt  life 
and offer  leavera'  progr ....  a  of  eoctal  and  life akllla. 
e.  Plac  ...  nt  In  a  apeclal  c1111  or unit  and  part-ti .. attendance at 
..  lnatre  .. eta  .....  To  a  certain extent  arranoe-enta are al•llar  to 
those described abovei  the difference  Ilea  In  the  fact  that  pupils 
are reglatered  In  the apeclal  c11aa or unit  rather  than ..  inatre  ... 
f.  Full-time plac  ...  nt  in  a  special  class or  unit.  Pupils attend an 
ordinary school  but  receive all  their  teaching  In  a  special  clasa or 
unit.  Resources  and experti .. relating to a  particular set of 
learning difficulties,  sensory  iMPairment  or  physical  handicap may  be 
concentrated  In  a  particular ordinary school  which  ~aay  then aerve a 
wide  area.  Thus  pupils ..  Y have  to travel  outaide their  own  hoMe 
area. 
g.  Place.ent  in  a  special  school  with part-tl .. attendance at mainstream 
ct ....  a.  Puplll are on  the roll  of  a  special  acbool  but  attend 
•alnatr  ... eta  ...  •  for  a  proportion of  the week  either on  an 
ln~lvldUal baala or •• part of  a  group  for  a  particular area of  the 
curriculum (for ela.ple, art or  dr ...  ).  As  part of  the special 
school's  IMPI..antatlon of  a  policy of  Integration  In  ordinary 
schools wherever  poaalble,  progreaalve  increaaes  In  the amount  of 
time  spent  In  Mllnatrea• can  lead eventually  to the pupil's full-time 
place.ent  at an ordinary achool. 
h.  Full-time attendance at a  apeclal  school.  At  the moat  "segregated" 
end  of  the contlnuu.  Ia  full-time plac  ...  nt  In  a  day  or  residential 
special  school.  SoMe  of  the  latter offer  52  week  plac  ...  nta  for 
children,  moat  cOMMOnly,  thole  In  need of  a  •therapeutic  c~nlty• 
or  Intensive care,  Including schools  for  children with  physical 
handicap,  run by  the Spaatlca SOCiety  and  with  autism,  run  by  the 
National  Autistic SOciety. 
Voluntary organlaatlona play an  Important  part  In  provision  for  special 
education needs.  Tradlttonally,  they  have  founded  and  maintained 
lnatltutions, especially with  respect  to sensory  Impairment  and  severe 
mental  handicap,  but  this role haa  changed  as:  legislation has more  clearly 
defined  the dutlea of  local  education authorities;  there  has  been  an 
lncreaalng move  towards  integration and  plac  ...  nt within  local  coamunlty 
and  ordinary schools;  there  has  been  the necessity  to consider  the coat-
effectiveness of  realdentlal  placements outside  the child's home  area;  and 
national  and  local  statutory services have  been  encouraged  to  take over. 
The  present  slt~atlon Is  that  voluntary organisations still aanage  some 
edUcational  Institutions but  many  of  these  now  depend  mainly  on  local 
education authority support;  the provision  is generally  highly  specialised 
and  would  be  difficult  for  many  local  authorities  to provide.  Larger 
agencies  (for  example,  the Royal  SOciety  for  Mentally  Handicapped  Children 
and  Adults  (MENCAP),  the  Royal  National  Institute for  the Blind  (RNIB),  The Rep. lilt.  ScoiiO 
National  Autistic Society and  the Spastics SOciety)  employ  professional 
staff  to act  in  a  consultative capacity at  both  local  and  national  level. 
Networks  of  local  branches offer mutually  supportive groupe  for  parents and 
act  as pressure groups. 
There  are considerable differences between  LEAs  as regards  the use of 
special  schools and unite.  Past  practices and  resource allocation, 
budgetary  considerations,  and  locatlonal  factors  Influence  local  policies. 
There  has  been  an  overall  decrease  In  the use of  residential  special 
schools  though  this trend has  reversed  for  pupils with emotional  and 
behavioural  difficulties.  There  Is  a  continuing  trend to  Introduce special 
education provision  Into  the ordinary school  so that  It  beCOBBs  an  Integral 
part of  the school's edUcation offerings,  available to all  pupils as need 
dictates rather  than being perceived as something  Just  for  the  traditional 
clients of special  education. 
LINK  SCHEMES 
A development  to note  Is  the eMergence  of  link scheMes  between  special  and 
ordinary  schools.  A National  Foundation  for  Educational  Research  <NFER) 
study  documenting  the extent  of  such  links  In  1985  found  that  three-
quarters of  special  schools had  some  tl ..  tables  links,  In  which  pupils  from 
the  special  school  spent  time  working  In  an  ordinary primary  or  secondary 
school.  Many  link sche ..  s  Involved staff as well,  both  teachers  and 
classroom assistants.  Although  most  staff movement  was  from  the special 
school  to  the ordinary school,  there was  some  In  the  reverse direction to 
support  specific curriculum development.  Special  school  teachers  tended  to 
engage  In  three broad seta of activities when  they went  to an ordinary 
school;  teaching;  supporting mainstream colleagues;  and  MOnitoring  the 
pupil  link  arrangements. 
FURTHER  AND  HIGHER  EDUCATION 
Responsibility  for  further  education  In  the  public sector  Is mainly 
devolved  to LEAs.  LEAs  must  have  regard  to the needs of  students with 
disabilities  In  funding  their colleges;  under  the system of  local 
management  of  colleges  Introduced  In  the Education Reform  Act  1988,  It  Is 
for  each  college  to decide on  how  to allocate  Its funds. 
There  Is only one  residential  college specifically for  those with 
disabilities  In  the publicly  funded  further  education sector  (Hereward 
College of  Further  Education,  a  col lege  for  physically handicapped  students 
maintained by  Coventry  LEA);  the majority of  students with disabilities 
attend  their  local  further  education college with any  learning support 
needs  being met  by  the  local  authority.  there are also a  number  of 
Independent,  privately  funded  further  education colleges which  provide  for 
students with disabilities.  Local  education authorities and  social 
services departments  may  sponsor  at  such  colleges. 
GREECE 
The  special  education system  In  Greece  is not  distinct  from  the  general 
education system  but  forms  part of  it.  Special  education  Is  provided at 
all  levels of  the educational  system  from  the pre-primary  to  the  secondary. 
More  than  500  integrated special  classes  In  ordinary schools  have  been  set 
up  in  Greece  over  the past  few  years. llep.lnt .Scot II 
Although  the new  texts reca..end that  handicapped  pupils be  Integrated  In 
an  ordinary  schoOl  envlron.ent.  special  education units co-exist with 
ordinary classes  In  schools with a  curriculum based on  the mainstream 
syllabUs bUt  wtth  a  certain degree of adaptation. 
Special  schOOls  take  In  children with  very  severe  bandlcaps  and  follow  a 
syllabUs suited to their abilities. 
POATUCW, 
In  Portugal  special  edUcation  Is seen as being a  set of  responses  to 
special  edUcational  needa of children and  young  people  attending an 
ordinary or  special  school. 
The  special  educational  syet .. Is  concerned  with  adapting  the circumstances 
In  which  pupils with  special  educational  needs  receive  their education. 
The  rules governing  Integration  Into ordinary schools are  laid down  in 
Decree-Law  No.  318/81  of  23  August  1881  and  are based on  the  following 
principles: 
- Integration with  the •lnl.u. of constraints; 
- Individual  planning of  teaching; 
-adoption of  procedures used  In  the special  education system. 
The  edUcation dlapen ..  d  to pupils with special  educational  needs  Is  adapted 
In  the  following ways: 
-special  equl~nt to help children with  special  educational  needs. 
-alterations to the physical  environment. 
-changes to the curriculum, 
- special  enrol ..  nt  arrangements. 
-special  conditions concerning attendance. 
- special  as ..  a ...  nt  arrang  ...  nts, 
-organising classes or  for••  In  appropriate ways, 
- Increased educational  support. 
- special  teaching. 
These  measures  apply  to students with special  educational  needs  who  are 
attending state-run el ...  ntary or  secondary  education establishments.  They 
are applied on  an  Individual  basis and  the same  student  may  benefit  from 
several  .aaaures taken at  the aa .. time. 
The  responsibility  for  l•plementlng  these measures  lies with  the  school 
administration which  receives specialist  help  from  the  psychology  and 
guidance services. ._.._,,., ...  ,a 
PEtiMBK 
In  Den.art  the  eo-called principle of nor ..  llaatlon  Ia  applied.  which ..  ana 
that  the nor•al  edUcation  laws  apply  to Al1 pupils.  The  laws  covering 
prlmary/eecondary  echoola.  upper  secondary  echoola and  vocational  training 
each  contain a  special  paragraph which  Ia  al.aat  Identical  In  all  ca ..  a. 
The  School  Act  CFolteatole)  atatea: 
Special  edUcation and  special  educational  aaa11tance  •~all be  given  to 
children who ..  devel~t requires special  conllderatlon or auoport.  The 
Mlnleter  of  Education  and  a  ...  arch can  lay  down  regutatlone  In  thle 
respect. 
Special  edUcational  11111tance shall  be offered to children who  have  not 
yet  etarted school.  according  to rules  laid doWn  by  the Minister of 
Education  and  Research. 
The  Mlnlater  can  approve  an  exten.lon to  11  years of  tuft ion  for  pupil a 
whose  developaent  requires extensive consideration or  ~port. 
Thla  Order  contains additional  provision. regarding 8Pielal  teaching and 
other  for ..  of special  edUcational  aaalatance given  In  pre-prl ..  ry cia•••• 
and  years  1-10 of  the  Folkeatole.  Special  teaching and  other special 
educational  Ia  given  to students whOee  develco-ent  requires special 
conalderat lon  or  support  where  such  cannot  be given aa part of norul 
education. 
The  purpose of special  teaching and  other  epec·lal  edUcational  aaalatance  Ia 
to atl.ulate the  develo~t of etudenta with  apectal  need8  In  accordance 
with  the guidelines Ht out  In  the aln of the Scl'loota  Act.  AI I  students 
leaving school  .uat be prepared for  further  education  •  .-plo~t or  aa.e 
other occupation. 
Special  teaching and  other  epeclal  edUcational  aaalatance  ~rlae: 
1)  Teaching  In  the subJects of  priMary/secondary achoofa.  gtvlng special 
conelderatlon to the  learning abilities of  the stUdent  concerned. 
2)  Teaching  and  training  In  functional  and  working ..  thoda  al-.4 at 
r ...  dylng  or  ll•ltlng the effects of ..  ntal.  physical  or aenaory 
functional  difficulties. 
3)  Special  educational  guidance  for  parents.  teac~a or other  persona 
playing an  l~rtant role  In  the student's  devet~nt. 
4)  Special  teaching materlate and  technical  aids  nece~aary for  teaching 
the student. ltep.lnl. Scolll 
5)  Personal  assistance which  can  help  the student overcome  practical 
difficulties  In  connection with  his/her  schooling. 
Special  teaching may  be  given  In  the  following  ways: 
1)  The  student  remains  a  member  of  the  normal  class,  but: 
a)  receives special  teaching  In  one  or  more  subJects  In  addition 
to  the normal  curriculum,  or 
b)  receives special  teaching  Instead of  normal  teaching  in  one  or 
more  subJects. 
2)  The  student  ceases  to be  part  of  a  normal  class and  receives his or 
her  entire edUcation  In  a  special  class situated  located either at  a 
normal  school  or  a  special  school. 
3)  The  pupil  Is a  member  of either  a  normal  class or  a  special  class but 
Is  taught  In  both  types of class. 
Special  teaching  In  upper  secondary  schools,  vocational  schools  and  further 
education  Is  always  addltlonal  to normal  teaching,  which  means  that  there 
Is  no  segregated teaching. 
Young  people and  adults with serious  functional  handicaps are offered 
supple.entary special  teaching at  special  schools or  at  day  and  evening 
classes at  normal  schools. 
The  problems of  Integration overlap with  those of  the ordinary system 
because of  the  fact  that special  teaching  Is  Included  In  ordinary  teaching. 
AlthoUgh  special  classes  In  state-run schools  have  been  abolished,  a  number 
of  these classes still exist  In  day  centres for  the handicapped.  Table  18 
Illustrates sch•atlcally the structure of  the  Italian school  system.  ·The 
needs of  handicapped  pupils  In  an  ordinary environment  are catered  for  by 
support  teachers. 
The  Law  on  primary  school  reform  accepts and  regulates systematically and 
definitively  the principle of  free  access  for  handicapped children to 
ordinary schools,  their  right  to  receive support,  and  the position of  the 
remedial  teacher  as  both  a  member  of  the  teaching staff of  the  school  and 
teacher  of  the class(es)  (or  classes)  in  which  he/she  works.  This 
principle was  introduced  in  1977  as  an  Innovation  by  Law  No.  517  of  4 
August  1977. 
In  addition,  Article 4,  sub-paragraph  4,  of  this Law  provides  for  the 
possibility of  a  derogation  from  the  average  student/teacher  ratio of  1:4 
to permit  remedial  teachers  to spend  part oral I of  their  time  teaching  in 
a  ratio of  1:1. 
Article 6,  sub-paragraph  3,  Introduces  the dlscipl ine  of  the  "psycho-
pedagogical"  teacher  In  other  words  an  expert  in  prevention and  remedial 
teaching who  can  be  called upon  to  facilitate  the  integration of 
handicapped  students  following  a  decision  by  the  counci I of  teaching staff. Table  18: 
THE  STRUCTURE  Of  THE  ITALIAN  SCHOOL  SYSTEM  (including  the  integration of  handicapped  students  into ordinary classes) 
Average  age  Type  of  Class or  Teaching  hours  Students'  NUIIIber  of  Kaa i- I'UIIber  Special  arrang ...  nts  if handicapped 
school  cOYrse  year  per teacher  tl•table  teachers per  of  students per  students are present 
week  lass or section 
3-4  Nursery  Section I  2S  hours per week  Min.  30  IIOYrs  2  per section  28  per  section  20  students per  section 
4-S  school  Section II  Maa.  40  hours  A third specialised teacher  is added • 
S·6  Section Ill  Kaa.  2  handicapped students per  section 
-----
6·7  Pri ..  ry  Class  I  22  hours  per  week  Traditional  classes:  24  h  3  per class,  2S  per class  20  students per class 
7·8  school  Class II  full·ti .. classes:  40  II  with  each  A specialised  teacher  is  added . 
a-9  Class  Ill  A co.blnatlon of  the above  teacher 
9·10  Class  IV  with:  Min.  27  hours  teaching  two 
10-11  .  Class v  Mea.  ]0 hours  classes  Maa.  2  handicapped students per  class 
11-12  C0111prehensive  Class  I  18  hours  per  week  Min.  30  hours  a  per class,  2S  per class  20  students per class.  The  eight 
12-13  (l~wer) secondary Class  II  Max.  l6 !lours  with each  eaistine teachers are  suppl~nted by 
13-14  school  Class  Ill  teacher  teach- a  specialised teacher• 
int •re classes  Max.  Z handicapped students per  class 
14 -1~  (Upper)  secondary  Class  I  18  hours  per week  Min.  30  hours  About  10  per  25·30 per class  20  students per class.  An  addiiional 
15·16  school  Class  11  class,  with  specialised teacher  is provided 
16-17  'Lycea'  and  Class  Ill  each  teacher 
17-18  technical  and  Class  IV  tuchi  ng  110re 
18-19  vocational  ct ... v  classes  Maa.  2  handicapped students ""''  c.:lau 
schools 
19·20  University  Year  I  Jhere are no  special  arrangeaents  for 
ii!0·21  fear  II  handicapped students 
21·22  fear Ill 
22-23  Y  ..  r  IV 
ZJ-24  Yeilr  V 
--··---·-
Each  specialised teilcher  arranges his  ,wn  traetable,  which  is equivalent  to that  of  non-specialised teachers,  dependint on  which  cases  have 
been  attoued to hi•;  he  devotes •r• "•  to 110re  severely handicapped  students.  There  are  no  "special" c 1 ~sses,  since each  specialised teacher·  woos  in 
ordinary classes  where  he  shares  the  resposibil ity for all  students  - handicapped or  non-handicapped. 
Source:  national  report 
, 
~ 
( a.p.lnt.Scelle 
CQNCLUS!QN 
Thla  analyals of  the special  education eyat ... shoWa  a  wide  variety of 
approaches  ( ... Table  11).  These  ayat .....  Y be  claaalfted  Into three ..  ,n 
groupe with specific national  and  cultural  variants: 
1)  Special  t4ucattgn ''''"'baaed on  a  particular  type of  teaching 
aaeoclated with a  particular  type of  handicap with  little or  no 
contact  bet ...  n  the special  and  ordinary envtron.ents. 
2)  Ordlnarx eq•gatlqn exetppp  which  Integrate handicapped  students.  In 
aa.e countrlee thta aPPToach  can  even  extend  to all  pup! II with 
epactal  educational  requtr ...  nta or  learning dlfflcultlaa.  The 
authorltlee recognt .. the existence of seriously handicapped  children 
and,  depending  on  the country,  provide  for  a  greater or  leaaer  degree 
of .egregatlon within schOOls  for  children whose  handicap  does  not 
allow  Integration  In  an  ordinary envlron.ent.  These  epeclal  meaaure1 
often  Involve  a  very ...  11  nuaber  of children. 
3)  Ml•ld tdycatlgn eyptfll where  the ordinary education ayat ..  and  the 
special  educational  ayat ..  co-exist.  The  extent  to which  handicapped 
students are  Integrated varies within wide  llalts and  the tame 
applies to the  Interaction between  the  two  systeMs. 
Provision for  the educational  and  special  needs of children produces  a 
contlnuu. of special ..  aeurea varying fra.  Integration  In  an  ordinary 
envlron.ent  (with or without  support),  part-tl .. placeMent  In  an  Integrated 
special  class  In  an  ordinary school,  to p!ac  ...  nt  In  a  special  school  or 
even  a  special  Institution. 
In  80118  ayatMa,  depending on  the deveiQIJft8nt  of  the  handicapped  pup!!  and 
the knowledge  and  ak!lla which  he  acquires,  It  Is possible  for  hl•lher  to 
progress  through  several  consecutive stages.  It  Is  In  principle always 
poealble  to find  appropriate ..  aaures  In  such  a  system. Table  19:  SPECIAL EDUCAnON SYSTEMS  Reo.  lnt.  Scol66 
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3.3  Eyalyat!QD lnd  rer•lta 
National  evaluations (21)  and  Individual  evaluation• by  teacher• and  local 
education authorities  CLEAa  In  the United  Kingdom,  HELlOS  local  model 
actlvltlea  tn  ~eece,  Ireland and  Spain)  have  been  undertaken. 
In  BELGIUM  the  re80rt  deecrlbee parenta'  attitude as  l~rtant since  they 
often repreeent  a  preeaure group  for  Integration  In  an  ordinary 
environMent.  The  parents of  Integrated children se  ..  ~e  motivated  and 
participate .ore  In  school  and  pre-school  activities, which  explalna  the 
proportionally higher  lnvotv ...  nt of  the higher  social  eta  ..... 
Teacher•  generally have  a  positive attitude deaplte  the extra work  Incurred 
but  thla  Ia  dependent  on  the extent  to which  they  are ~!ted  and  kept 
lnforMd.  Integration ••t Involve an  edUcational  t ..  an4 not  an  Isolated 
teacher.  The  lnclualon of an  Integrated pupil  !~Ilea changae  In  the 
clasaroo.,  such  as  the provision of facilities, overtime,  nuaber  of pupils, 
etc.  and  hence  has  conaequences  for  the whole  school  organisation. 
Integration with  the 8UDPQrt  of  an  educational  team  provldea an  approach  to 
probl .. students  In  general.  It  therefore has  favourable  repercussions on 
claa  ...  tea.  Finally,  the Belgian  report  draws  attention to the attitude of 
school  management  whoae  role  Ia  very  Important  In  declalons  regarding 
Integration. 
In  QIRMANY  ~raphlc  changes  In  general  over  the past  ten years  have 
encouraged  the process of change  In ..  thode.  Since the end  of  the 80's the 
birth rate haa  fallen conetantly.  It  Is now  the  "loat• generations who  are 
attending school.  The  fall  In  the nu.ber of students affecta quantitative 
learning conditions.  The ..  In  feature of  the present  situation  Is  the 
better support  for  puplta,  In  other words  a ...  ller  nu.ber  of  puplla per  · 
class and  a .are favourable  teacher-PUpil  ratio.  In  the past  two  decades 
special  schools  In  the varloua Linder  of  the Federal  Republic of Germany 
have  developed 110re  or  ten at  the .... pace.  This  Is  because  In  1880  the 
conference of  the Land  Ministers of  Education  reached  an  agree.ent on  the 
developaent  of  special  schools,  which  was  extended  In  1972  In  a 
"Aeca.endat ton  on  the organtsat ton  of spec tal  edUcat ton."  Leaving  aside 
the conditions -.ntlonad above,  It  Is  considered beneficial  to respect  the 
diversity of students  In  education.  Teachers are  Increasingly ca.lng to 
understand  that  traditional  teaching methods,  such  as  the  teacher-at-the-
blackboard situation, are no  longer  appropriate  for  fostering  learning. 
~e  open  for ..  of  teachl~ and  learning wtth  puplla who  are  Increasingly 
tacking  In  concentration and  are becoming  .are and  .are restless appear  to 
be  better suited to heterogeneous  groups,  although  such .athoda cause  many 
problema  of organisation  In  everyday  teaching practice. 
(21)  "Evatuaclon de  Ia  tntegraclon  escola~ -Ministry of  EdUcation  and 
Science- Madrid  (1988) R.,.lnt.Scolll 
The  Increasing differences  between  students  In  terms  of  learning conditions 
are  leading  to a  growing  realisation of  the  importance  of  differentiation 
In  teaching. 
In  GREECE  the  report  adopts  a  positive approach  towards  the  school 
Integration of  handicapped  students,  which  has  developed  as  the attitudes 
of  parents,  teachers  and  handicapped  students and  children  themselves  have 
changed. 
~describes the efforts  taken  to do  away  with  the organisational 
obstacles  by  adapting existing  legislation. 
Changes  that  have  occurred  In  Spain affect  conceptual  aspects,  In  other 
words  the way  schools  Interpret  a  pupil's need  within  the  functional 
framework  of  a  democratic society,  and  also aspects  relating  to 
professional  practice,  In  other  words  organisation of  the educational 
response. 
For  a  better understanding of  Special  Education  In  Spain,  we  propose  to 
begin  by  outlining the  history of  the system  from  the sixties to  the 
present  day. 
*  1960  - 1969 
The  most  significant  features of  the sixties may  be  summarised  as  below: 
a)  Lack  of  Initiative by  the Government  with  regard  to people with 
developmental  problems  and  lack  of  funding  for  setting up  the 
necessary services. 
b)  The  disabled people  themselves  and  parent's associations  in 
particular  attempted  to set up  the  necessary  services.  It 
should be  recognised  that  the only ministerial  departments  to 
respond  to  these demands  were  the Social  Welfare  and  Social 
Services Department. 
*  1970  - 1979 
*  1970 
The  seventies were  characterised by  three  features: 
a)  The  facl lities  in  which  professionals  had  to work  were  poor. 
b)  The  system was  inadequately  regulated.  There  were  no  official 
programmes,  or  standards or  criteria against  which  to  Judge  the 
work  of  special  schools.  This  gave  rise to  isolation and 
haphazard  growth  that  frequently  emerged  as  a  duplication of 
services. 
c)  A powerful  educational  network  grew  up  in  paral lei  to  the 
ordinary  system  due  to  the setting up  of  segregated  facl I ities. 
The  General  Education  Law  was  publ lshed.  This  took  account  of  Special 
Education  and  set up  some  special  units  in  certain ordinary  schools  and 
some  special  schools of  a  complementary  nature.  Despite  this,  children 
with  educational  problems or  mild  problem&  were  educated  in  both 
institutions.  Some  achievements  made  during  these  years  are  now  of  key 
importance. •  197  .. 
llep.lftt.ScoiH 
Education seen  as  a  public service 
Free  schooling  for  all  from  the age  of  six  to  fourteen 
Easter  access  to Bachtllerato and  Vocational  Training 
Progress  In  the  adoption of active and  participatory  teaching 
methode 
Special  attention to pupils with social,  physical,  sensory or 
mental  disabilities  . 
Setting up  of  the  •servlclo de  Recuperaclon  y Aehabllltaclon de 
Mlnusvalldoa Flslcoa y  Pslqulcoa  (SEREM)  (Service  for  the Recovery  and 
Rehabilitation of  PhysicallY  and  Mentally Handicapped  People).  This 
created a  network  of provincial  branches  throughOUt  Spain  that  were 
responsible,  almost  exclusively,  for  providing  technical  support  for 
administrative decisions relating to  financial  aid  to be  received by  the 
following  potential  beneficiaries;  handicapped  people,  parents,  special 
eduction schools,  etc ...  This ..  ant  that  special  schools were  now  staffed 
by  ca.pl ...  ntary staff responsible  for  pupil  care and  they  becaMe  dependent 
on  other Ministries apart  from  the Ministry of  Education . 
•  1975 
Up  to this year,  successive Ministries of  Education  were  characterised by 
their  lack  of  planning  for  the necessary  services,  lack  of  applied 
investigation and  lack  of  training for  professionals. 
The  same  year,  the Ministry of  EdUcation  and  Science set up  the  lnstltuto 
Naclonal  de  Educaclon  Especial  (INEE)  (National  Institute for  Special 
Education>  as  an  Autonomous  Organisation with  the  aim  of: 
*  1978 
a)  Bringing order  to the administrative and  technical  tangle  that 
the schools- ever-Increasing  In  number  -produced dUring  the 
normal  course of  their work. 
b)  Ensuring  the  free  nature of  private schools  through  a  system of 
legal  grants as  a  response  to social  pressure exercised by  the 
abOve  associations. 
c)  Taking  charge of  the  planning and  future  development  of  this 
sector. 
The  Spanish Constitution  (27/12/1978)  stated unequivocally  that  education 
had  the  category of  a  right  for  all  citizens (Article 27)  and  the  public 
authorities were  obliged  to promote  a  policy of  Integration  for  handicapped 
citizens within all  social  areas  (Article "9)  and  hence  also  the  field of 
education. 
Following  the  publication of  the  Spanish  Constitution,  In  the  same  year  the 
INEE  was  commissioned  by  the  Royal  Patronage  for  the  Education  and  Care  of 
the  Disabled  to produce  a  National  Plan  for  Special  Education.  This Plan 
was  originally designed  to  form  part  of  a  series of  Implementation 
programmes  within different  fields  (Health,  Labour,  Social  Services, 
Education)  as part of  a  future  Ley  de  lntegracton SOcial  de  los 
Ulnusvalldos- LISMI- (Law  on  the Social  Integration of  Handicapped 
People).  This stated for  the first  time  the principle of  normalisation 
services,  education  Integration,  personal  attention and  sectorisatton. llep.lftt .Scol70 
•  1982 
The  Ley  de  lntegraclon Social  de  loa  Mlnuavalldoa  (LISMI  7/4/1882)  (Law  on 
the  SOCia~  Integration of  Handicapped  People)  was  publl.-ed. 
•  1985 
The  Royal  Decree  on  the Planning of  Special  Education  (A.D.  8/3/1885)  was 
publlahed.  AMong  other  thlng8,  thla Mlde  It  poaalble to put  Integration 
Program.ea  Into practice  In  the varloua Autono.ous  CO..Unltlea. 
This set out  1  new  viaion of  a  school  11  an  open  school  and  contained  the 
following prlnclplea: 
•  1885 
Every  child can  be  education 
The  purpoae of education  11  to ensure  that all  children can 
develop  their  potential  and  abllltlea to the full. 
The  edUcational  reaponee .uat  reapect  IndiVIdual  difference•  In 
pupil  develop~~ent.  Principle of  lndlvlcluallaatlon of Teaclllng. 
Wherever  PGialble,  the edUCational  re1pon .. .u1t be  provided 
within the fr ...  ~k  of an  ordinary 1chool.  Prlnclpl ..  of 
NDrallaatlon of Edlacllttona 1 serv  1  cea Mel  SChoo 1  1  nteeratlon. 
The  provision of  educational  services .ust be adapted  to ault 
the environ.ent  within which  the dlaabled citizen  llvea.  Thll 
mans  that  .uch 1ervlces must  be  planned  by  geograDhlcal  sector 
of  populatIon and  needs.  Pr lnclple of eector I  sat  Jon • 
PUblication of  the  or~er of  20 March  on  Planning of  Special  Education and 
testing of edUcational  Integration during  the 1985- 1918  aca~lc year. 
Thus  began  t~e  lnt~atlon program.e. 
The  boom  In  econo.lc  develo~nt that occurred  In  Spain  from  1910  gave  rise 
to new  needs  within  the educational  sy1t...  The  changeover  to a  ~ratlc 
govern.ent  In  1977  further  Increased  this  type of  d.-and,  which  may  be 
SUMar IMd U: 
The  extension of  cOMPulsory  education  to  the whole  population 
Extension of  the co.pulsory period 
Better access to post-compulsory edUcation  for  all  social 
levels. 
To  Improve  the quality of  teaching  In  the end  It was  nece~sary to publish 
the  "Ley  Organlca 811885  de  3  de Julio Aeguladora  del  Derecho  a  Ia 
Educaclon  (-LODE->"  (General  Law  8/1985 of  3  July Governing  the Right  to 
Education)  as  the General  Education  Law  of  1970 was  ~lete. 
This  law  plana  teaching and  provides  a  guide  for  rationalizing  the supply 
of  free  school  places by  seeking  the  fair  allocation of  public  resources  In 
order  to balance  freedom  and  equality.  This  law  now  governs: 
De.ocratic participation  In  the  life of  school  communities ltep.lnt .Scol71 
Schools  In  general  and  the  support  of  concerted schools  in 
particular 
Based  on  the  principle of  freedom,  tolerance  and  pluralism,  it  seeks  to 
extend  the  letter and  spirit of  the  agreement  on  education made  when  the 
Spanish  Constitution was  drawn-up.  It  Is,  In  essence,  a  law  of  co-
existence. 
*  1990 
In  recent  years,  the  education system  has  been  adJusted  to meet  a  wide 
range of  social  demand  bY  being  brought  up  to  the  saMe  levels as  found  In 
surrounding countries and  also to meet  the  demands  of  new  social 
organisations:  parents'  associations,  teaching  reform movements  and  other 
bodies  that  have  played  a  crucial  role  in  the  Improvement  of  Spanish 
education. 
Throughout  the  last  seven  years,  the Ministry of  Education  and  Science  has 
been  directing  Its efforts  in  four  main  directions: 
Guaranteeing  the Constitutional  Rights  to Education:  publication of 
the  Ley  Organlca  Reguladora  del  Derecho  a  Ia  Educaclon  <-LODE-> 
(General  Law  Governing  the Right  to Education>  In  1985. 
Making  schooling universal  while  also  taking  Into  account  the 
characteristics of  Spain's population and  demography;  significant 
resources directed  toward  certain geographic  areas undergoing  strong 
growth. 
Making  up  for  social  Inequality:  Increases  In  resources earmarked  for 
grants  to pupils from  low  Income  families. 
Improving  the quality of  teaching:  Increase  In  the  number  of  teachers 
at  all  levels of education,  reduction  In  teacher/pupil/classroom 
ratio,  extension of  Interdisciplinary  teams,  Implementation of 
programmes  for  Introducing  new  technologies  into schools,  setting up 
of  teacher  training programmes,  infant  education support  programmes 
and  pre-school  education  reform  programmes. 
The  law  on  the General  Organisation of  the  Education  System  (LOGSE), 
promoted  the  integration of  the special  education  system within  the 
ordinary mainstream  system. 
In  ITALY,  the  results of  the  integration of  handicapped  pupils  Into  an 
ordinary environment  may  be  summarised  as  follows: 
Parents  take  a  positive view  of  the child's school  career.  They 
often expect  better  school  results  than  their  child would 
otherwise have  obtained.  They  have  a  constant  attitude of  hope 
(as opposed  to resignation  in  special  schools) 
Overall  SOX  of  teachers  are  in  favour,  while  20X  are 
Indifferent  or  oppose  the  policy.  Some  70X  of  teachers are  not 
only  In  favour  but  are  actively committed. 
It  Is  rare  for  the  school  system  to  show  an  abll ity  to change 
its own  organisational  form  and  integration still  relies on  the 
commitment  and  will lngness  of  the  teachers. llep.lnt.Scol72 
The  progress of  Integrated pupi Is  at school  is not  in  doubt,  but 
doubts persist  about  the  Integration of  severely and  very  seriously 
handicapped children and  about  the  speed with which  progress  is 
obtained. 
To  Improve  the provision  for  handicapped  pupils  It  has  been  decided  to 
establish a  permanent  Observatory within  the Ministry of  Education,  the 
members  of  which  Include  representatives of  families  as well  as experts 
from  universities  (edUcationalists,  psychologists,  neuro-psychlatrlsts)  and 
school  (Inspectors,  principals,  head  teachers,  teachers). 
In  the  NETHERLANDS  government  policy on  the  promotion of  Integration has 
been  geared  towards  Improving  diagnostic and  remedial  skills  In  primary 
education.  Various proJects have  been  launched  with  the  aim  of  Improving 
collaboration between  the special  and  ordinary education systems  and 
transferring knowledge  to the ordinary system,  while at  the same  time  a 
major  programme  of  courses  has  been offered  to mainstream  teachers with  a 
view  to  Improving  their skills.  This  policy ought  to allow as many 
students as possible to receive a  proper  education  In  ordinary  primary  and 
secondary  schools. 
Despite all  the  legislation,  facilities and  proJects,  this policy  has not 
yet  had  much  success.  In  fact  the statistics for  the nost  recent  years 
actually show  an  Increase  In  the  number  of  placements  In  special  education. 
As  already mentioned,  the growth  of  special  education  Is primarily 
attributable to the  sharp  increase  in  the  number  of  students with  learning 
disabilities.  It  would  seem  that mainstream  schools  in  the  Netherlands 
have  got  used  to solving their  problems  by  referring students to special 
schools. 
Parents'  organisations are actively pressing  for  more  Integration.  In 
particular,  parents'  organisations  from  the so-called  "Group  two"  and 
"Group  three"  schools  have  an  explicit  integration policy.  The  parents of 
children with  learning disabilities are  relatively cautious- they  are 
dUbious  about  the chances of  their  children being successfully  Integrated 
into  the mainstream  system under  present  conditions. 
In  response  to this difficult situation,  the  Dutch  Secretary of  State for 
Education  and  Science  has  recently developed  a  new  policy,  which  Is 
outlined  In  the  report  "Weer  samen  naar  school"  (Back  to school  together> 
(Ministry of  Education  and  Science,  1990). 
The  report  analyses  the  factors which  have  contributed  to  the growth  of 
special  edUcation.  Educational  factors,  policy  factors  and  the 
characteristics of  the system all  seem  to play  a  part.  Children differ 
from  one  another,  and  It seems  that  the differences are growing.  Schools 
are unable  to cope  with  these  increasing differences,  and  as  a  result more 
and  more  children are  finding  themselves  In  the danger  zone. 
Despite all  the  edUcational  Innovations  introduced  In  recent  decades,  it  is 
clear  that  education has  been  geared  towards  the  average  student.  If  there 
are  too many  students with specific needs  In  the class,  teaching  becomes  a 
complex  problem.  There  Is  1 lttle support  In  the  school  Itself.  Colleagues 
are busy  struggling with  the  same  problem,  and  the  support  that  is 
available  Is  located outside  the  school,  e.g.  In  special-needs schools, 
schools  advisory  services and  the  like.  The  only  solution that  teachers 
can  see  Is  to refer  students with  specific· needs  to schools where  more Rep.lnt .Scol73 
expertise and  time  is available  for  them,  i.e.  the  separate schools  for 
special  education.  The  special  and  ordinary education  systems operate 
independently of one  another,  and  it  is this aspect  that  encourages 
referrals  to special  schools,  since special  help  is only available once  the 
student  enters  the  special  school. 
Special  education  Is  therefore an  attractive option,  since  It  can offer 
special  facilities  for  students with  special  needs.  It  Is  the  system 
itself  that  makes  It  impassible  for  ordinary schools  to be  able  to  help 
students under  the  same  conditions. 
In  the  UNITED  KINGDON  partial  evaluations  have  been  undertaken  in  the  form 
of  LEA  inspections  and  the  reports of  Her  Majesty's  Inspectorate.  These 
evaluations and  the  results show  that  school  integration  Is  determined  bY 
the  number  and  proportion of  pupils and  by  the existence of  individual 
integration plans  and  their  periodic  review.  Schools  vary greatly  In  the 
degree of  sophistication of  their  special  needs  policy. 
Pupils must  be  consulted on  the matter,  but  parental  attitudes regarding 
the  choice  between  Integration  In  an  ordinary environment  or  schooling  in  a 
special  environment  are  hard  to measure  according  to  the  LEAs. 
The  attitude of  teachers  towards  integration differs according  to whether 
they are  prepared  and  supported with  resources  and  advice  as  they  develop 
new  Initiatives.  Where  this  Is  the  case  they  are  favourably  disposed,  but 
where  they  feel  isolated,  inadequate  to  the  task  and  without  guidance  the 
results of  Integration reflect  this. 
Where  Integration  Is  taken  seriously  by  schools,  the main  changes  involve 
modification of  the  curriculum,  a  greater  awareness of  differentiation and 
an  increased  repertory of  teaching  and  assessment  techniques.  This  is a 
positive evaluation and  a  number  of  schools  have  different  methods. 
CONCLUSION 
In  the  reports,  all  the  Member  States declare  their  support  either  for 
integrating handicapped  students  in  an  ordinary environment  or,  where 
necessary,  placing  them  In  Integrated special  classes  in  ordinary  schools. 
Although  some  countries  have  achieved  impressive  results with  a  voluntary 
but  assiduous  pol icy,  other  countries despite alI  their efforts have  for 
various  reasons  (not  always  the  same  ones)  failed  to  promote  school 
integration  in  an  ordinary environment. 
In  almost  all  countries  the  regulatory  Instruments  to  support  Integration 
have  been  set  up.  Parent  associations  increasingly militate on  behalf of 
the  special  educational  needs  of  their  children  to  be  met  In  an  ordinary 
environment  with  the  possible  support  of  the  special  environment. 
Transnational  co-operation and  exchanges must  therefore  be  developed, 
Including  teachers  responsible  for  handicapped  children and  perhaps  even 
students  in  order  to exchange  experiences,  educational  techniques  and  know-
how  so as  to motivate  teachers  and  to break  down  the  barriers. ll-.».lnt.Sco174 
Perhaps  the  suggestion of  the Greek  report  of organising 8- to  10-week 
training courses  for  teachers at  the  Community  level  is an  Interesting  Idea 
and  should be  examined  at  that  level. 
At  the  same  time  new  DOIItlcal  Initiatives should  be  studied  to  reverse  the 
ratio of  one  handicapped  students  in  an  ordinary  environment  to every  three 
in  a  special  environment. 
Certainly,  while  the  problems of  handicap  In  childhood affect only  between 
1  and  2  million students  In  the  European  Community,  the associated costs 
are currently equivalent  to  4  to 8  million pupils. 
4.  ORGAN I SAT I  ON  OF  TEACHING  AND  LIFE  AT  SCHOOL 
4.1.  Progr••• of tho hiOdiCIPDid atudlnt  In  tho school  IYitOI 
BELGIUM 
To  enrol  any  handicapped child  In  a  special  school  a  report  must  be 
produced  indicating  the  type of  education which  corresponds  to  the  needs of 
the child. 
The  child may  not  be  enrolled unless  the  school  organises  the  type 
special  education and  level  of education  Indicated  In  the  report. 
to  the parents and  sometimes  to  the  advisory  committee  for  special 
education  to produce  this report. 
of 
It  Is up 
Types  1,  2,  3,  4  and  8  special  education  require a multidisciplinary 
examination  by  a  Psycho-Medico-social  Centro,  a  schooling and  vocational 
guidance centre or  any  similar organisation approved  or  recognised  by  the 
State. 
For  types 5,  6  and  7  special  education a  medical  examination  (the 
conclusions of  which  are given  in  the enrolment  report>  is carried out  by  a 
medical  specialist  approved  by  the Minister  of  Health. 
The  enrolment  report  Includes  the certificate and  the documentary  evidence. 
The  certificate  Is  a  document  In  which  the  head  of  the  body  Issuing 
the enrolment  report  or  the medical  specialist certifies that  tho 
student  examined  Is  handicapped  under  the meaning  of  the  law  and 
specifies the  type of  education and  level  of  study which  appears  to 
be  best  suited  to  the child's condition. 
This certificate  Is  given  to  the  head  of  the  family  who  is  then  free 
to choose  the special  school  suited  to  the child,  according  to  the 
certificate.  The  certificate given  to  the  head  of  the  school  on 
enrolment  is  returned  to  the  head  of  the  family  at  his  request  when 
the  child  leaves  the  school. llep.tnt .Scot7~ 
Tho  d9cymentary  oyldonco,  Intended  for  tho  school,  Includes  the 
results of  a  medical  exBMinatlon,  a  psychological  examination,  an 
edUcational  examination and  a  social  case  history.  This  enables  the 
special  school  staff  to put  the child  In  the group  beat  suited to his 
or  her  educational  needs. 
The  psychological  and  paramedical  staff thus  know  what  part  they  have 
to play and  tho guidance  body  can  set  Initial  targets and  draw  up  an 
educational  syllabus appropriate  to the nature and  severity of  the 
student's handicap or  handicaps. 
Once  a  child has  been  enrolled at  a  special  school  a  whole  procedure  Is  set 
In  motion. 
C!all council 
This consists of all  the governing,  teaching,  paramedical, 
psychological  and  social  and  ancillary  ~taff responsible  for  the 
education and  Instruction of students  In  a  given class.  It  Is 
chaired by  the school  head  or  his representative.  It  Is  assisted  In 
most  of  Its work  by  the body  responsible  for  guidance. 
Its  task  Is  very  laportant  and  comprises: 
the organisation of classes and  teaching units; 
the drawing  up  of  an  IndividUal  action plan; 
the assea ...  nt of progress and  results; 
giving an  opinion on  whether  the child should continue or  be 
redirected 
substantiated decisions on  the progress of each  student. 
Guidance 
The  student  will  be  followed  up  throughout  his or  her  school  career. 
Follow-up  Is  the responsibility of bodies or  persons with  the  same 
qualifications as  those  Involved  to  advising but  covers a  specific 
DUMber  of  special  schools.  These  are usually psycho-medico-social 
centres. 
Tbts  continuous guidance  consists  In  analysing and  where  necessary 
adding  to  the  lnfor•atlon  In  the enrolment  report  In  co-operation 
with  the edUcation  team  In  order  to set edUcational  targets for  each 
student;  opinions on  subjects or  changes of subjects and  vocational 
guidance  are  then  Issued  regularly;  finally  the student's first 
att.-pts at  social  and  occupational  Integration are monitored. 
This  process  Is  described  In  Table  20. 
Parents always  have  the  right  to return  their  child  to  the ordinary 
education system.  Ibis may  be  done  within  the  framework  of  the  Integrated 
education system,  which  provides  for  continuous  special  edUcational 
assistance.  In  principle  the  transition  to ordinary education can  only 
occur  at  the  beginning of  the  school  year,  whereas  the  transition  to 
special  education can  occur  at  any  time  during  the  year. APPLICATION.  BY 
1.  Head  of fa11ily 
2.  Advisory  Co ..  ittee  ..•. ,  ........ ,,  p.JI 
1.  PillS  Centre 
2.  Office  approved  by  the. 
State 
which  draws  up 
a  su.-ary of  the  results of  the 
ex ..  inations  and  the  ENROLMENT 
THE  CERTIFICATE 
to the 
Head  of fa11ily 
Advisory  Co ..  ittee 
atm. CJD 
IIIOther  t)lpt of IPICial ld.atm 
or ~  different c:crdtticns 
-m.:.ticn 
.tion frail CQIIpJlaory  IChaol i:,:;ngt.,... _______  _ 
Le  Court 
and  subllits 
THE  DO(UMENTARY  EVIDENCE 
<in  duplicate>  to the 
special  school  choaen  by 
tbe Mead  of  f ..  Hy 
enrolMnt once 
the  CERTIFICATE 
has  been  sub.itted 
to the school 
1  copy  of  the 
docu.entary  evidence 
is sent  to the 
GUIDANCE  body  which 
follows  the pupil 
h  his schooling 
Table  20  :  Process of  school  integration 
of  the handieapped  student  in Belgiu• 
Source  Belgian national  report  <F> Rep.lnt .Scol77 
Handicapped  pupils  in  Integrated education are classified for 
administrative  purposes as belonging  to  the ordinary education system.  The 
decision  to admit  a  child to  Integrated education  Is  taken  Jointly  by  the 
parents,  the special  school,  the ordinary school  and  their  respective 
P.M.S.  centres.  A certificate  Is  Issued  to  this effect  by  a  P.M.S.  centre, 
reviewed  annually  and  If  necessary  renewed. 
DEt&tARK 
Parents may  apply  to the  local  education authority or  the educational 
psychological  guidance  service  for  special  educational  assistance  for  their 
child.  Where  the application  Is made  to  the educational  psychological 
guidance service,  this service sends  a  report  to  the education authority. 
The  application may  also be  addressed  to  the social  and  health authorities 
which  forward  It  to  the education authority.  Other  parties who  are 
acquainted with  the child's condition may  also submit  an  application  for 
special  educational  assistance  to  the education authorities.  The  nursery 
class teacher's  report  must  be  countersigned  by  the  head  teacher  and  school 
doctor. 
Following  consultation with  the  parents,  the educational  psychological 
guidance  service arranges  an  examination with  the necessary assistance  from 
other experts.  A meeting  Is  held with  the child's parents  (who  may  be 
present  during  the examination),  the staff at  the  playgroup or  pre-primary 
class which  the child  Is attending and  any  other  persona who  can  help  to 
Identify  the child's needs.  A written  report  on  the examination  Is 
prepared and,  where  the child  In  question attends a  pre-primary class,  sent 
to  the  head  teacher  and  school  doctor.  The  parents are  Informed  as soon  as 
the  report  Is available  and  must  be  given  an  opportunity  to see  it. 
On  the basis of  the  report  and  after  consultation with  the  parents,  and 
possibly  the class  teacher  of  the child  In  question,  the  teachers who, 
where  appropriate,  will  be  responsible  for  providing  the special 
educational  assistance and  the social  and  health authorities,  the 
educational  psychological  guidance  service makes  a  proposal  concerning  the 
type of  special  educational  assistance which  should  be  provided  to help  the 
child.  This  proposal  should state whether  assistance should be  provided 
under  article 19,  paragraph  1,  or  article 19  paragraph  2 of  the  School  Act. 
Decisions on  the provision of  special  educational  assistance under  article 
19  paragraph  1 of  the  School  Act  are  taken  by  the municipal  authorities or 
under  their  authorisation on  the basis of  the educational  psychological 
guidance service's proposal.  If  the child already  attends a  nursery class, 
the  decision  Is  taken  by  the  teachers'  council  of  the school  on  the basis 
of  the guidance service's proposal. 
If  a  student  is considered  to have  special  educational  needs  which  cannot 
be  satisfied  in  the  context  of  normal  teaching,  or  If  a  student's school 
situation should otherwise give  cause  for  serious concern  the  child  is 
recommended  for  educational  psychological  assessment  by: 
1)  The  class  teacher,  possibly on  the  initiative of  the student's other 
teachers. llep.lnt .Scol71 
2)  The  school  health service  if  acquainted with  the  student's mental, 
physical  or  sensory  problems  forming  the  grounds  for  suspecting  that 
the student  needs  special  edUcational  assistance. 
This  rec~ndatlon Is sent  via  the head  teacher  to  the educational 
psychological  guidance service.  The  head  teacher  can  also himself  submit  a 
recommendation  for  edUcational  psychological  as1essment  on  the basis of 
information provided  when  a  student  Is  registered. 
The  decision  to start special  teaching or  other  special  edUcational 
assistance  Is  made  by  the  head  teacher.  If  consent  Is  not  obtained  from 
the parents,  special  teaching may  be  started only  If  the head  teacher 
considers  It  absolutely essential  for  the  student's development.  Full 
consideration must  also be  given  to  the  parents'  wishes  with  regard  to  the 
detailed arrangements  for  special  teaching. 
Special  teaching may  be  started without  the  procedure  described  If  the 
student  Is  In  a  particularly difficult situation necessitating  Immediate 
action by  the school.  However,  the  parents must  be  consulted and  an 
educational  psychological  assessment  carried out  as soon  as possible  If 
special  teaching  Is  likely  to  last  for  at  least  three weeks  (15  school 
days). 
If  It  Is  felt  that  the  student  needs  particular  attention or  extensive 
support  the head  teacher -after consulting  the parents- subMits  a 
proposal  to the municipal  authority,  which  decides whether  to refer  the 
matter  to the county  council. 
The  county  council  takes  any  decision  to start extensive special  teaching 
after  considering  the municipal  authority's report  and,  where  appropriate, 
obtaining expert opinions. 
In  Its decision on  the detailed arrangements  for  special  teaching,  the 
county  council  must  give  full  consideration  to the  parents'  wishes.  The 
parents'  and  students'  wishes  concerning  the  choice of  school  must  be 
respected wherever  possible.  Referral  to a  boarding  school  Is  subject  to 
the  consent  of  the  parents and  student. 
The  educational  psychological  guidance  service monitors  the  development  of 
pupils referred  for  special  teaching and  at  least  once  a  year  considers 
whether  It  should  be  continued,  changed  In  some  way  or  discontinued. 
Likewise  the county  council  Is  responsible  for  ensuring  that  students 
receiving special  teaching on  Its  Initiative are monitored  by  an 
educational  psychological  guidance  service. 
The  request  for  educational  psychological  assessment  Is  made  after 
consultation with  the  parents and  student.  If  agreement  cannot  be  reached 
with  the parents  the  assessment  will  only  be  made  If  the  head  teacher 
considers  it absolutely essential. 
The  proposal  of  the  educational  psychological  guidance  service· Is  made 
after  consultation with  the  parents and  student.  If  agreeMent  cannot  be 
reached  with  the  parents,  the educational  psychological  guidance  service 
must  Inform  the  head  teacher  of  the  reasons  and  stating to what  extent  It 
considers  the  proposed  special  teaching or  other  special  educational 
assistance  to be  absolutely essential. lt-ct.lnt.Scol71 
GERMANY 
Schooling  Is  compulsory  for  handicapped  children and  young  people,  as  it  Is 
for  the  non-handicapped.  All  the Linder  work  on  the principle that 
handicapped children should,  as  far  as possible,  be  educated  together  with 
non-handicapped  children.  but  that.  where  neceaaary,  special  schools or 
special  edUcational  aaalatance should be  provided  for  handicapped  children 
and  young  peop I  e. 
Before  It  becomes  nece ..  ary  to  transfer  a  pupil  to a  special  school,  the 
following development  measures  are  Implemented  In  moat  Linder  of  the 
Federal  Republic of Germany: 
1.  Remedial  teaching 
In  the first  to fourth  (or  sixth)  years of  primary  school  backward 
children are provided with  remedial  teaching  In  reading and  writing 
mathematics  and  science  In  addition  to standard primary  school 
teaching. 
The  obJective of  this  teaching.  which  Is carried out  In  small  groups 
of  four  to eight  pupils,  Is  to enable  the children to participate 
successfully  in  mainstream  teaching. 
2.  Educational  PsychologY  guidance serylces.  educational  and  careers' 
guidance  services 
These  generally  take  the  form  of  advisory services.  with  the 
exception of  the  five  new  Linder  on  tho  territory of  the  former  GOB 
where  those services are currently being developed.  The  edUcational 
psychology  guidance service  Is headed  by  a  gradUate  psychologist,  who 
Is  usually  a  trained  teacher. 
In  .any schools  the edUcational  psychology  service  Ia  supported by 
advisory  teachers whose  nu.ber  of  compulsory  teaching hours  Is 
reduced  to enable  them  to provide specific psychological  services. 
Parents,  pupils and  other  teachers may  use  this service. 
The  main  tasks of  the edUcational  psychology  service are as  follows: 
providing  Individual  advice and  Information on  learning 
handicaps,  behavioural  disorders and  dysfunctions. 
correcting  Ineffective approaches  to  learning  and  Inappropriate 
social  behaviour. 
developing  school-career  advice centres, 
Improving  teat methods. 
referring the .are difficult  cases  to special  therapy  and 
follow-up  establishments. -.lllt.ScoiiO 
3.  School  health 11rytco 
This ..  rv!ce  Is  provl~  by  dlatrlct healthY  autborltl .. In  each  Land.  The 
health  aut~lttea carry out  a  aer!ea of preventive -.dlcal •• ..  !nation~. 
Cb lldren Who  cannot  keep  up  undergo  a  thorough Mdlcal uulnat  ton.  1  f 
there  Ia  found  to bl a  phyalcal  cauae  for  the  learning dlfflcultlee  they 
can obtain apectal  Mdlcal  help.  The  declalon to adlalt  a  handlc....-
atUdent  In  a  epactal  achoot  Is  by  no  Mana  final.  c._. co-operation 
betWMn  acboola,  parenta and  the varloua aoclal  anct  beaith care eervlcea 
can  fact t I tate the return to an  ordInary achao 1 or  the .,..ogreu to the 
work lng  envlrorwent. 
In  the  blat~tcal devel~nt of  the educational  ayet .. Ideological 
educational  ObJecttvea  alwaya  at .. fro. an  Idea  of education which  Is 
available to all.  Handlcap!)ed  people have  not  been  ucluded fr011  then 
Objectlvea.  Where  a  dltttlnctlon  Ia ••  bet_, •orctt...,.y  acttoot•  and 
•apeclallat school a, •  the  Intent ton  baa  not  been to provlcte  t...ntno to 
different categorlee of pupils.  It  Is  In  fact  an  education and  training 
eyate~~ which  waa  originally deatgned  to be  co•on to everyone,  but  which 
baa  re.ulted  In  differentiation becauae of  lnco.patlbllltlea of atructure 
and  the dlaparltlea  In  progresa which  reaulted. 
CjBEECE 
In  accordance with  tM Law  No.  1588/1185,  special  education  Is provided 
free of charge by  the atete  In  nat tonal  schools.  However  1  t  Ia  not 
Mndatory.  Parente have  the  laat word  and  tt.e:r ..  ,  decide wMther  to Mnd 
a  child with special  needa  to a  special  acbool  or  to place hla  In  a  apeclal 
education progr .... within  the  regular  acbool  <euch  aa  epactal  ctau, 
aupport  tHcblng. etc  .•• >  However,  nine yeara'  acMollng  fr011  tt.e age  of 
5.5.  (~tiona! achoot)  to 15  (CQIIP!etlon  of  lower  a.condar:r  acbOol)  Is 
COIIPUiaory  for  all  In  tbe regular  national  acboola  and  lower  •condary 
acboola,  even for  children with apeclal  edUCational  ntMs.  To  be enrolled 
In  a  apeclal  school,  the child .uat aatlafy the age a.ndltlon and  alao take 
a  apectal  Mdlcal •••I  nat ton  to deteratne  the nature and  degree of his 
dlaablltty. 
Thla •• ..  tnatlon  Is conducted  by  at  ...  of ..-ctaltsed aclentlats 
(paycbologlata,  edUcationalists,  appropriately qualified doctor  and  aoclal 
worker),  a.otoyed at  the atate child ..Olea!  unit or centre or with  the 
prefecture'• aoblle dlagnoatlc  team,  conalatlno of  the .... apeclallats. 
The  Integration of children with  special  learning difficult! .. Into apectat 
training progr._a  In  regular  acboola  ta  IJ)JN'oved  following  the favourable 
opinion of  the acbool'a  teacher• and  the School  eoun ..  l~r In  Special 
Education or General  EdUcation or, Where  required,  by  the child Mdlcal 
service or  the MObile  diagnostic unit  and,  naturally,  the parents. 
If  the ehlld  1-orovea  aUbatanttally,  he  may  be  fully  Integrated  Into  the 
regular  claea,  even  during  the courae of  the acbool  year.  If  a  child baa 
special  educational  needs,  becauae  he  Ia  generally  leaa aature  In  his 
devel~t. mentally  retarded or  physicallY  handicapped,  blind or  with 
Impaired  vision,  deaf,  hard of  hearing,  or  If  he  Ia  a.otlonally disturbed 
or  has  severe  learning difficulties,  he  may,  with  hla parent's consent, ltep. lnt. Scolll 
register  with  a  special  school  depending  on  hla disability or  In  a  special 
class or  support  teaching programme  (Law  158e/1985,  Presidential  Decree  No. 
803/1882,  etc ...  ).  The  child aay  begin special  edUcation at  the age  of  3.5 
(nursery school)  and  continue  to the age  of  18  or,  In  certain cases,  20. 
School  enrol ..  nt  Is always  decided  by  the parents,  In  practice,  parents who 
beco.e aware  that  their child has  a  probleM- whether  Independently  or  as a 
result of ~ta  by  a  teacher or one of  the other  prof ..  alonals employed 
by  the varloua educational  services- should  requeat  aaaea ...  nt  by  the 
local  area .ultldlaclpllnary te  ...  Following  this aaaea ...  nt,  the  team 
lsauea  a  report  reCOIIIMndlng  a  given  type of  schooling  In  the school 
closest  to the  f ..  lly  hoMe  that offers the conditions and  resources  that 
the child's education requires. 
In  the case of pupils with special  edUcational  needs,  the  type  of education 
Is  decided  by  a  report  that  the Hctor mutt ld.lsclpllnary  team  Issues  In 
each  case on  the  basta of  the results of  an  Initial  a ..  ea  ...  nt.  This  Is 
subject  to agreement  by  the parents and  the school  Where  the child  Is  to be 
taught. 
If  there  Is  disagreement  over  the  type of  edUcation  recommended  for  a 
child,  an  appeal  can  be  made  to the Provincial  Director of  the Ministry of 
EdUcation  and  Science,  who  may  take a  decision on  the basis of  a  report 
from  the Provincial  Board  for  Special  Education.  An  appeal  against  the 
Provincial  Director's decision can  be  lodged  with  the Director  General  for 
Teaching  Reform  under  the  ter .. laid  doWn  In  the  Law  under  Administrative 
Procedure. 
The  schooling of  pupils with  special  educational  needs  Is subject  to annual 
review.  At  the end  of each  course,  these pupils undergo  aaeesament  when 
the possibility of changing  the  type of education  Is  considered. 
FRANCE 
In  application of  the Act  of  30  June  1975,  a  special  education committee 
(CDES)  was  set up  In  each  Oepartement.  The  rules on  membership  and  the 
organisation of  these comalttees are  laid  down  In  Decree  No.  75-11&8  of  17 
December  1975  and  details are given  In  various circulars.  Each  committee 
Is chaired alternately by  the Academia  Inspector,  director  of  the 
"Departement"  education authority and  the  head  of  the  "Departement"  health 
care service  (on  behalf of  the Minister  for  social  Affairs).  It  decides, 
In  co-operation with  the  family,  on  the  type of  schooling  for  the 
handicapped  child  (or  adolescent)  and  on  whether  the parents  (or  person 
looking after  the child)  should  have  a  special  education allowance.  It  may 
delegate  Its work  In  connection with  schooling  for  handicapped  young  people 
to  local  committees  covering smaller  geographical  areas- In  the case of 
primary  pupils  these are  the preschool  and  primary  school  district 
committees  (CCPE>  and  In  the case of  secondary  school  pupils  they  are  the 
secondary  school  district ca.Mittees  (CCSD). 
Very  young  children- who  are  not  yet  at school- with  a  condition 
Involving or  likely  to  Involve,  a  handicap  which  has  been  detected at 
compulsory  medical  exa•lnatlons may  also have  their  cases referred  to  the 
"Departement"  or  district committees. ltep.lnt .Scoll2 
It  Is up  to  the committee  to which  the child  Is referred- CCPE,  ccso  or 
CDES  when  a  decision  has  also  to be  made  about  the allocation of  a  special 
education grant- to suggest  to  the  family  the solution best  suited to the 
particular  needs  of  the child. 
Once  the parents have  agreed,  the school  or  Institution concerned must 
comply  with  the decision of  the committee  on  the  type of  schooling  for  the 
child.  A school  or establishment  which  feels  that  It  cannot  keep  a  child 
placed  there  following  a  decision of  the committee  or  regards a  change  of 
placement  necessary,  can  refer  the case  to  the committee  again. 
IRELAND 
The  procedure of  administration  Involves  liaison,  co-operation and 
dlseemlnatlon  among  school  management,  regular  school  staff, epeclallst 
school  staff,  support  systns and  parents.  It "Is  the  responsibility of  the 
co-ordinator  to administer  these procedures. 
In  consultation with  the  family  doctor,  parents are put  In  contact  with  a 
psychologist  who  aseeeaes  the child.  This  assessment  Is  then  sent  to the 
school  Inspector  who  recommends  placement  of  the child with  due  regard  to 
the child's disability and  the service available  locally.  The  parents and 
child visit  the school  Principal  and  meet  the special  class teacher 
Involved,  where  that child's suitability for  such  placement  Is  discussed. 
The  child  Is  then enrolled and  begins  schooling. 
On  entering  the school  the special  class  teacher  - In  consultation with  the 
speech  therapist  and  with  reference  to previous psychologist's assessments 
-devisee a  programme  suited  to that  child's needs.  Skills  learned are 
developed  In  a  pragmatic manner  through  Integration with mainstream 
classes. 
The  children graduate  from  the  junior  to the senior  special  class at 
approximately  9  years of  age  and  the  time  allocated to each  child's 
participation  In  mainstream classes  Is  Increased  as  the child becomes  more 
confident  and  accustomed  to  Interaction with  the mainstream classes. 
All  decisions related to  the progress of each  handicapped  child are made  by 
the Principal  of  the  school  In  liaison with  the pupils,  the parent,  the 
specialist staff,  the  regular  staff  Involved,  the  related/associated 
support  service agencies. 
The  National  Health  Service provides  a  functional  diagnosis  to the school 
when  the  handicapped  student  starts school  (at  the  age  of  three  In  the case 
of  nursery  school  and  at  the  age  of  six  In  the case of  primary  school). 
The  school  and  the  USL  (local  health unit)  jointly draft  an  Individualised 
educational  plan with  periodic checks  and  adaptations of  the  plan. 
Lastly,  decisions on  a  student's school  career  are  taken  by  the  school's 
collegiate bodies  (move  to a  higher  class.  change  of  class,  planning  and 
guIdance). 
The  guidance  systems  do  not  differ  appreciably  from  those used 
for  non-handicapped  children and  comprise:· ltep.lnt .Scolll 
a)  production of  a  Nguldance  asseaementN  at  the end  of  (lower>  secondary 
education  <sometimes  with  the  aid of  ptycho-dlagnostlc  techniques); 
b)  atslstance from  any  local  social  and  educational  psychology  services 
where  available. 
NETHERLANDS 
A chid's eligibility for  adMission  to a  particular  special  needs  school  Is 
determined  by  an  admissions  c~lttee.  Following  receipt of  an  application 
by  the child's parents,  the  c~lttee (generally consisting of  a  child 
psychologist,  a  doctor  or  social  worker  and  the school  head)  Investigates 
whether  the child  Is eligible for  the  school  In  Question.  This mandatory 
Investigation muat  be  repeated  two  years after  the date of  Investigation. 
The  committee  must  ascertain what  results have  been  achieved and  what  path 
the  student  needs  to follow  In  order  to realise his full  potential  (e.g. 
whether  he/she should go  Into ordinary  primary or  secondary education,  or 
even  Into another  form  of  edUcation). 
Students presented  by  their  parents for  special  education may  or  may  not 
have  previously been  In  ordinary edUcation.  Some,  because of  the 
seriousness of  their  handicap,  have  never  been  able  to  take part  In 
ordinary edUcation. 
Admissions  to separate special  schools  have  Increased significantly  In 
recent  years.  Although  the absolute  Increase  In  the nu.ber of  students  Is 
relatively small,  the  relative  Increase  has  been  considerable,  particularly 
when  one  considers  the decline  In  the size of  the  reference group.  The 
pattern of  Increase  has  not  been  Identical  In  all  types of  school.  While 
the nu.ber  of  students  In  schools  for  children with  learning disabilities 
has  risen steeply,  the number  In  separate special  schools  for  children with 
sensory  handicaps  has  actually fallen. 
There  has  also been  an  Increase  In  the  number  of students  from  cultural 
minorities  In  special  edUcation.  The  overall  proportion for  1880  Is  In 
excess of  11X.  Of  course,  the  figures  vary widely  from  region  to  region 
and  town  to  town. 
In  1991  approximately  SX  of  the  total  primary  school  papulation was 
enrolled  In  the separate system of  special  schools.  Of  these, 
approximately  2X  were  In  schools  for  the  learning disabled and  l.SX  In 
schools  for  the educable mentally  retarded.  The  ra.alnlng 1.SX  were  spread 
over  the other  types of  special  education. 
In  recent  years  there  has  been  growing  concern  about  developments  In 
special  education- concern not  only  about  the absolute size of  the sector 
as  such  but  also about  Its rate of  growth.  In  response,  the government  has 
been  developing policies designed  to curb  this growth.  In  this context, 
the peripatetic support  scheme  merits special  attention.  With  the  help of 
peripatetic support,  students transferred back  to ordinary  schools  from 
special  schools  can  access  to certain facilities.  Teachers  from  the 
special  school  can  provide both  the student  and  the  teachers  In  the 
ordinary  school  with  the guidance  and  support  necessary  for  student's 
successful  Integration  into· the ordinary system.  Increasing use  Is  being 
made  of  these  facilities.  Approximately  0.21 of  all  students benefit  from 
the peripatetic support  scheme.  Uost  of  the students  Integrated  In  this 
way  are  In  the  12-17  age  group.  The  scheme  Is also available  to 
handicapped  students who,  although entitled to special  education,  have  not 
been  placed  In  the special  system.  The  precise arrangements  and  facilities 
differ  according  to  the  type of  school.  The  staffing complement  for  the 
special  school  Is  extended  (by  the eQuivalent  of  a  given  number  of  minutes· 
per  week)  for  each  student  transferred back  to  the ordinary system. llep. lilt .Scoll4 
Students are put  forward  by  their  parents  for  special  school.  Decisions 
concerning  the  admission  and  removal  of  students  lie with  the competent 
authority.  If  the  competent  authority  refuses  to admit  a  student,  or 
decides  to  remove  a  student,  it must  explain  Its  reasons  to  the parents  In 
wrItIng.  The  competent  authorIty  for  a  state schoo I  Is  the  Town  Counc I I . 
The  competent  authority  for  a  private school  Is  a  corporate body  with  full 
legal  powers  which,  under  statutes or  regulations,  Is concerned with  the 
provision of education  In  a  non-profit-making capacity.  There  are 
approximately  1000  special  schools  In  the Netherlands,  of which  27X  are 
state and  73X  private  (around  20X  Protestant,  30X  Roman  Catholic and  20X 
other.) 
PORTUGAL 
The  procedure  for  Identifying pupils with  special  educational  needs  Is  as 
follows: 
during stage  1 of  elementary  education  It  Is  the  teacher  who  has  to 
Identify students with special  educational  needs  and  Inform  the 
person co-ordinating  the support  unit.  The  latter arranges  for  a 
meeting which  Is  attended  by  the special  education  teacher  to analyse 
the  needs  of  the  pupil  concerned. 
In  stages  2 and  3 of  elementary education and  In  secondary  education 
all  the  teachers  are  responsible  for  Identifying pupils with  special 
educational  needs  and  to  Inform  the class  teacher.  The  latter 
organises a  meeting of  the  relevant class committee  which  Is  attended 
by  the special  education  teacher  to analyse  the needs  of  the  pupil 
concerned. 
To  begin with  the  needs  of  the  student  Identified are analysed  at  a  meeting 
of  the support  team  or  class committee,  depending  on  the  level  of education 
reached.  Uore  complicated eases are examined  by  the  psychology  and 
guidance services  In  collaboration with  the  health services,  which  propose 
an  appropriate  course of  action. 
These  meetings  re•ult  In  proposals which  are submitted  to  the school 
administration.  The  school  administrators  have  to decide within one  week 
which  special  measure(s)  Is/are  to be  taken. 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
The  Identification of special  educational  needs  can  occur  at  any  stage of  a 
pupil's school  career.  In  deed,  this  Is  Inevitable given  the  1981  Act's 
definition of  special  educational  need  In  terms  of  a  learning difficulty, 
significantly greater  than  children of  the  same  age  which,  calls for 
"provision which  Is  additional  to,  or  otherwise different  from,  the 
educational  provision made  generally  for  children  In  schools maintained  by 
the  local  education authority concerned".  Clearly,  as  there are 
significant differences both  Inter  and  Intra  LEAs  and  schools,  a  learning 
difficulty may  arise from  a  particular  environment  and  be  caused  by,  for 
example,  a  change  in  school. .......  t.Scollll 
Aseese.ent  start1  In  the classroom where  learning difficulties arlee.  Some 
LEAs- and  sa..  IndividUal  schools- use  screening teats for  all  pupils at 
certain agee.  There  are recognisable stage• of aaae..-.nt of pupill, 
although  LEA  ~ractlces vary  In  terms  of  the external  controls operating at 
each  stage,  In  the speed of  progression  from  one  stage to another  and  In 
the auppart  available at each  stage. 
Initially, aa ..  a.-.nt  Is condUcted  by  the c1111  teacher  using normal 
observation and  re~dl, then  the c1111  teacher •ay consult within  the 
school- with colleagues,  epeclallats on  the per.anent staff or  visiting 
IUI~t teachers.  If  further  advice  Ia  needed,  external  specialists euch 
aa educational  peychologlats or specialist  teacher• of  the sensory  Impaired 
•a>- be conau It  ed •  The  schOo I  Md I  ca I  ser  vI ce HY  a lao be  conau I ted  to 
check  whether  the child's difficulties are  the result of  hearing or  vision 
probt ....  Up  to 'hla ~lnt,  It  Ia  generally  the case that  the school  Is 
able to provide  for  the pupil's needs  from  within  Its own  resource•-
though  the auoport  of external  specialists may  be  Involved.  At  the  next 
stage,  a  for ..  l  .ultl-profeastonal  aa ..  a ...  nt  under  the  ter•• of  the  1981 
Act  MAY  be  Initiated.  Thla  may,  or  may  not,  result  In  the pupil  being  the 
subject of a  atat ...  nt of  epactal  edUcational  need1  whereby  the  LEA  Ia 
responsible for  providing  the  resources  to ...  t  the  Identified needs. 
Procedures  for  the .uttt-profesalonal •••••..ant are  laid down  and  Include 
wide  consultation and  the close  lnvolv ...  nt of parents. 
AeaDOnSiblltty  for  managing  the for•at  aa ..  aament  procedure can  lie with  an 
education officer  (an  a~lntstrator) or wtth  an  educational  psychologist. 
The  nu.ber  of  puplll who  are the subJect of a  atat ...  nt of  epeclal 
edUcaUonat  needs  Is,  on  average,  two  per  cent of  the school  population 
alt~h there  Ia  local  variation reeultlng  from  differences  In 
atat..entlng policy,  the  resources available and  the aoclo-econo.lc 
ca.poeltlon of  the area.  The  actual  profiles of pupils with  atat.-.nts can 
vary  considerably;  there May  welt  be  pupils with  substantial  difficulties 
who  do  not  have  stat  ...  nts  In  one  area while,  In  another,  they  could  have 
stat  ...  nta.  Stat ...  nts are reviewed  annually and  the  reCOMMended  resources 
or  p lac.ent MY  be amended. 
At  any  stage of aaHa ..  nt, external  support  can  be IIOblltaed.  On  account 
of  the new  funding  arranoe-enta resulting from  the EdUcation  Ref~• Act 
1988,  schools  have  a  delegated budget  for  general  special  needs  but  may 
apply  for  a  pupil  to be  formally  assessed  In  order  to secure additional 
centrally-held resource•  for  the particular pupil.  However,  SOMe  LEAs  are 
thus concerned  that  schools realise that  a  statement  does  not  necessarily 
bring with  It  additional  resources. 
CQNCLYS lOHS 
Admlealon  of  handicapped  students to special  schools varlee greatly  from 
country  to country.  In  some  countries the decision  Is  taken  by  a  psycho-
medico-adMinistrative commttt .. established by  national  legislation,  based 
on  an  a1 ..  a ...  nt  of  the student.  This aeseseMent  may  simply  be  Intended  to 
guide  the child  towards  the  for• of  schooling suitable for  his or  her  type 
of  handicap,  or  It ..  Y constitute an  assessment  of  the child's special 
edUcational  needs. 
In  many  countries  the decision may  entail  the provision of  support 
teachers,  technical  aids and  various  forms  of  assistance,  sometimes 
Including guidance. Generally  parents have  various avenues  If  they  disagree with  the 
administrative authorities.  Sometimes  the  parents'  decision has 
precedence,  sometimes  that  of  the  administrative or  legal  authorities. 
In  other.  countrlee  the admlaalon of  a  pupil  with  special  educational  needs 
Ia  a  more  flexible  arrangement.  At  Its moat  basic  It may  simply  be  a 
request  by  the  parents or  teacher  for  assistance  from  the special  system, 
which  then  Intervenes  by  offering support  to  the  teacher  In  the ordinary 
environment. 
However,  the creation of  committees  which  decide or  propose  admlaalon  to a 
an  ordinary school  may  cauee  problema.  SOMe  countrlee have  a  high  rate of 
admissions  to  the special  ayatem  compared  with  the average  In  the  12  Member 
States,  which  Is  estimated as  2.171  (3.41  In  Belgium,  2.91  In  Germany, 
3.58X  In  France  and  5.351  In  the  Netherlands).  It  therefore seems  that 
when  confronted with  the poaalblllty of  special  teaching,  teachers  In  the 
mainstream  environment  tend  to direct pupils with  any  form  of  learning 
difficulties towards  these conmltteea which  then  propose  or  decide on 
admission of  the child  to a  special  school.  In  other  Member  States, 
particularly  in  the  Netherlands,  the  number  of  students  In  a  special 
environment  has  either progressively  Increased or  stabilised, despite  the 
fact  that  the school  population  Is  declining.  Thla  becomes  particularly 
apparent  when  the  number  of  pupils  In  special  and  ordinary environments  Is 
compared  with  the  number  of  children who  are  recognised  as  handicapped  by 
national  laws  and  who  receive,  or  their  family  receives,  aaalstance 
(allowances,  disability card, etc.).  In  France  for  example  353,813 
children and  young  people are counted as being  Included  In  special  schools 
or  In  an  ordinary environment.  However  the  number  of children (fro. o to 
20  years>  recognised  as handicapped  by  the  law  of  1975  on  measures  to help 
the  handicapped  under  which  parents  receive a  special  education allowance 
(on  condition that  the child  Is not  placed  In  a  boarding  school)  Is only 
93,000  (1987)  (22). 
It  therefore seems  that  In  some  Member  states the special  school 
environment  dOes  not  only  take  In  severely  handicapped  students who  belong 
In  this system  and  handicapped  students who  might  be  taught  In  an  ordinary 
environment  with  support  from  the special  environmental.  It  also provides 
for  students with  learning difficulties,  such  as  foreign children who  do 
not  speak  the  national  language,  children of gypsies and  children with 
social  problems.  These  categories should  be  catered for  within  the 
ordinary  school  environment  with  appropriate and,  above  all,  less expensive 
support  which  Is more  geared  to  the  general  needs. 
4.2.  Individual  edycatlonal  plan  for  the  handicapped  student 
BELGIUM 
A detailed educational  plan  Is  drawn  up  by  the  class council  of  the special 
school.  In  the case of  Integration  In  an  ordinary school  an  Integrated 
educational  plan  Is  likewise established during  the consultations between 
the  5 parties concerned,  describing  the  help  (In  terms  of staff and 
facilities)  which  will  be  provided.  This  plan  is  reviewed  annually  and 
amended  where  necessary  by  the  5 parties concerned. 
(22)  Handicapped  people  In  France:  Social  data- National  technical  centre 
for  study  and  research  Into  handicaps  and  disabilities- 1991- page 
2~ There  are no  strict rules  for  Individual  action plans  in  ordinary 
education,  although  there are possibilities within  the  timetable. 
ltep.lnt .Scoll7 
On  the one  hand  there  Is  the  adaptation class  in  which  a  remedial  teacher 
gives  Individual  tuition.  On  the other  hand  a  peripatetic  teacher  can  be 
appointed  to provide  support  for  Individuals. 
In  principle,  referral  to the adaptation class should  follow  an  assessment 
by  a  multidisciplinary  team  In  which  the  PUS  centre  Is also  Included.  In 
practice  It  seems  that  the decision  Is often  taken  by  the class  teacher 
alone.  The  scope  for  more  lndlvldualisatlon and  differentiation created by 
the  Introduction of  the  new  timetable package  Is  not  always  exploited to 
the  full. 
GERMANY 
Special  educational  assistance can  be  provided  In  the  following  forms: 
Preventive moasures 
The  aim  of  such  measures  Is  to prevent  Impending  handicaps  and  to  limit  the 
effects of existing handicaps.  The  sooner  preventive assistance  Is 
provided  the greater  Its effectiveness. 
Sooclal  educational  assistance provided  by  mobile  ynlts 
Children and  young  people whoso  need  for  special  educational  assistance can 
be  met  by  the means  available to the ordinary schools and  bY  the support  of 
mobile  special  educational  assistance units  remain  In  tho ordinary schools. 
Tho  mobile units are available  to  teachers and  parents  for  advice and 
Information and  promote  the development  of  tho children and  young  people 
concerned  by  moans  of  special  teaching and  additional  special  educational 
measures.  They  also provide assistance  to ease  tho  return of  special 
school  students  to ordinary schools. 
Co-oporatlye special  odycatlonal  assistance 
Such  assistance  Is  tho  result of  co-oporatlon.botwoon ordinary schools  and 
special  schools,  resulting  In  tho organisation of  Joint  activities  for 
handicapped  and  non-handicapped  children. 
In  practice and  depending  on  tho objectives pursued,  co-operation may  take 
one  of  various  forms,  such  as  study groups,  special  Interest  groups,  core-
subJect  courses  (from  a  list of options),  proJects and  other  Joint  teaching 
events  (outings,  visits to country  hostels,  school  fetes,  sports and  games 
events)  and  therapeutic assistance. 
SPecial  edycatlonal  assistance  In  Integrated classes 
It  is possible for  children and  young  people who  roaulro special 
educational  assistance  to attend ordinary schools,  provided  that  tho 
necessary  special  assistance  Is  available.  To  do  so  teachers qualified  to 
provide  such  assistance must  be  present,  teaching must  be  planned  and Rep.lnt.Scolll 
implemented  to meet  Individual  needs,  learning must  be  monitored  and  there 
must  be  cooperation between  all  teachers on  matters of education  and 
teaching  and  between  schools and  parents  (or  legal  guardians>  In  drawing  up 
an  educational  plan. 
Special  educational  assistance  In  small  classes 
In  certain subjects,  and  for  the provision of educational  assistance to 
children and  young  people with  temporary  probleMs,  the establishment  of 
small  special  teaching groups  has  proved  particularly successful.  All 
aspects of  teaching and  education  In  these  learning groups  are  the 
responsibility of  special-sector  teachers.  It  Is  quite possible  for  these 
classes to be  linked organisationally  to general  schools,  which  removes  at 
least  some  of  the stigma of special  teaching.  In  some  cases,  such  classes 
form  part  of  the organisational  structure of special  schools.  In  such 
groups  (e.g.  observation classes,  remedial  classes,  diagnosis  and 
development  classes, etc.) students  receive  the special  assistance  they 
require  for  a  limited period of  time.  Specially  tailored programmes 
comprising special  therapies and  special  educational  assistance are used  to 
make  up  for  gaps  in  development  to provide  new  impetus  for  development  and 
to deal  with  any  problems  of  a  social  nature  and  underachievement. 
Once  their particular  problems  have  been  resolved,  these students may 
generally continue  their  education  In  an  ordinary  school. 
Special  schools 
Pupils whose  need  for  special  educational  assistance cannot  be  met 
adequately  in  general  schools with  the assistance of mobile  special 
educational  units are  taught  In  special  schools.  These  schools  adapt  their 
objectives and  forms  of  teaching to the particular  needs  of  the  pupils 
concerned.  They  concentrate on  what  their  pupils need  to know  and  to be 
able  to  do  and  provide  the necessary assistance so  that  they  can  continue 
to develop  as  fully  functioning  Individuals. 
In  order  to achieve  these objectives special  schools  have  specially  trained 
staff and  the  necessary  technical  equipment  and  facilities.  In  certain 
Linder  back-up  is provided by  additional  educational  social  workers. 
All  of  the abOve-mentioned  types of  special  educational  assistance are 
designed  to help  the children concerned  to become  fully  Integrated  Into 
society.  In  addition,  many  Linder  have  Integrated classes  In  which 
handicapped  and  non-handicapped  children are  taught  together  but  with 
different obJectives.  Differentiation within  the class  is ensured  by  a 
team  of  two  educators so  that  both  groups of  pupils can  be  assisted  In 
accordance with  the syllabus and  Instructions of  the  special  schools  and 
ordinary schools. ltep.lnt.Scol• 
GREECE 
Every  epeclal  school  and  special  clase keeps  a  pereonal  file on  each  pupil, 
recording his behaviour  and  progrees.  Thle  file contains special  reports 
drafted by  the  teacher,  peychologlst,  social  worker,  speech  therapist  and 
the child Medical  service.  SUch  speclalleed personnel  are e.ployed only  In 
larger  schools, .a.tly  In  the big cltlea.  However,  lncreaalng nu.bera of 
such  personnel  are being recruited and  the d ...  nd  Ia  conelderable.  The 
availability of auch  personnel  Ia  esaentlal  for  the special  eupport  of 
children with special  needa. 
No  preacrlpttve  legislation exlats.  The  Mlnletry of  Education  and  Science 
expecta  the educational  reeponae  to be  adapted  by  the pupil's teachers 
th  ...  elvea with  the aid of  the  aup~t teacher• and  the aector multl-
dlaclpllnary te  ...  In  other words,  the  teachers  th  ....  lvea .adlfy the 
ordinary currlculu. and  adapt  It  to the pupil's specific needs  by  producing 
a  ·~nto  lndlvldUallzado de  Adaptaclon CUrricular•  (DIAC>  (IndividUal 
CUrricular Adaptation ~nt). 
The  tea• that prepares  the  Individual  plan meets  at  least  twice  a  year  at 
the beginning and  end  of  the echool  year.  These  meetings  are preceded  by  a 
decision ..  king proceaa over  the aasessment  and  IMPI ...  ntatlon of minor 
changes  In  ordinary planning.  During  these meetings,  the bases  for  future 
actlone with  the child are decided. 
In  general,  the  Individual  proJects  Include: 
- Aaaea ...  nt  report explaining chlld'e current  level 
-Proposed goals  for  the child's education 
- Specific services and  special  teaching  to be  adopted  In  order  to 
achieve each  of  the educational  obJectives 
-Ordinary edUcational  progr ....  a  In  w~lch the pupil  can  take part 
- Recording  and  aaHa  ...  nt  procedure  to be  used  for  meaaur lng  the 
child's progreas 
Every  year,  the Ministry of  Education  Issues  recommendations  and,  where 
neceaeary,  legislative provtelons  for  aligning and  harmonising  the 
approaches  adopted  by  schools and  teachers. 
lndlvldUallse~ educational  plana are reviewed,  checked  and  possibly 
modified  as and  when  necesaary  and,  In  any  event,  at  least  twice a  year. 
School  support  Is  provided by  the State using  Its own  teachers and  as  far 
as  possible  In  small  groups of students  In  which  the handicapped  student  Is 
present. 
The  school  routine of  a  handicapped  student  may  be  modified  and  updated  at 
any  time  on  the decision of ·the group  of  teachers  responsible  for  the 
student  In  question. ........  , .ScoiiO 
NETHEAI.NI)S 
Teaching  In  eoeclal  education  Ia  baaed  on  a  school  ~k  plan,  which 
outlines the  ~ganlaatlon and  content of  the currlculu..  The  currlculu. 
IIIUat  covel'  tl\e •- 8UbJecta aa  thoM  taught  In  ordiMrY pr l ..  ry 8CNcat Jon, 
but  can be adapted  to ...  t  t~ needs of children wtth .ultlple hlftdlcaoa. 
Proposals eubaltted by  the school  board  In  thla reeoect .uat be  a~oved  by 
the Mlnlater  for  EdUcatIon  and  Science.  The  curr lcuhll for  achoola  (I.e. 
thoae  for ..  verely -.ntally retarded children>  differs fro. that  for  other 
apeclal-neeGa achoota.  English and ..  th..atlca,  for  exa.ple,  are not 
computaory  In  the  for~~er. 
If necenary,  uae  lallade of an  action plan detailing how  the school  work 
plan will  be  IIIDI-.nted for  Individual  students or  grOUPS  of atudenta. 
Action  plana are fr...-ntly -IOYed  In  special  edUcation.  The  action plan 
.uat aet out  the educational  targeta for  the atudent(a)  In  QUeatlon, 
describe the  teaching ..  thode  and  teaching ..  terlala to be used,  and  state 
when  and  how  Ute results will  be evaluated.  Depending  on  the outca.a of 
the evaluation,  the action plan be  renewed  or .odlfled,  the  new  plan then 
providing  the guldel tne  for  future  leaaons.  SUch  a  cycle can  take up 
several .antha.  In  practice,  many  schools devise action plana only  for 
those  students with  aerloua or  coapltcated probl .... 
PQBTlHW, 
The  psychology  and  tuldance aervlcea are  responsible for  drawing  up  an 
IndividUal  edUcational  plan and  subMitting  It within 30  days  to  the school 
aa.lnlatrators for  their declaton. 
In  educational  eata,llahMenta where  there are no  psychology  and  guidance 
aervlcea  the  Individual  educational  plan  Is  drawn  up  by  a  te  .. appointed  by 
the schoOl  aa.lnlatrators. 
If  the  Individual  edUcational  plan  Ia  to for. the basta  for  a  teaching 
progra  .... the  latter  Ia  the responsibility of  the special  edUcation 
teacher. 
The  parent or  guardian .ust be  Invited  to aaslat  In  the drawing  up  and 
revision of  the  Individual  teaching plan and  the  teaching progr ..... 
Before  a  pupil  Is aa  ..  aaed or  any  special  education ..  aaure  Ia  taken,  the 
express consent  of  the  parent or guardian must  be  obtained. 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
~  ..ntloned above,  the  1181  Act  stipulate• that children should be 
edUcated  In ..  lnatre  .. school  wherever  poaalble - subject  to certain 
conditione.  Sc~  for  helping  young  children with special  needs  adjust 
to school  are .aetly organised on  an  Individual  baalai  a  nu.ber  of 
authorities give priority for  nursery places to children with  Identified 
special  needs. 
Prime  responsibility  for  easing  transfer  from  special  school  to ..  tnatream 
school  rests with support  services though  In  ao.e  LEAs  staff fro. special 
schools support  their  pupils'  Integration  Into .alnstream. Rep. In\ .Scolll 
As  a  general  rule primary  schools  tend  not  to have  permanent  specialist 
staff although most  have  Identified a  special  needs  co-ordinator  to  take 
overall  responsibility:  this post  Is usually  an  extra responsibility 
allocated to a  class  teacher.  Primary  school  special  needs  co-ordinators 
may  not  be  specifically trained for  special  education needs  provision;  If 
they  are,  they  have  usually attended a  short,  non-award  bearing course. 
Prl ..  ry  schools,  thus rely more  heavily on  visiting advisory staff and 
peripatetic specialists.  The  situation  Is different, of course,  If  the 
primary  school  serves as a  special  needs  resource base,  or  has  an  attached 
or  Integrated unit:  In  such  cases,  there would  be  spectallst staff. 
Moat  secondary  schools have  per•anent  apeclallat staff who  may  form  a 
discrete department  within  the school,  with  a  head  of  depart ..  nt  at middle 
manag ...  nt  level  - or  part of  the senior  management  team  - and  have  a 
geographical  base within  It  for  withdrawal  teaching.  However,  one 
authority,  as a  positive .ave towards  Integration,  currently has  a  group  of 
head  teachers developing  a  model  whereby  special  needs  departments  are 
disbanded  and  the  responsibility dispersed  among  curricular/subject 
depart ..  nts.  Increasingly,  the  role of special  needs  teachers  In  schools 
Involves  advising colleagues about  teaching strategies and  materials. 
engaging  In  team  teaching within  the ordinary classroom,  and  working  with 
colleagues on  the develoPMent  of differentiated curricula.  They  engage  In 
a  range  of activities:  for  example,  assisting the classroom  teacher  with 
non-teaching  tasks or  helping  Individual  pupils with  mobility problems. 
In  CQNCLUSION,  the majority of  countries have  Instituted an  Individualised 
educational  plan  for  the  handicapped  student  following  an  lnltlat 
assesement  which  Ia  reviewed  periodically.  Sometimes  the  pfan  Is  required 
by  law,  sometimes  It  Is optional. 
The  establishment of  such  a  plan appears  to be  valuable  In  that  It  allows 
better monitoring of  and  provision  for  the child's edUcational  needs. 
The  care provision  for  the student  Is  further  enhanced  by  Involving  the 
family  and  external  guidance  services. with  the  Intention of  achieving 
greater  co-operation. 
4.3.  Edycatfqnal  enylr9011Dt 
BELGIW 
The  standard curriculum continues  to  form  the point of  departure  In 
ordinary education.  The  only exception  Is  In  the  Introduction of minor 
adaptations  for  handicapped  students,  who  can  now  be  exempted  from  subjects 
which  they  are unable  to follow  because  of  their  handicap.  The  classes 
which  they  miss  In  this way  are  replaced  by  an  equivalent activity. 
The  main  form  of organisation of ordinary education continues  to be  the 
year  group  system.  In  this system  each  year-group  follows  a  fixed  package 
of  subJects. 
It  Is  not  therefore surprising that  the  numbers  of  students being  kept  back 
a  year  are  running  very  high  at present  and  Is  one  of  the main  concerns  for 
education policy  In  the near  future.  Efforts  to curb  this  trend  wl  I I  only llep.lnt.Scoll2 
succeed  If  genuine  differentiation  Is  Introduced  and  edUcation  Is tailored 
to reflect  the  heterogeneous  nature of  the  students.  This  relates to 
course objectives.  content.  for•• of organisation.  ae ......  nt  criteria. and 
the way  that  teachers  Interpret  and  perform  their  job. 
The  Introduction of  the new  timetable package  opened  up  new  possibilities. 
but  theee have  not  always  been  fully exploited.  Schools  need  to be  taught 
how  to use  theae  posefblfltfee effectively. 
In  ordinary education students are still  freQUently  ae ..  eeed  by  reference 
to a  general  standard.  usually  that of  the specific class group.  Questions 
often arise as  to which  standards should  be  used  to assess  Integrated 
students.  In  ao.e cases  the group  standard  Is abandoned  and  the student  Is 
asseseed on  the basis of  his own  capabilities and  achievements.  But  this 
systeM  too can  lead  to protests fro. parents who  do not  wish  to see  their 
children treated more  tolerantly  than others. 
The  IntrodUction of special  methods  and  aids  Is  one  of  the  tasks of  the 
Integrated edUcation  (IE)  counsellor  who  can  show  the  teacher  hoW  to use 
specific  teaching aide or  materials (e.g.  a  Braille co.puter).  The  IE 
counsellor also advisee on  how  to adapt  teaching methode  to accommodate  the 
student's handicap. 
There  are a  number  of organisations for  handicapped  people which  help  In 
the  IntrodUction of certain techniques.  for  example  In  converting texts 
Into Braille.  Certain specific aids needed  by  Integrated students are paid 
for  by  eo..untty  funds.  These  are govern.ent  agencies which  co-ordinate 
policy and  regulations with  regard  to facilities for  the handicapped. 
Integrated education  (IE)  represents a  form  of  co-operation between 
ordinary and  special  education.  The  IE  counsellor  comes  from  the special 
education eyste. to provide assistance  In  the ordinary edUcation  system. 
Attempts  to booet  and  extend  this form  of  co-operation to other  types of 
special  education have  In  the  past  gone  no  further  than  re~ndatlons. No 
resources  have  actually been  created.  Everything  Is  left  to the goodWill 
and  creativity of  the  schools  themselves. 
In  some  regions.  there have  been  local  Initiatives to boost  co-operation 
between  the ordinary system  and  the  special  system  and  Its support  agencies 
In  the context of expediting  the  return of  students to ordinary  schools 
from  special  schools.  These  Initiatives open  up  positive perspectives for 
the  Integration of  the  two  forms  of  school.  But  If  the  policy  Is  to be 
continued and  generalised.  measures  will  have  to  be  taken  In  order  to 
stimulate  the  return of  students  to ordinary schools  and  provide  temporary 
support  and  supervision. "-P.Int .ScoiiJ 
DEti4ARK 
During  the 1970s  there was  a  considerable  Increase  In  both  the number  of 
special  teaching  hours  and  the  number  of  students  referred for  special 
teaching. 
This  devel~nt, which  In  the course of  the 1980s  stabilised at a  level 
where  around  12.5~ of students were  referred for  special  teaching  for 
varying  lengths of  tl ..  ,  Is partly related  to  the  fact  that  the scope  for 
adapting ordinary  teaching  to  the different  requirements of  students has 
been  redUced,  a  fact  which  has  not  been  apparent  In  core subjects such  as 
Danish,  mathematics  and  English. 
It  Ia  the Ministry's view,  especially  for  edUcational  reaeons,  that  It 
would  be  appropriate  to  Improve  the scope  for  meeting  Individual  teaching 
needs  within,  or  as closely  linked as possible to,  normal  teaching,  so  that 
the  need  for  special  teaching can  be  redUced. 
Special  support  should  therefore  be  organised with  normal  teaching as  the 
starting point,  In  such  a  way  that  a  less  radical  solution  Is always 
preferred to a  ~e  radical  one. 
It  Is up  to each  teacher  to organise and  offer differentiated teaching  In 
such  a  way  as  to take  the greatest  possible account  of  the differences  In 
the  learning abilities of  the  students  in  the class. 
Where  a  teacher  finds  that  his or  her  own  possibilities for  differentiated 
teaching are exhausted,  advice and  guidance  regarding  the scope  for  further 
differentiation should  be  offered.  such  guidance  can  be  provided  by  the 
edUcational  psychological  guidance  service or other consultants. 
A certain number  of students will  be  unable  to get  by  with  the help of 
optimally differentiated teaching within  the normal  number  of  teaching 
hours  per  week,  their  problea being  that  they  need  longer  to a ..  IMIIate 
what  they  are being  taught.  Special  support  should  be  provided for  such 
students  In  the  form  of additional  teaching  by  the  teacher  who  teaches  the 
class  In  the  subject  concerned. 
Other  students have  learning difficulties which  necessitate special 
organisation of  teaching.  This means  that  teaching and  special  educational 
assistance must  be  provided  by  teachers or  other  persons specially 
Qualified  to deal  with  the specific problem  of  the  student or  group  In 
question. 
Action  by  the Folkeskole on  behalf of students whose  development  requires 
special  consideration or  support  thus  ranges  from  offering differentiated 
teaching to special  teaching  Instead of  the  traditional  lessons given  In 
one,  several  or  even  all  subJects.  For  both  resource-related and 
educational  reasons  it  Ia  Important  that  students'  different  needs  and  the 
type of  support  required  in  Individual  cases are assessed  together. ll-..lnt.Scolt4 
GERMANY 
In  1973,  the  Education ComMittee  of  the German  Education Council  adopted 
recommendation•  on  •the provision of  educational  assistance to children and 
young  people who  are already handicapped or are at  risk of beco.lng 
handicapped,•  In  which  It  reco..ended  the  further  devel~t of 
lnatltutlona and ..  aaurea  In  order  to be  able,  at  the earlleat poaalble 
stage,  to detect  handicaps  and  to provide  a~roprlate tl ..  ly  educational 
assistance and  therapy  to children who  are already  handicapped or  are at 
risk of  be~lng handicapped. 
The  reaultlng teaching of  handlca~ed and  non-handlca~d atudenta  together 
would ..  an  ordinary schoola  taking reaponalblllty  for  special  education, 
something  which  they  have  not  needed  to do  hitherto becauae  of  the 
existence of apeclat  achoola  Cwhlch  will  nevertheless continue to exlat). 
The  Federal  authorities and  the Linder  have  so  far  provided .a.e 80  MECU 
tor  pilot ach ...  s  and  accompanying  scientific projects. 
This  process haa  been  accelerated by  the substantial  drop  In  the birthrate. 
In  preachool  lnatltutlona group• of children have  beco.e ..  aller  In  number 
and  staff are  now  In  a  position to take on  new  taaks. 
In  the achool  sector  Integrated teaching  Is .ore wl~ead In  prl ..  ry 
schools  (In which  the flrat  four  years of  schooling are provided  In  the 
Federal  Republic of Germany). 
Prl•ary achools differentiate between  Individual  pupils  In  order  to take 
account  of  their differing  learning capacity and  ltudents have  more 
confidence  In  their own  abilities. 
This conalderably reduces  the nuaber  of pupils who  are unable  to  •keep  up•. 
At  the ...  tl ..  1ft  lncreulng nullber  of  handicapped  atudenta are being 
accepted  In  RealachUien  (InterMediate achoola>  and  gr ....  r  schoola.  In 
many  caaea,  the regulations governing ex ..  lnatlona already provide  for 
special  arrangiMinta,  for  ex~le for  progress aaaea ...  nt. 
GREECE 
In  accordance  with Article 32  of  Law  No.  15&8/1985,  special  edUcation 
provided  In  the  fr ...  work  of  primary  and  secondary  edUcation  has  the 
following  specific objectives: 
a>  the all-round and  effective development  and  utilisation of  the 
potential  and  abilities of children with  special  needs; 
b)  their  Integration  Into working  life and 
c>  their  harmonious  Integration  Into society. ltep.lnt .Scolt5 
Normally  the  Job  of  providing support  within an  ordinary clasaroom 
ca.prtaea  two  main  types of  task.  On  the one  hand,  helping pupils  to keep 
up  with  thereat of  the class,  explaining or clarifying SOMe  parts of  the 
lesson given  by  the  teacher,  explaining exercises or  hoMework  and  providing 
constant  positive relnforc  ...  nt.  On  the other  hand,  It also consists of 
modifying  and  adapting content  and  activities ao  that  the pupil  can  Join  In 
with  the class timetable. 
On  other occaalone,  the support  teacher,  In  parallel  to thereat of  the 
class, carries out  Individual  work  with  children who  display  learning 
dlfflcultlea within a  specific area of  the  curriculum.  The .. aeaalons 
concentrate on  different contents and  actlvtttee to those covered  by  the 
rest of  the class. 
Thla means  support  teachers often work  with  a  homogeneous  group  that 
proceed  at  a  different  rate  to  the  rest of  the claaa. 
Lastly,  the support  teacher  not  Infrequently assumes  the role of ordinary 
class teacher  In  order  to carry out  certain activities or  to complete  a 
given programme. 
When  support  Is provided outside  the ordinary claaeroom,  the teacher's work 
conalsts of working  through  a  definite progra.me  that  has  been  prepared 
beforehand  and  that  may  or  may  not  be  related to the work.carrled out  In 
the classroom. 
The  Increase  In  school  support  has  been  extraordinary  In  quantitative 
ter••·  Suffice to say  that all  schools with sixteen teachers  have 
Increased  their staff by  at  least  three support  teachers,  one  of which  Is  a 
speech  therapist.  Furthermore,  If  recommended  as a  result of  the nature of 
special  needs  In  the achool,  this staff has  been  Joined  by  varloua 
educational  auxiliaries and  physiotherapists.  The  other echoola have  been 
Joined  by  two  support  teachers,  one  of~  Is  a  speech  therapist. 
CUrrently more  than  two  thouaand  support  teachers and  more  than  five 
hundred  speech  therapists are  fully  Incorporated  Into  the  teaching  teams  of 
ordinary schools that practice  Integration. 
The  current  education system offers a  wide  range of  possible types of 
schooling:  ordinary schools,  fully  Integrated schools,  ordinary schools 
with  special  units and  special  education. 
Changes  In  obJectives and  content  adopted  by  teaching staff as  a  response 
to special  educational  needs  In  ordinary schools may  be  described as 
follows,  according  to degree  of  adaptation: 
Ordinary  curriculum;  the basis for  all  educational  levels 
curriculum with  some  modification:  Includes  adaptations  that 
affect  the  following:  methodology,  content,  tlmetabllng 
curriculum with  significant modifications:  this usually 
Involves  different  additional  or  supplementary  work  In  language 
or  arithmetic  for  pupi Is  with  moderate  learning difficulties. 
These  three  types of  modifications are  the most  comnon  within  Integrated 
schooling. llep.lnt .ScoiM 
Special  curriculum with  some  specific supports: 
here  the emphasis  is on  the pupil's special  education needs. 
Only  when  these needs  have  been  met  attention  Is  directed 
towards other  parts of  the curriculum that  have  now  been  made 
accessible. 
This  Is  the most  com.on  type of  curriculum  In  ordinary schools with  special 
units. 
Special  curriculum:  lastly,  this curriculum does  not  resemble 
the  curriculum  followed  by  ordinary classes  In  any  way. 
This curriculum  Is designed  for  pupils with  severe,  complex  and  more 
permanent  difficulties who  are  taught  In  special  schools  and  units.  The 
first  three  types of  curriculum are usually produced  and  modified  by  the 
teaching  team  and/or  each  child's teacher.  For  their preparation and 
adaptation,  the  remaining  curriculum  types usually  need  a  multi-
disciplinary  team. 
In  any  case,  these curricular decisions are not  made  at  a  personal  level 
but  are always  supported by  a  Collective School  ProJect  that  renders  them 
feasible. 
Co-operation between  special  and  ordinary schools occurs as  a  result of  an 
exchange  of  professional  experience  through  Teacher  Centres  and  co-
operation between  different  School  Guidance  services  In  the  same  area.  This 
allows  agreements  to be  reached over  procedure  and  methods. 
Special  schools,  moreover,  have  co-operated with  the policy of  Integration 
at all  stages by  a  systematic review of  the  type  of  education given  to 
their pupils.  This makes  It  easier  to relocate pupils suitable  for 
Integration  In  programme  schools. 
In  practice,  the  application of  new  Information  technologies within  the 
field of  school  Integration and  specificallY the  Introduction of  the 
computer  has  given rise to the creation of  new  teaching and  learning 
contexts.  These  toots are  now  therefore used  as  learning aids. 
Other  areas where  these  tools  find  a  use  Include  Communication,  through  the 
provision of  alternative systems,  and  control  of  the  Environment,  by 
Increasing  the  level  of  Independence  through  provision of  external  and 
Integral  ald. 
The  Ministry of  Education  and  Science  has  provided all  schools  Included  In 
the Mercury  (audiovisual)  and  Atenea  (computer>  programmes  with  additional 
equipment  and  specific training  that  allows  the school  to use  new 
technologies  for  educational  purposes. 
In  general,  new  technologies are  tools  that  contribute  to  Improving  the 
response  to special  educational  needs  and  creating  new  premises  for 
Increased  task  control  by  the  pupils  themselves. 
These  technological  resources  facilitate  learning  processes and  help 
overcome  difficulties faced  by  the  child.  They  can  be  used  to carry out 
many  functions  that  children cannot  normally  carry out  by  themselves  and 
help create  new  teaching-learning contexts. ~te~~.lnt.  Scolt7 
FRANCE 
At  the prlaary  level  (pre-el..entary and  el..entary edUcation)  special 
assistance progr ....  a  have  been set up  In  accordance with  the provisions of 
circular  No.  80-082 of 8  April  1880  to help children with specific 
difficulties  In  acquiring and  mastering basic  learning skills. 
Assistance for  the1e  student•  11  obviously  provided  Initially by  their  own 
teacher• a1  part of  the  regl ..  of differentiated edUcation.  With  the 
poaatble assistance of educational  paychologlata,  the c1a1a  teachers  have 
therefore  to be  able  to detect,  observe and  understand  the difficulties of 
their 1tudenta,  adapt  their edUcational  techniQUe  accordingly and  evaluate 
their  reeults.  Special  a1alatance  Ia  only  reQUired  when  the edUcational 
re1pon1e  11  InadeQUate  or  when  the need  for  special  a1alatance  Ia  clearly 
apparent  at  the outset. 
In  this case special  assistance progr ....  a  are set  up  In  the school  Itself, 
geared principally towards  education or  rehabilitation.  Theae  are run  by 
network•  of specialists (cf.  circular of 9 April  1880 mentioned  above) 
under  the supervision of  the  Inspector of  Education  for  the district, 
consisting of educational  psychologists and  prl•ary and  aecondary  teachers 
with  the CAPSAIS  mentioned earlier, option E (for  educational  assistance> 
or option G (for  assistance  In  rehabilitation). 
The  prlaarlly •educational"  special  assistance can  be  provided  In  the 
following  way: 
by  establishing ..all claaaea on  a  permanent  baala  for  pupils 
with  difficulties.  The  al• of  theae  r ...  dlal  claaaea which 
contain a ..  xlmum  of  15  students  Is  that  students who  have 
spent  aa.e tl  .. In  an  ordinary claaa already should  be  sent 
back  aa  soon  as possible  to a  class which  matches  their  new 
ablll t lea: 
by  organising r ...  dlal  groupe  which  temporarily bring  together 
pupils with difficulties bUt  who  continue to attend  the 
ordinary class where  they  r ..  aln regular members.  These 
remedial  groups  meet  special  educational  needs.  The  way  In 
which  theY  operate  Is defined by  the  teachers'  council  and  they 
are  Included  as part of  the school  project with  the support  of 
the  head  teacher.  The  optl.um nu.ber  of students for  this  type 
of organisation,  particularly as  regards  the preparation of  the 
school  timetable,  Is considered  to be  15. 
A  ...  dlal  classes and  r..edlal  groups  are supervised  by  special  teachers 
with  the CAPSAIS  option E who  mainly  offer  their services  In  a  single 
school. 
Special  assistance progra.mes  with  a  •rehabilitation• bias are dealgned  for 
students  In  the  nursery or  elementary  school  with  either general  or 
specific  learning difficulties and  possibly  for  handicapped  students. Rep.lnt .Scol98 
COmpetent  special  teachers  from  the specialist  network  In  each  case select 
and  Implement  the most  appropriate strategies, methods  and  support  for 
their  professional  approach.  The  primarily  "rehabllltatlonal" special 
assistance programme  requires  the parents'  agreement  and,  where  possible, 
their  assistance.  Children are  taught  Individually or  In  very  small 
groups. 
IRELAND 
Having  developed  a  suitable programme  for  the child,  special  materials and 
Individual  instruction are  implemented  to assist  the child  to overcome 
his/her difficulties.  Skills  learned are consolidated  in  group  activities 
in  the special  class and  through  integration.  Progress  and  development  are 
carefully monitored  through  checklists and  regular  assessment  by  the  speech 
therapist  and  psychologist,  when  available. 
Individualized projects  for  the  handicapped  students,  for  example,  are 
drawn  up  based on  the child's  level  in  the  areas of  Uaths  and  Literacy.  In 
literacy,  we  take  it  in  four  levels:  1.  pre-reading,  pre-word  stage onto  2. 
first sight  vocabulary,  3.  experience at  reading  4.  classroom texts  and 
interaction with  text.  The  same  type of  stage system  Is  used  for  writing 
and  spelling.  Language  programmes  are of  great  importance  and  much 
discussion and  conversation go  on  with  the  resource  group.  This  is  seen  as 
a  vital  part  for  the child coming  to grips with  concepts  and  the 
curriculum.  A special  social  and  health  programme  Is  Implemented  In  the 
resource  room.  This  Includes  group  discussions  and  workshops  designed  to 
help  the  pupil  with  behavioural  problems  i.e.  the child who  persistently 
refuses  to co-operate or  share with others.  A number  of  topics are dealt 
with  In  this way. 
The  curr i~ulum  Is drawn  up  and  adapted  In  Its objectives and  content  to 
take  accoun~  ~'  the  potential  of  the  student. 
The  presence of  the  teacher  specialised  In  support  work  makes  It  possible 
to organise  teaching  In  ~ays other  than  lessons given at  the  front  of  the 
class  (small  groups,  one-to-one  tuition,  customised  tuition,  etc.) 
Evaluations  are  made  on  the  basis of  targets set  by  teachers  in  accordance 
with  the  student's  individualised education  plan  and  potential  rather  than 
on  the  basis of  predetermined standards. 
As  far  as methods  are  concerned specialised  teaching aids  and  materials 
and,  to a  lesser  extent,  educational  software  and  new  technologies  are 
used. 
The  co-operation between  teachers,  including  that  between  teachers  in  an 
"ordinary"  environment  and  those specialised  in  support  work,  appears  to be 
exce I lent. 
NETHERLANDS 
The  fact  that  the ordinary  and  special  education  systems  are entirely 
separate  from  one  another  in  the  Netherlands  is one  of  the main  impediments 
to  integration.  There  is  a  sharp division  between  the  two  systems  at  all 
levels  (funding,  legislation, etc.).  It  t.s  this division which  the  Dutch 
government  Is  at  present  trying  to  tackle. Rep.lnt.Scolll 
In  1988  approximately 5,000 students  received peripatetic support.  Most  of 
them  (three-quarters)  were  In  secondary  schools.  The  scheme  Is  used 
particularly  by  schools catering  for  children with  sen•ory  handicaps.  It 
Is worth  mentioning  that  since  the  system was  Introduced  In  1985  the annual 
number  of  requests made  for  peripatetic support  for  students has doubled. 
This suggests  that  the  scheme  Is  fulfilling  Its mission,  which  Is  to help 
students who  would  otherwise need  a  special  school  to remain  in  or  be 
transferred back  to an  ordinary  school. 
At  the sa  .. time,  we  would  point  out  that  there  has  been  no  fall  In  the 
number  of  students  In  special  schools.  Nor  are  the effects of  the 
peripatetic support  scheme.  Also,  peripatetic support  Is  rare  In  primary 
education,  partly because  very  few  schools  have  more  than one  pupil  who 
needs  it. 
To  sum  up,  we  can  say  that  schools are making  ever-Increasing use of  the 
peripatetic support  scheme.  An  important  problem  Is  that  very  little use 
has  been  ~de of  the scheme  by  two  maJor  types of  special  school,  the  LOM 
schools and  MLK  schools  (Which  together  account  for  approximately  70X  of 
all  students  in  special  education).  Although  these  two  types of  school 
form  an  important  target  group  for  the government's  "mainstream"  policy, 
very  few  students have  been  transferred back  to  the ordinary system  from 
them. 
The  second  government  measure  which  we  shall  discuss  Is  the  In-service 
training of  teachers.  During  the period 1985-1988  approximately  25,000 
primary  school  teachers  took  part  In  a  course to  Improve  the  teaching of 
reading,  In  connection with  the  "malnstreamlng•  policy.  The  first  course 
started  In  the  1985/1988  school  year  and  lasted  three years.  In  addition, 
special  attention was  paid  to providing  Information on  the  teaching of 
reading,  reading  problems  and  school  counselling  In  the  field of  reading. 
The  course  covered both  the  first steps  In  learning  to  read  and  technical 
reading skills.  The  national  education advisory centres distributed 
relevant material,  which  was  explained at  regional  meetings  for  teachers on 
the  Initial  courses and  counsellors  from  the school  advisory  services. 
The  evaluation of  this particular aspect of  the malnstreamlng  policy,  i.e. 
the  In-service  training operation,  was  the  central  feature of  two  studies. 
The  overall  conclusion was  that  the  policy  has  so  far  produced  no 
noticeable  Improvements  in  students'  reading skills. 
The  In-service  training has  not  resulted  In  children reading better, 
although  some  progress  appears  to have  been  made  In  malnstreamlng  and 
differentiation,  and  there  does  appear,  on  the whole,  to have  been  a  slight 
improvement  in  technical  reading,  reading comprehension  and  spelling 
ability.  But  this  Improvement  is probably  attributable  to other  factors. 
A third  important  pillar of  government  policy  is  Its proJects policy.  The 
provision of  extra  resources  in  terms  of  manpower  and  equipment  can  help 
certain  innovatory  projects  to  be  tried out  on  a  small  scale. 
Some  were  designed  to encourage  closer  co-operation  between  ordinary  and 
special  education,  others were  on  specific  themes  such  as  referral  and 
placement,  and  others still were  concerned with  returning students  from 
special  schools  to ordinary  schools,  etc. llep. lnt.  Scol100 
Various  evaluations of  the  projects policy  have  been  made  in  recent  years, 
but  It  Is  not  necessary  to go  Into all  the  detal Is  here.  Briefly,  they 
indicate  that  the ordinary  and  special  schools  involved  In  the proJects 
have  been  able  to  learn more  about  each other's methods  of  working.  And 
the  transfer  of  Information  between  the  two  types of  education  has  also 
resulted  In  the  active  Implementation of  procedures and  strategies. 
However,  no  reduction  has  yet  been observed  In  the number  of  students 
referred  from  ordinary  to special  education.  Although  It  may  be  the case 
for  some  schools,  It  has  not  yet  been  established that  participation  In 
such  projects has  led  to a  lower  number  of  referrals. 
PORTUGAL 
In  stages 2  and  3 or  elementary education and  In  secondary education, 
special  arrangements affecting attendance at  classes  In  Individual  subJects 
can  be  made  for  pupils with  special  educational  needs,  on  condition  that 
the  normal  sequence of  courses  Is  respected. 
Changes  to  the curriculum can  be  made  for  pupils with  special  educational 
needs.  These  involve: 
a  partial  reduction  In  the curriculum 
exemption  from  activities which  the  student  cannot  perform  owing  to 
his or  her  dlsabll tty. 
Pupils who  have  special  educational  needs  because of  physical  and  mental 
disabilities may  follow  two  types of  curriculum: 
curricula geared  to their  needs 
alternative curricula. 
Increased  teaching support  may  also be  provided  for  pupils with  special 
educational  needs.  This  takes  the  form  of  extra  teaching on  an  Individual 
or  smal 1-group  basis  for  a  I lmlted  period. 
Eguloment 
Pupi Is  with  special  educational  should  be  provided with  equipment  and 
materials which  they  need  because of  their  particular disability.  This 
equipment  and  material  Includes  the  following: 
special  teaching aids:  books  in  Brall le or  large  type;  audio-visual 
aids;  special  reading,  writing and  calculation aids. 
aids  for  individuals or  groups:  optical  or  hearing aids,  special 
computer  equipment,  Bral lie  typewriter,  wheelchairs,  prostheses. llep.lni.Scol101  ~ 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
The  IntrodUction,  In  the Education Reform  Act  1988,  of  a  National 
Curriculum -a common  curriculum  framework  with  statutory entitlements built 
In- creates opportunities for  pUpils with  special  needs.  In  principle, 
all  pupils with  special  edUcation needs,  whether  or  not  they  have 
statements,  are entitled to  the  full  National  Curriculum- unless  they  have 
been  apeclflcally ex.-pted  from  some  or all  of  tt.  In  any  event,  whether 
or  not  exceptions are  In  force,  all  pupils should  be  enabled  to  follow  a 
broad and  balanced programme  of work.  The  National  Curriculum Council 
(NCC>  has  Issued guidance on  participation by  pupils with  special  needs 
(NCC,  1988  a/b).  Pupils may  pass  through,  a  maximum  of  ten  levels of 
Attainment  Targets,  which  are related to  the  Programmes  of  Study  In  the 
National  CUrriculum,  at  their own  pace.  Pupils may  follow  schemes  of  work 
related to a  key  stage below  that appropriate to their  chronological  age 
for  some  of  the  time,  provided  that  they  are mainly  taught  Programme  of 
Study  material  within  the appropriate  range.  A pupil  may  be  placed  In  a 
teaching group  with  younger  pupils,  although  this  Is  not  encouraged. 
A pupil's statement  of  special  edUcation  needs  under  the  Education Act  1981 
may  "dlsapply"  the  National  curriculum or  authorise specific modifications 
to Attainment  Targets,  Programmes  of  Study  or  assessment  arrangements,  or 
may  excluded specific subject  areas  from  the pupil's curriculum.  Head 
teachers may  suspend  the  National  Curriculum  temporarily  for  pupils without 
a  statement  (DES,  1888h;  WO,  1988b):  It  Is expected  that  this might  occur 
when  the  assessment  Itself would  be  detrimental  to  the child's  Interests at 
that  time.  Head  teachers must  justify their  action to  the governors, 
parents and  the  LEA  and  present  a  plan  for  the  future  reinstatement  of  the 
National  curriculum  In  appropriate cases.  The  advice of  the  DES  and  wo  Is 
that  modifications and  exemptions  should  be  kept  to a  minimum  and  related 
to  Individual  cases. 
The  specification and  terms of  reference  for  the  production of  the 
concomitant  Standard Assessment  Tasks  (SATe>  - which  are  to be  administered 
at or  near  the end  of  the  'key stages'  I.e.  at  7,  11  and  14  (testing at  16 
will  be  via extant  public examinations>- stipulate that  the  SATs  must  be 
accessible  to pupils with special  educational  needs.  In  the  design of  the 
SATs,  stress  Is  being  laid on  teachers'  clear understanding of  the 
essential  concept  of  the  task so  that  they  can  better  access  the 
performance  of  pupils who  are not  able  to communicate  or  demonstrate  their 
attainment  In  the  'normal'  way- for  example,  If  they  have  language 
disorders or  physical  dlsabl titles. 
The  employment  of  classroom auxiliaries and  the  presence of  specialist 
teachers  In  the classroom often mean  that  pupils can  work  in  small  groups. 
Some  schools  have  supplemented general  staffing,  rather  than engage 
specialist  teachers,  In  order  to  reduce class sizes and  enable class 
teachers  to have  more  time  for  pupt Is with  learning difficulties.  In  those 
local  authorities which  have  delegated  to schools  the  central  resources 
designed  for  special  needs  support,  one  of  the models  of  allocation  is, 
indeed,  that  of  enhanced  staffing;  the exact  formulae  are stll I  being 
developed.  Pupils with  special  needs  are also withdrawn  from  the ordinary 
classroom  for  special 1st  teaching. 
Special  aids  for  those  pupl Is  who  are sensorily  impaired  or  who  suffer  from 
physical  handicap  are available  from  Health  Authorities  as  reQuired. 11-.».lnt .Scol102 
Technological  advances  have  considerablY  enhanced  the curricular 
opportunities of  pupils with educational  needs  by,  for  example,  the 
development  of  large symbols  on  VDUs  and  concept  keyboard  as well  as a 
considerable a.aunt  of  educational  software.  Funding  for  the  Technical  and 
Vocational  Institute  (TVEI)  and  various other  government  Initiatives have 
enabled many  1chools - both ordinary and  special  - to enhance  their 
co.putlng facilities.  There  have  alao been  national  Initiatives designed 
to educate  teachers  about  the possibilities of  lnforaatlon  technology  (IT) 
for  pupils with  special  educational  needs. 
In  CQHCLUSIQN,  this synopsis of  national  contributions shows  that ordinary 
teaching must  adapt  to students'  needs  and  not  the other  way  round.  The 
Integration of  a  handicapped child,  one  who  Is different  from  others, 
Implies  the acceptance of  a  difference within  the class group  and 
consequently  the  Institution of  differentiated education,  while at  the  same 
time  maintaining a  high  QUality of  teaching. 
Teachers wishing  to  Integrate students with  special  educational  needs  Into 
their  class have  to accept  this,  and  although  this  Integration  Is difficult 
to achieve  It  Is  something which  benefits all  pupils. 
However  teachers  In  ordinary schools who  accept  the principle of 
Integration .ust have  the assistance of specialist  teachers.  To  achieve 
this,  the  hu.an  and  administrative barriers which  exist  between  the 
ordinary  and  special  environments must  be  broken  down. 
The  aim  of  all  Member  States  Is  to achieve co-operation between 
the ordinary environment  and  those  In  the special  environment. 
facilities must  be  co-ordinated  for  reasons of cost,  efficiency 
benefit  and  also to avoid overlap. 
teachers  In 
Local 
and  mutual 
It  should also be  posllble to provide children with specific support  both 
Inside and  outside  the class group,  which  Implies  the existence of  r ...  dlal 
or  support  teachers  In  school  classes and  peripatetic teachers. 
Children must  be  exempted  from  activities which  their  handicap  precludes 
them  from  undertaking.  Allowance  should also be  made  for  the  speed at 
which  the  pupil  acquires knowledge,  his slowness,  his ability to memorise, 
etc.  Thus,  the concept  of  school  age  which  still  dominates  certain  types 
of  teaching must  be  made  more  flexible. 
Another  Important  point  Involves adapting national  curricula,  which  may 
Involve  only a  few  changes,  or  major  changes,  or  alternative curricula. 
Finally,  the  reduction  In  the content of  the curriculum means  that  the 
handicapped  student's progress must  be  re-assessed.  Evaluations are made 
on  the basis of  targets set  by  teachers  In  accordance with  the student's 
individual lsed  education  plan  rather  than on  the  basis of  predetermined 
standards. 
In  summary,  If  a  teacher  is  to  take on  a  pupil  with  special  educational 
needs  In  his or  her  class,  he  or  she must  accept  the difference,  which 
implies  differentiated education  Including  the  necessary  support  and 
assistance  to prevent  school  failure. "•·  '"'.Scot 103 
4.4.  Lift at IQbopl 
BELGill4 
Moat  schools are Drepared  to uke minor  modifications  to their 
lnfraatructure to acca••aoatt hlndlcaDDtd  students,  bUt  art reluctant  to 
.-bart on  M~Jor architectural .adlflcatlona.  Given  thla reluctance  to 
Incur  ••Jor expenditure  for  Individual  ca ..  •  It may  be  asked .-ether 
IndividUal  Integration wtth all  Its  l~llcatlons (modifications and  special 
aida)  Ia  feasible. 
Transport  for  students  In  special  edUcation  Is  free.  No  apeclal  transport 
provisions exlat  for  Integrated students. 
As  regards apart tl ..  activities and  participation  In  extra-curricular 
activities,  there haa  b ..  n  a  steady  lncreaae  In  Joint  lnltlatlvta between 
ordinary schools and  apeclal  schools, organisations  for  able-bodied and 
han•lcapDtd  persona.  aport  and  leisure clubs,  youth  mov ...  nts,  cultural 
activities, etc. 
GREECE 
In  .oat cases  the children are entitled to free  transport  to and  from  the 
school,  at  tht state's expense.  All  school  children receive frtt books  and 
other  cuatomlatd Drlnttd •aterlal,  prepared by  the claaa teacher. 
certain special  booka  are distributed only  to blind or  deaf  children. 
There  are a  nuabtr  of  Institutions attached to  the Ministry of  Ytalth and 
Welfare  which  provide support  for  children with  special  needs,  such  as  food 
and  acco ..  odatlon  (bOarding  school),  medical  and  para.tdtcal  aaelatance, 
soc Ia I  aM peycho 1  og I  cal  auppor t •  t r  a  naper t • etc  .  Spec Ia I  achoo Ia  a tt  actted 
to tht Ministry of  EdUcation operate  In  almost  all  theat  Institution. 
As  there are still obstacles  In  physical  acce .. to the schools, 
particularly  In  the caat of old buildings,  new  legislation now  makes 
It  compulsory  to ensure  that  new  school  buildings are accessible also 
to people  with physical  handicaps. 
Transport  of children with  special  needa  to and  from  school  Is  in 
moat  cases provided fret of  charge  by  the  state. 
Participation  In  school  cultural, athletic, artistic and  social 
activities  for  children with  apeclal  needs  In  co-operation with  the 
other  children  Is already quite advanced  and  contributes a  lot  to 
mutual  understanding. 
In  moat  caa .. co-operation between  parents and  schools  Ia  continuous 
and  conetructlve.  Indeed,  In  many  cases  the  parents'  aaaoclatlons 
launch  Initiatives and  solve various school  problems,  particularly as 
regards everyday  running of  the school,  equipment,  moral  support, 
etc. 
Schools  practising  Integrated education have  received an  Increase  In 
financial  funding  and  have  been  able  to overcome  architectural  barriers 
that  led  to bad  accessibility.  Moreover,  without  detriment  to all  this, 
these schools also have  a  priority rating  for  receiving additional  human 
and  material  aid and  resources  as  part of other ministerial  programmes Rec~.lnt .Scol104 
such  as  Basic General  School  Orientation programmes  and  programmes  for  the 
Incorporation of  New  Communication  and  Information  Technologies  in  School 
(Mercury  and  Atenea  programmes). 
As  stated  In  the  previous section,  schools  that opted  tor  Inclusion  in  the 
Integration programme  with  a  project  that  assumed  responsibility  for 
educating pupils with motor  difficulties have  undergone  architectural 
modifications  to  Improve  access  by  means  of  ramps,  lifts,  ralls etc. 
These  centres also  have  minibuses  adapted  for  wheelchair  transport. 
Because  Institutes of  Higher  Education are  Independent,  the situation 
varies greatly  from  one  to another  and  It  Is difficult  to speak  In  general 
terms.  The  Institute  Itself  Is  responsible  for  Improving  Its own  access  In 
each  ease,  while  the Ministry of  social  Affairs grants some  financial  aid 
to allow students  to buy  an  adapted  vehicle or  gain access  to another  type 
of  transport  that  fulfils  their  needs. 
Children with special  needs  play  a  full  part  In  leisure activities 
organised by  schools  for  their  pupils.  Their  abl litles permitting,  they 
are  just  another  member  of  the  school  community.  These  children naturally 
also participate  In  most  other  extra-curricular activities provided 
physical  and  other  types of  access  are possible. 
Handicapped  games  and  sporting competitions are  regularly organised  In 
Spain  for  disabled people.  Sport  Is  therefore an  area where  social 
Integration  Is  becoming  Increasingly  common. 
Every  year.  as  part of  the  Integration programme,  the Ministry of  Education 
and  Science organises camps  where  children of  the  same  school  age  can  stay 
together. 
Title  1::  of  Ley  Organiea  B/1985  de  3  de  Julio,  Reguladora  del  Derecho  a  Ia 
Educaclon  (Q  O.E.  de  4  de  Julio de  1985)- L.O.D.E.- ([General  Law  8/1985 
of  3  July,  Governing  Right  to  Education  (Official  State Bulletin of  4  July 
19851  concerns  the bodies  that  govern  public schools.  Title  IV  concerns 
concerted schools.  The  structure and  function of  both  types  Is  based,  In 
line with  specifications  In  article 27.7 of  the Spanish Constitution,  on 
the  concept  of  participation  In  school  activities.  In  both  eases,  albeit 
In  a  manner  determined  by  the  specific  type  of  school.  participation  In  the 
school  community  occurs  through  the  school  counel I.  Participation  is  not 
only  a  means  of  control I lng  and  managing  public  funds  but  also a  mechanism 
tor  ensuring  the  rights  and  liberties of  parents.  teachers and- last  but 
not  least- the  pupils  themselves,  while still  respecting  the  law. 
IRELAND 
The  children remain  In  the  special  class base with  a  special  teacher  and  go 
to mainstream  classes at  pre-allocated  times,  as  agreed  beforehand  with  the 
mainstream  teachers.  for  such  subjects as Art  and  Crafts,  Physical 
Education,  Religious  Education,  Cookery,  Music  and  Reading.  They  follow 
the  programme  as set out  by  the mainstream  teacher  who  ensures  they 
participate fully.  The  following  forms  of  integrated  teaching  are 
practised: 
a)  Individuals  and  groups  from  the  junior  and  senior  special  classes 
join  the mainstream  classes  for  Art  and  crafts.  Music,  Physical 
Education,  Religious  Instruction,  Cookery  and  Drama,  twice  weekly  for 
thirty  to  forty-five minutes Rep.lnt.Scoll~ 
b)  Individuals  and  groups  from  the  senior  special  class  join mainstream 
classes  for  daily  reading,  where  appropriate,  for  approximately 
thirty  to  forty-five minutes. 
c>  Children with  severe  behavioural  problems  in  the  junior  special  class 
remain  under  the  supervision of  the  teacher  or  assistant  at  all 
t lmes. 
d)  Special  children  Join mainstream  classes  for  lunch  and  play-time 
da IIY. 
e)  Special  children participate  in  school  assemblies,  sports-days, 
concerts,  religious celebrations,  outings,  etc. 
f)  Paired  reading withal I  the children  from  the  senior  special  class 
and  peers  from  mainstream 5th  class. 
Architectural  barriers have  been  removed  In  75X  of  the schools which 
integrate handicapped  students. 
Local  authorities are  responsible  for  school  transport,  but  this work  may 
be  delegated  to  local  bodies. 
Leisure  is  not  organised  by  the  school.  There  is  free  access  to extra-
curricular  activities but  support  services cannot  be  guaranteed. 
Weekly  school  attendance  reQuirements  are as  follows: 
Minimum  Maximum 
Nursery  20  36 
Primary  I  27  40 
(Lower>  secondary  30  36 
<Upper>  secondary  30 
Parents  take  part  In  school  1 ife  in  the  following  way: 
In  the  planning  and  organisation work  of  collegiate bodies, 
during  the drafting of  the  individualised educational  plan 
(IEP)  for  decisions  and  tasks  concerning  their  own  children. 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
Capital  expenditure  for  substantial  modifications  to buildings  to 
accommodate,  for  example,  the  physically  handicapped,  remains  the 
responsibll ity of  the  LEA  rather  than  the  school.  The  Department  of 
Education  and  Science's Architects  and  Building Note  18  on  "Access  for 
Disabled  People  to  Educational  Buildings".  New  educational  buildings 
constructed  by  local  education authorities must  conform  to  these  standards 
(Department  of  Education  and  Science Administrative  Memorandum  2/85,  13 
September  1985,  refers).  the  Department  of  Environment's  Buildings  Act "•·'"'.  Scol101 
1984  and  its Buildings Regulations  1985  (Section M of  the Regulations 
covers provision for  thoae with disabilities) apply  to  Institutions  funded 
by  the Unlveraltlea  Funding council  and  the Polytechnics and  Colleges 
Fund I  ng  Counc I I . 
School  transport  costa are met  by  the  local  authority  If  the child attends 
the school  or  unit  identified as appropriate  In  his or  her  statement. 
All  pupils are,  theoretically,  able  to participate  In  leisure and  extra-
curricular activities; what  Is  on  offer differs with  schools  and  local 
authorities. 
In  CQNCLUSIQN,  althoUgh  all  Member  States recognise  the  need  to make 
schools accessible to handicapped  children,  very  few  reports provide 
figures  to aupport  the progress made  In  terms of  accessibility  In  schools, 
even  thoUgh  the number  of schools  In  each  Member  State  Is known.  In  these 
circumstances  It  Ia  difficult  to ascertain  the  progress achieved since  the 
working  paper  produced  In  1986  by  the Commission. 
According  to  the  national  reports,  It  appears  that  school  transport  for 
handicapped  pupils  Is  provided  In  all  Member  States. 
1.5.  Part ICIQitiQD of  handicapped  xquna  DOQDII  In  mltx progr  llj 
NO  INFORMATION  GIVEN  IN  THE  NATIONAL  REPORTS 
5.  I  NSJRI WMTS  Of  INTEGRATION 
5.1  Tttcher training 
5.1.1  Initial  training 
BELGIUM 
Initial  training  for  pre-school,  primary  and  lower  secondary  teachers  Is 
given  In  teacher  training colleges and  universities  leading  to various 
diplomas  after  three years: 
diploma  In  primary or  pre-school  teaching 
dlpla.a  In  secondary  teaching 
special  aselatant's diploma 
diploma  In  upper  secondary  teaching 
degree  In  upper  secondary  teaching  (4  years> 
degree  In  upper  secondary  teaching which  does  not  Involve  extending 
the  period of  study 
There  Is no  special  training for  teachers  In  special  education,  but  In  the 
French-speaking community  teaching practices are arranged,  one  of  which 
must  be  In  a  special  school. Rep. lnt.  Scol107 
However,  supplementary  training  is possible  (but  not  compulsory)  as  part of 
In-service  training or  for  staff  intending  to  teach  In  special  education 
through  lectures,  seminars,  teaching practice, on-site visits,  research 
activity and  educational  documents.  This  supplementary  training  leads  to a 
certificate of  supplementary  training  for  special  education. 
This  course comprises  240  hours  and  Is  spread over  2  years. 
DEttiARK 
All  Danish  teachers offering  the  same  level  of  teaching  receive  the  same 
basic  training.  Supplementary  training  is  provided  by  the Teacher  Training 
College of  Denmark. 
Special  teacher  training reQuires eighteen months  of  further  training with 
a  common  core and  specialisation at  the end  of  the  course. 
Teachers  who  know  that  in  the  next  school  year  they  will  have  to  teach  one 
or  more  handicapped  students with  special  difficulties may  take  appropriate 
courses.  often  In  close collaboration with  special  education teachers  In 
the  form  of  "team  teaching". 
GERMANY 
Initial  training  ranges  from  three  to  four  years of  course work  followed  by 
one  and  a  half  to  two  years of  teaching practice.  The  choice of subjects 
Is  very  wide,  allowing  future  teachers  to organise  their syllabus according 
to  the school  level  In  which  they  will  be  working  and  their  own  Interests. 
Teachers  who  want  to work  In  special  education  have  to  follow  a  two-year 
training course  involving general  instruction  In  handicaps  and  special 
training  In  one  type of  handicap. 
GREECE 
Teachers  In  special  classes,  after  their  basic studies,  reQuire  two  years' 
further  training  In  special  education or  must  have  ~t  least  five years' 
teaching experience  In  special  education. 
The  teaching staff of  special  classes also  Includes experienced  teachers or 
teachers who  have  studied special  education  In  foreign universities. 
The  special  teaching staff  receive  a  special  allowance. 
In  secondary education  there  is  no  special  training  for  teachers.  Guidance 
and  assistance  Is  provided  to  teachers  in  special  education by  school 
counsellors  for  special  education. 
The  exchange of  visits between  teachers as part  of  the  HELlOS  and  ARION 
Community  programmes  has  a  maJor  impact  on  teachers  and  their  practical 
work. 
Basic  teacher  training  lasts  3  years.  The  choice  to specialise  in  special 
education must  be  made  at  the  beginning of  the  course,  but  a  number  of 
teachers  continue  their  studies after  their  diploma  for  between  one  and 
three  years  in  the  field of  special  education. II'P.Int .ScoiiOI 
FRANCE 
Decree  No.  87-•15 of  15  June  1987  instituted a  certificate  in  special 
teaching and  Integrated education  (C.A.P.S.A.I.S.).  This certificate 
qualifies teachers  to work  In  classes.  Institutions or  services  taking 
children and  young  people  who  are handicapped or  sick or  who  have  other 
problems  with  a  view  to special  or  Integrated education.  It  Is  based on  an 
examination open  to primary  and  secondary  school  teachers who  have  been 
working  for  at  least  four  years or  have  taken  the Ministry of  EdUcation 
preparatory course.  Under  the Decree  of  15 .June  1987,  the exa111nat ton  has 
seven  options correspOnding  to  the  various situations which  candidates will 
be  called upan  to deal  with: 
opt ton  A: 
option 8: 
option C: 
option 0: 
opt lon  E: 
option  F: 
option G: 
the  teaching of  hearing-Impaired children and  young 
people 
the  teaching of  visuallY  Impaired  or  blind children and 
young  peop le 
the  teaching of children and  young  people with  somatic 
dleeaees.  physically  ImpairMent  or  motor  handicaps 
the  teaching of severely  disturbed children and  young 
people  whose  problems  are of  a  predominantly 
psychological  nature 
teaching and  educational  assistance  for  children with 
problems  at  pre-school  and  primary  level 
teaching and  educational  assistance  for  young  people with 
problems 
various  types of  therapeutic  teaching. 
Parts of  the curriculum are  common  to all  options. 
The  examination  Includes  theoretical  tests  (two  written tests and  two  oral 
tests)  followed,  for  successful  students,  by  a  practical  test  before a 
board. 
IRELAND 
The  various  forms  of  teacher  training are as  follows: 
a)  Initial  training:  3  years degree course 
b)  1  year  Post-Grad  course  In  Education 
c)  Remedial  Teachers'  course 
d)  End  of  year  summer  courses dealing with  various  curriculum areas 
e)  Counselling courses  run  by  counselling Agency. 
No  specific courses are available  to  help mainstream  teachers  integrate 
special  needs pupils  In  class but  they  may  be  accepted  for  courses  In 
Remedial  Education. 
In  Italy,  in  order  to be  able  to work  with  handicapped  students.  teachers 
must  attend a  two-year  course of  1,300 hours  and  obtain  the qualification 
concerned. Rep.lni.Scol109 
LUXEMBOURG 
The  Luxembourg  Presidency  (first half of  1991)  of  the Councl I  and  the 
school  authorities  In  Luxembourg  have  studied  the  problems  posed  by  teacher 
training  In  great  depth. 
Like  general  education,  special  education  Is characterised at  present  by  a 
multiplicity of  different  approaches,  Ideas  and  baste concepts.  The 
situation  Is  complicated still  further  by  the  fact  that  the  technical  aids 
for  certain forms  of  handicap,  such  as sensory  handicap,  have  developed 
considerably  and  require  highly specialist  training. 
The  question  which  springs  Immediately  to mind  Is whether  it  is possible  to 
design  a  single condensed  form  of  basic  training which  prepares  teachers 
for  work  with  any  "difficult" pupl I? 
In  the  highly politically charged discussion of  the school  Integration of 
handicapped  children  this question  Is  certainly not  easy  to answer:  special 
education and  special  training must  be  combined  with  the  knowledge  and 
professional  techniques of  the general  teacher. 
Primary  teaching was  characterised at  the  beginning of  the  1970s  by  the 
creation of  special  classes.  The  In-service training offered during a 
third year  was  therefore directed more  or  less specifically  towards  a 
special  student  population:  those with  behavioural  disorders,  retarded or 
disturbed students,  and  mentally  handicapped  students. 
Sensory  and  physical  handicaps were  not  provided  for,  probably  because 
specific  Institutions such  as  the Logopedics  Centre  and  the  Medico-
Educational  Centre  catered  for  this  pupil  population. 
Because  training facilities  for  the  teaching of  students with  sensory 
defects are well  established  in  the universities of  our  neighbouring 
countries and  many  Luxembourg  students have  had  and  wl  II  have  the 
opportunity of  benefiting  from  them,  It  seems  Inappropriate  at  this  time  to 
abandon  the division of  labour  mentioned  above. 
The  curriculum  for  the specialisation year  at  the  I .P.  comprised  the 
following  traditional  branches of  teacher  training: 
differential  psychology 
social  psychology 
genetic  psychology 
an  Introduction  to neurophysiology 
an  Introduction  to psychopathology 
an  Introduction  to  research methods  in  psychology  and  teaching 
statistics 
special  teaching of  reading 
special  teaching of  arithmetic 
(special)  training  in  branches of  expression llep.lni.Scol110 
The  weekly  timetable consisted of  between  20  and  24  hours  and  the course 
provided  for  a  3-week  teaching practice.  Participation  In  research  work 
was  Integrated  Into  the  programme.  One  very  special  feature of  this 
training was  probably  the  vocational  experience of  the  "students"  and  the 
heightened  awareness of  the  problems of  children with  learning 
difficulties.  AI  I  teaching was  given  In  the  form  of seminars.  Lectures 
were  always  supplemented  and  brought  to  life by  personal  contributions  from 
teachers and  guided discussions on  practical  work. 
The  creation of  the  ISERP  with  the  accompanying  expansion of  theoretical 
courses  In  psychology,  education,  and  supervised  lectures and  studies  In 
the  theory of  the different  branches of education probably makes  the  task 
of  rethinking  the  special  education curriculum easter.  This  curriculum 
might  therefore concentrate on  selected psychological  questions,  such  as 
cognitive development,  language  and  motivation. 
One  wholly  specific  feature  of  "integrated"  special  education  is  probably 
the  Internal  differentiation of  teaching,  In  other  words  how  the work  Is 
organised.  The  general  educational  theory  and  general  teaching  courses  and 
the associated supervised studies will  have  to confront  this problem  and 
provide  practical  models  of  Internal  differentiation both  In  terms  of  the 
presentation of  Information  and  In  terms of  assimilation and  memorisation. 
Uany  "special"  techniques  In  education are  no  more  than  the conscientious 
and  systematic application of  "general"  principles of  an  active method 
based  on  the mobilisation of  the child's own  resources  (Anschauungsprinzlp; 
Aktlvltltsprinzlp;  Lebensnlhe;  Klndsgemlsshelt,  etc.) 
One  advantage  of  the old  "special  training" was  certainly  the authentic 
professional  experience  provided  by  the  teachers.  Students currently 
receiving  training will  not  have  the  Intellectual  and  moral  capacity  during 
their  basic  training  to  Integrate  the special  aspects of  learning 
Impairment  In  an  overal I  and  cohesive professional  approach.  An  approach 
based on  rules of  thumb  or  "practical  guides"  which  would  fai I  straight 
away  In  the  classroom situation must  be  directed  towards  more  explicit 
concepts and  theories  by  offering appropriate continuous  training.  It  Is 
at  this  level  that  specific  techniques  such  as  neurollngulstlc programming 
and  certain  logopedlc,  group  management  and  behavioural  therapy  techniques 
might  fill  the  gaps  in  the  repertory  of  professional  techniques.  Extended 
courses  In  specialist  institutions  inside  and  outside  the  country  may 
profitably supplement  professional  experience. 
The  new  teacher  training project  Is  included  In  the  Luxembourg  contribution 
appended  to  this report. 
NETHERLANDS 
The  present  teacher-training colleges  for  primary  education  (PABO's)  were 
created  in  1984,  with  the  amalgamation of  the  separate courses  for  primary 
and  pre-primary  teachers  Into a  new  four-year  course.  There  are 
approximately  42  PABO's  in  the  Netherlands,  25  of  which  are situated  in 
Col leges  of  Higher  Vocational  Education.  Qualified  teachers are considered 
capable of  teaching any  subject  on  the  curriculum  to students  aged  from  4 
to  11  or  12. llep.lnt .Scot Ill 
The  intake of  students training as  primary  teachers  had  fallen sharply  by 
1985,  partly because  the  job  prospects were  discouraging.  But  with  the 
slight  upward  trend  In  the  numbers  of  children entering primary  school,  and 
the marked  Increase  in  part-time working,  demand  has  Increased  (Ministry of 
Education and  Science,  1989).  Recent  statistics  Indicate a  shortage of 
supply  teachers  for  primary  schools  In  the most  densely  populated areas. 
The  number  of  vacant  posts  Is  rising rapidly,  while  the  number  of  teachers 
qualifying  Is  falling.  The  pool  of  teachers available  to  replace others 
during sick-leave,  pregnancy,  etc.,  Is also shrinking,  since most  supply 
teachers  now  have  a  regular  post. 
The  Intake  Into  the  PASO's  has  been  relatively  low  In  recent  years,  but 
there was  an  Increase of  approximately  301  In  1990-1991  following 
discussions on  anticipated shortages.  In  order  to  Increase  the  Intake,  a 
part-time course was  IntrodUced  In  11  locations  In  1989.  In  addition, 
courses  have  been  organised  for  women  wishing  to return  to  the  job  market. 
Despite all  this,  the  threat of  shortages persists. 
PORTUGAL 
The  Initial  training of  all  teachers  takes place  In  colleges of  education 
and  universities.  It  takes  various  forms,  depending  on  the  level  of 
education and  teaching  needed.  The  training of  teachers who  help  students 
with  special  educational  needs  at  present  takes place  In  the  Lisbon  and 
Oporto  colleges of  education and  in  two  private education colleges. 
UN I  TED  K I NGDOt.t 
Initial  teacher  training comprises  a  common  core with  alternative  routes  to 
qualified  teacher  status  (QTS).  The  majority of  prospective  teachers  take 
a  Bachelor  of  Education  degree  (4 years>  for  primary education or  a  Post-
Graduate Certificate of  Education  (1  year)  for  secondary education.  Future 
graduates must  acquire  teaching strategies and  skills suitable  for  a  wide 
ability range  and  be  able  to  Identify students with  special  needs.  Initial 
training  now  includes an  introduction  to the subject of  special  educational 
needs.  This  training  Is available  to teachers  through  courses of  In-
service  training. 
5.1.2  IQ=IfCYICI  training 
BELGilN 
The  reforms  In  education,  the  Increase  In  the numbers  at  school,  the 
Introduction of  new  technologies and  the need  for  educational  guidance  have 
all  considerably  Increased  the  need  for  In-service  training.  However  no 
programme  has  as  yet  been  set  up  or  co-ordinated and  difficulties need  to 
be  overcome  if  the educational  1 lfe of  the  school  is not  to be  disrupted. 
The  teachers who  take part  in  continuing  training courses  are  not  replaced 
unless  the  length of  their  absence  Justifies  it.  In-service  training  is 
not  compulsory.  Nevertheless  there  are substantial  needs  in  this area 
which  are  restricted by  the  budgetary  and  staff resources  avai table. "ep. 1111. Sc:ol I 12' 
Table  21:  Duration  of  teacher  training 
Duration 
(years) 
I  DK 
INmAL TRAINING  (Mainstream  education) 
..  -----------------------------------------------------------
D  I  ' 
L  HL  , 
0 •  The  duration  of  training varies with  the  "Linder•  E - Initial  training  Is divided  Into options  of  the 
between  four  and  a  half and  five and  a  half years  sa .. duration.  one  of which  Is Special  Edacation 
f  •  Access  to  Colleges  of  Education  follows  a  general  UK  and  F - Include  special  education  IOdules 
university  tralnln9 of a alnt.ua of  two  years  tn  the  Initial  training 
'2 
Ourati on 
(Years) 
SPECIAL TRAINING 
Special  training which  follows  on  fro~ general  training  takes  different  foras: 
- coapulsory  long  courses  (e.g.  D,  F,  I, l, P,  UK) 
- voluntary  long  courses  (e.g.  NL,  GR.  OK,  IRL) 
- short  voluntary  training:  training courses,  seainars 
(e.g.  B.  E.  IRL.  Nl,  UK) ltep.lnt.Scollll 
The  Ministry of  Education  and  Science has  set  up  a  network  of  teacher 
centres  that offer  permanent  training to teachers and  where  some  teaching 
is given  by  specialist advlaers  in  special  education.  This  training  Is 
suppl..ented by  school  training plans.  However  the  teachers centres  (120 
In  Spain)  also provide assistance and  advice  to  teachers with  regard  to 
student's special  needs.  The  provision of  these  facilities and  resources 
enables severely  handicapped  students who  previously  had  not  received 
education  to be  taken on  In  the school  system. 
In  CQHCLUSION,  according  to the national  repOrts  the  Initial  training of 
all  teachers should  Include  a  module  to heighten awareness of  the  problems 
of  handicapped  children.  When  a  handicapped  child  Is  Integrated  Into an 
ordinary class the  teacher  shoUld  have  all  the necessary  Information and 
have  followed  a  sDeclal  training course module  given  by  specialist  teachers 
as  In  Denmark,  even  before  Integration possibly. 
Finally,  In-service training appears vital  to ensure  that  teachers  are 
trained to cope  with  new  technologies.  The  participation of  teachers  in 
Community  programMes  should be  encouraged  and  developed. 
5.2.  lm•mrt urylcos 
BELGIUM 
Inside  the education system 
Advisory  and  support  services are divided  Into  those catering for  ordinary 
schools and  those catering  for  special  schools.  There  are  thus ordinary 
and  specialist  psycho-medico-social  CPMS)  centres.  Their  activities 
embrace  the student,  the school,  the student's  family  and  society  in 
genera I. 
PUS  centres are  regional  advisory  services which,  although  they  work  very 
closely with  schools,  can  take up  an  Independent  position.  They  exist  to 
help all  students,  particularly with obJective advice  concerning 
educational  and  vocational  choices.  Priority however  is  Increasingly being 
given  to prevention and  to helping students with  educational  problems.  Co-
operation with  teachers and  parents  Is  crucial  in  this respect.  The 
ordinary  PUS  centres also refer  students  to special  education where 
necessary. 
The  counselling and  suppOrt  provided  by  the specialist  PUS  centres  for 
special  education  Is more  Intensive,  given  the smaller  school  populations 
Involved  and  the  nature of  the students.  co-operation with  schools  Is 
based  more  on  statutory provisions.  For  example,  the  PMS  centres are 
statutorily reQuired  to provide  regular  assessments  and  Justifications of 
each  student's continuing need  for  special  education.  There  is more  scope 
for  counselling parents,  which  Is certainly  Justified given  the  complexity 
of  the subject matter. llep.lnt .Scol1" 
In  Integrated education  (IE)  both  types of  PUS  centre are  involved  in 
drafting and  evaluating  the  Integration plan.  But  co-operation  Is  not 
problem-free.  Where  IE  Is well  organised co-operation  Is  judged  useful  and 
necessary.  However,  It  Is on  a  voluntary basis only.  Since  Integrated 
students belong  administratively  to  the ordinary system  they  do  not  form 
part  of  the specialist  PMS  centres'  official  caseload. 
Oyts!de  the education sYstem 
Outside  the education system  there are services  In  other  sectors, 
particularly  the welfare sector,  which  provide some  psychological  support. 
Rehabilitation centres offer  help outside of  school  with  learning problems, 
language  and  speech  problems  and  motor  or  psychomotor  problems.  They  can 
also provide  limited  help within  the education system  and  during school 
hours,  but  only  with  the  approval  of  the education partners. 
Home  support  services are designed mainly  to help  families with  a  mentally 
handicapped  child and  form  a  bridge with  school.  They  take  responslbl lity 
for  counselling  teachers when  mental IY  handicapped  children are  integrated 
into school.  This counselling  however  Is  Insufficient.  It  Is  less 
frequent  and  less  Intensive  than  In  IE  counsel I lng  for  types  4,  6  and  7. 
In  addition  to  these  two  forms  of external  educational  support,  there  has 
been  a  proliferation of  private  Initiatives  in  recent  years,  the  hypothesis 
being  that  the  problems  of  students with  special  needs  can only  be  solved 
by  specialists. 
This  has  affected teachers'  Involvement  and  blurred  the  role which  schools 
should  be  playing  In  Integration.  An  Investigation covering  1300  schools 
has  r~~ealed that  an  average of  10  students per  school  are  receiving  · 
private help  and  that  In  50X  of  cases  the  school  does  not  know  what  the 
help  consists of.  For  this reason,  It  Is  extremely  Important  that  there 
should~~ consultation between  teachers  and  the private agency  In  order  to 
ensure  an  integrated approach  to  the  problem. 
DENMARK 
Educational  psychological  guidance  In  Denmark  is provided  by  130  offices 
(approximately one  for  every  5000  students)  and  plays  a  very  important 
role.  These  offices are manned  by  staff with  a  wide  range  of  psychological 
and  educational  expertise,  covering,  on  the whole,  the  special  needs  which 
arise  In  a  school  In  which  very  different  children have  to  be  taught  and 
live  together.  At  regional  level  there are also consultants  In  more 
specialised areas  whom  local  schools  can  call  on  where  necessary.  FinallY. 
many  schools whose  catchment  area  comprises  the  entire country  or  an  entire 
region  can  provide  advice,  guidance,  courses  and  materials etc.,  for  local 
schools  If  a  child with  very  special  needs  wishes  to be  integrated  into  the 
normal  system. 
Uany  problems  at  school  are closely  linked with  the child's situation 
outside school  (home,  neighbourhood,  etc.).  This means  that  close  co-
operation with  social  workers  Is often necessary  if  the  school  is  to solve 
the child's problems.  Co-operation of  this  type  now  has  a  very  high 
priority  in  Denmark,  partly  because  It  Is  not  as easy  as  one  might  think 
and  does  not  operate equally successfully  everywhere. ltep.lnt.5coll15 
GREECE 
Support  and  assistance  to children with  special  needs  Is considerably 
different  In  schools which,  apart  from  the  teaching staff, also .-ploy 
support staff,  consisting of  the school  psychologist,  social  worker, 
special  education expert,  speech  therapist,  physiotherapist  and  work 
therapist.  In  certain special  schools which  operate within  Institutions 
run  by  the Ministry of Health Welfare,  support  services are better 
organised,  and  Include health care services,  social  services,  therapeutic 
services where  required,  psychOlogical  eervlces,boardlng,  transport  to and 
from  the  home,  etc. 
outside of  school  the main  support  services provided,  mostly  In  the maJor 
urban centres and  In  certain other  large  towns,  are  the child medical 
centres and  mobile diagnostic units.  They  are mainly occupied with 
diagnosing children with  special  educational  needs  and  mental  or  physical 
problems.  Likewise,  there are  the  regional  school  medical  services. 
Naturally,  there are also the regional  edUcational  services  (edUcation 
directorates and offices  In each  prefecture),  and  the  local  government 
authOrities,  I.e. c~s  and  municipalities.  In  almost  all  parts of 
Greece  there are children's su..er  camps  open  to all  primary  school 
children.  These  camps  last  two  or  three weeks  and  are ccapletely free of 
charge.  There  are also a  number  of athletic and  artistic events  for 
children with special  needs  ~t of  school,  such  as participation  In  the 
Greek  school  championships,  the special  Olympics,  theatre  (e.g.  theatre  for 
deaf  children),  painting exhibition  (e.g.  by  blind children>  etc. 
The  health and  welfare of  children with  special  needs  Ia  the  responsibility 
of  the special  services of  the Ministry of.Health,  Welfare  and  Social 
Services. 
The  Ministry of  Justice  Is  responsible  for  the custody  and  education of 
minors  whO  have  fallen  foul  of  the  law  and  works  to ensure their normal 
reintegration  Into society.  As  a  rule,  these children are difficult  cases 
and  always  at  risk of  recidivism. 
The  responsible authorities  In  all  the above  ministries  try  to co-ordinate 
their activities with  a  view  to providing  the best  possible social 
Integration of  children and  other  people with  special  needs.  It  appears 
that  In  the  future  the  lack  of  co-ordination between  the  various programmes 
and  the  Inadequate  provision of  support  services will  require a  series of 
measures  to meet  the needs  which  arise,  particularly  In  the  large urban 
centres. 
ITALY 
Activities of  the  psycho-soclo-pedagoglcal  team  or  the multi-disciplinary 
team  of  the  local  health units fall  Into  two  categories:  1)  those designed 
for  all  students  (psycho-diagnostic  advice and  advice on  social  assistance 
for  the  problems  of  intercultural  relations)  and  2)  those  designed  for 
handicapped  students  (possible diagnostic certification,  participation  in 
the  production of  the  funct·lonal  diagnosis,  provision of  advice  to 
families). 
Outside  the  school  environment  it  Is  primarily  the  rehabilitation services 
which  are concerned  and  In  some  cases also  leisure and  sports centres. ........  t.lool111 
Co-operation b•tween  the  thr .. aervlcea  (school  services,  health services 
and  thOse  of t-. local  bo41ea>  Ia  at  a  barely acceptable  level  and  Ia 
definitely  In  need of  l~rov  ...  nt.  SUch  an  l~rov  ...  nt will  be  ~alble 
only When  lnter-tnetltutlonat  •agre.-.nta• setting out  the  limite and 
powera  f.or  the  lnter-eeetorat  actlvtttea of each  Institution beCOIMt 
COIII)Uiaory. 
LUXfti!OUftG 
The  child guidance  service ..  t  up  under  the dlfferent ..  ted edUcatloa-ayat .. 
offers educational  a ..  tatance and  DedaQoGtcal  or  peychOtogtcal  euJOOrt  to 
chlJdren with  Rftllop~~ental dlfflcuiUn aa  a  reeult of edUcaUonat, 
psychological,  payc~attc, neurological  or Mental  prObl .... 
It alao provides advice  to ...O.ra of  the child's f ..  ily.  Where  ,oaalble 
It endeavours  to detect  and  prevent  the difficulties -.ntloned abOve  at  an 
early stage. 
Ita activities take  In  the pre-school  and  ~mal prl ..  ry  levels and  epactal 
and  differentiate~ education. 
The  child guidance aervtce operates  through  IIUI t ldiKtpllnary teua 
conalattng  IdeallY of  a  psychologist,  a  graduate apeclal  tea~r. an 
edUcatlonattat,  a welfare officer and  a  doctor,  worktno  In  conJunction with 
other  aervlcea and  apectallata. 
NETHERLANDS 
The  school  ou•dance  and  support  aervlcea  In  the Netllerlanda  Include  the 
schools advisory ..  rvlcea and  the national  edUcational  advisory  centres. 
They  tend  to work  for  all  achoola  In  their area;  not  Just  those of a 
particular  religious denOMination  or  Ideological  perauaalon.  They  aaalat 
both  the school  aa  a  whole  and  lndlv I  dual  students.  They  a tao  co-operate 
with  the national  edUcational  advtaory  centre•  and/~ aoeclal  eu~t 
agencies on  particular proJects.  And  In  addition,  they  help with  the 
IntrodUction of  In-service training progra..ea set up  by  the  training 
Institutes.  The  schools advisory services are mainly geared  to prt ..  ry 
education and  certain types of  special  education.  In  the caae of special 
education their  rote  Is  confined  to systeMs  support  rather  than  student 
support. 
There  are  three national  educational  advisory  centres:  the General 
Educational  Advlaory  CAPS),  the Proteatant  EdUcational  Advisory  Centre 
(CPS)  and  the CathOlic  Educational  Advisory  Centre  (KPC).  The .. three 
centres ooerate at national  level  In  the secondary  education sector, 
providing support  and  development,  advice,  Information  and  evaluation 
services.  They  do  not  assist  Individual  student.s directly,  bUt  rather, 
support  the schoOl  In  this task.  In  addition,  they  have  a  co-ordinating 
rote  In  the  impl..antatlon of  the national  education policy.  FinallY  they 
provide support  for  the  local  and  regional  schools advisory services.  All 
the above  are general  advisory services.  Specific educational  au~t 
organisations  Include  the  Institute for  Educational  Aeaearch  (SVO),  the 
National  Institute for  Educational  Measurement  (CITO)  and  the  National 
Institute  for  Curriculum  Development  (LSO). llep.lnt.  Scol117 
Uany  children  in  special  schools  nave  contact  with  care and  welfare 
organisations. 
They  may,  for  example,  have  contact  with  the Youth  Welfare  Department  of 
the Regional  Institute for  OUt-Patient Uental  Health care e.g.  for  faml  ly 
therapy or  play  therapy,  or  with  social  workers,  youth  psychiatrists,  a 
paedologlcal  Institute,  a  Youth  Advisory  Centre,  a  medical  day  nursery. 
Other  students  In  special  schools  live  (temparari IY)  In  children's homes  or 
psychiatric clinics for  children and  young  persons. 
And  use may  also 
those affiliated 
works  both ways. 
by  their  special 
be  made  of  day-treatment  and  day-care centres,  for  example 
to boarding schools.  In  principle,  the  referral  process 
Children may  be  referred to care or  welfare organisations 
school. 
The  Youth  Polley Council  notes  that  the special  education system  Is  a 
relatively  Important  referrer  to youth  assistance organisations,  the 
Regional  Institute  for  OUt-patient  Uental  Health  Care  and  the  psychiatric 
clinics for  children and  young  persons.  However,  the Council  also notes 
that  the  degree of  co-ordination between  the services could  be  Improved.  In 
general,  there seems  to be  relatively  little consultation.  The  Council 
argues  that  this  Is  because  the special  education sector  and  the  youth 
assistance sector  developed  Independently of one  another,  so that  they  each 
have  their  own  forms  of  Institutionalisation. 
UNITED  KIHGDQU 
All  local  authorities offer  very  different  kinds of  support  services. 
In  CQNCLUSION,  countries such  as Belgium  and  Luxembourg  have  had  a 
statutory requirement  to provide guidance services for  many  years.  In 
other countries  It  Is  the social  services which  provide  the  link  between 
the  school  and  the  needs of  the child and  his  family,  outside or  In 
conjunction with  the  school. 
The  creation or  development  of  guidance  and  support  services to  families 
and  children  Is  an  aim  which  must  be  pursued within  the  European  Community. 
All  the national  reports  reveal  the  Importance  of  co-ordination between  the 
services which  provide  for  the child's needs,  both  Inside  and  outside  the 
school,  from  the earliest  age. 
5.3.  Teachers and  parents 
BELGIUU 
The  Education  Decree  of  1990  provides also  for  parent  participation.  The 
form  which  this participation  takes differs according  to  the education 
network.  In  the  Flemish  community  education parents nave  a  say  in  school 
policy  though  the  local  school  councils.  In  private education,  however, 
their  role  Is  purely  advisory since  the organising authorities wish  to 
remain  In  control  of  decision-making.  Nor  do  parents  nave  any  power  of 
decision  in  municipal  and  provincial  education. The  Decree  applies both  to ordinary and  special  education. 
parents and  teachers  Is more  freQuent  In  special  edUcation. 
applies  to contact  between  parents and  PMS  centres. 
........  , .Scol111 
Contact  between 
The  sHie 
In  Integrated education parents are one  of  the  five parties  Involved. 
Parents must  sign their agre  ...  nt  to the content  of  the  Integration plan. 
Most  are pre ..  nt  at all  discussions  (adMission  discussions and  aesee ...  nt 
discussions>.  They  also have  more  freQUent  contact  than other  parents with 
the  teachers  Involved.  Integrated edUcation  provides a  channel  for 
parental  participation. 
Integrated education counsellors give moat  of  the attention to the students 
and  teachers.  However  they  report  that  there  Is alao a  need  for 
counselling of parents which  cannot  adequately  be ..  t  within  Integrated 
edUcation.  ~support servtcee often counsel  parents  In  this 
participation process and  encourage  them  to take  an  active  Interest. 
In  conclusion  we  can  state that  In  practice there  Is till no  truly 
satisfactory syste. of  parent  participation  In  edUcation.  A legal 
framework  providing scope  for  participation  Is  l~rtant but  not 
sufficient.  Teachers must  be  prepared to work  together  with  parents,  to 
accept  th ..  11 partners  In  the edUcation  process.  And  parents,  for  their 
part, must  be  prepared to take  their  share of  responsibility  for  their 
child's education.  Both  sides perhaps  need  to be  taught  how  to exert  this 
shared  responsibility. 
DEtlfAAK 
Co-operation between  home  and  school  Is of  crucial  importance.  Parents 
have  extensive rights  In  connection with  their children's schOOling, 
particularly  In  the case of  handicapped  stUdents. 
Generally  speaking,  parents .ay choose  whether  they  want  their  child to 
attend an  ordinary school  or  a  special  schOOl.  A child cannot  be  referred 
for  special  teaching without  the parents being consulted.  The  edUcational 
psychological  guidance  service has  the very  IMPOrtant  task of  advising 
parents on  the choice of  form  and  content of  their  child's edUcation. 
Parents may  visit schools as often as  they  wish  and  are  regularly  Invited 
to attend  lessons.  Each  class has  meetings  Involving all  the students 
several  times  a  year. 
Parents'  most  Important  formal  means  of  Influence  Is  via  the  SchOOl  Board 
(a school's governing  body).  The  parents have  a  majority on  the Board. 
which  makes  the  decisions  In  a  large  number  of  school  matters. 1t ...  lnt .Scol111 
GREECE 
As  has  been ..  ntloned,  parents have  the  last word  on  special  edUcation  for 
their children.  These  children participate  In  special  edUcational 
progr.-.s only  If  the parents eo  wish. 
Teachers  try  to  lnf~• th ..  correctly and  to persuade  th .. to grasp their 
child's  Interests,  whenever  teachers and  c~lld ..  dlcal  services reca.•end 
special  edUcation  for  the child. or  vice versa,  when  they  rec~nd that  a 
child remain  In  the  regular  school. 
Occasionally one  encounters ca ..  e  of parents who  are  Indifferent or, 
alternatively, excessively deManding.  Likewise,  there are aa.e teachers 
who  do  not  shoW  the  required aenaltlvlty vis-a-vis children with  special 
needs  and  ask  to be  relieved of  auch  children,  particularly when  they 
realise that  they  are not  suitably  trained and  do  not  have  the  resources 
required to cope  with  the additional  d ...  nde. 
On  the whole  however,  at.oat all  parents and  teachers work  together 
har.anlously and  effectively.  In  many  cases parents•  associations 
contribute  to the endeavours of  the  teachers and  the school.  make  good 
existing shortcomings  as  regards  teaching ..  terlals, speclallaed staff, 
etc.  The  teachers.  for  their part,  help,  Inform,  ~Ide and  assist  the 
parents,  not  only  In  the school  but  outside  It as well.  It  Is  these 
teachers who  are responsible  for  fostering  the general  cliMate of  co-
oPeration and  In  many  cases  they  th ..  selves customise  the special 
educational  progra  .... to the needs  of  their pupils and  develop  the 
required  teaching aida. 
co-operation of  parents and  teachers  Is not  Just  voluntary,  but  Is 
fore ..  en  by  law,  which  provideS  for  the presence and  participation of 
parents  In  school  boards,  edUcational  co..tttees, etc.  Moreover.  parents' 
opinions are also given serious consideration when  legislation  Is being 
drafted.  lndeed,the parent's attitude to the  l~tementatlon of  certain 
edUcational  Measures  plays a  decisive  rote  In  the success of  these 
measures,  such  as the develoPMent  of  special  educational  programmes  for  the 
schOol  and  social  Integration of children with  special  needs. 
An  attempt  Is made  to ensure  that  the parents are not  provided with 
Information  solely on  the  limited occasions when  the results of  pupils' 
assessments  are made  known.  Attempts  are being made  to create a  new 
awareness of guidelines  for  behaviour  towards  and  attention to families. 
The  work  of  the  following  Documentation  Centres  has  been  of great 
Importance  in  this respect: 
In  order  to  Involve  parents,  both  on  a  personal  level  and  at  school  level 
through  parent-teacher  associations  In  the process of  needs  identification 
and  assessment  and  educational  monitoring,  schools are setting up  and 
developing  advisory  and  working  programmes  through  co-operation between 
families  and  the  teachers responsible  for  teaching  their  children. 
It  Is becoming  an  Increasingly  common  occurrence  to  come  across clearly 
drawn  up  written guides  that  provide  parents with  a  detailed explanation of 
the system of  the school  curriculum so  th&t  they  can  follow  It  through  at 
home. llep.lnt.  Scol120 
IRELAND 
Parents participate  In  MParents  as Partners"  programmes  where  the parents 
meet  the  teacher,  speech  therapist,  principal  and  psychologist,  when 
available to discuss  the child's progress,  outline goals  and  put  these 
goals  Into practice at  home.  Some  parents accompany  their  children  to 
swimming  and  riding  lessons.  Teachers are available during school  hours  to 
discuss  any  problema  parents may  be  experiencing at  hoae with  their child. 
Parents attend meetings/lectures organised  by  the  school  In  relation to 
their  child's education.  Parents assist  In  fund-raising activities. 
Parents attend  school  concerts/plays,  etc. 
The  extent  to which  the  relationship between  teacher  and  parents  Is 
developed  Is usually  In  Inverse proportion  to  the  age  of  the  handicapped 
student. 
May  other  factors  play  a  major  -and even  decisive- role  in  defining  the 
patterns  for  co-operation,  which  should be  understood as  "participation  In 
the  life of  the school  on  the basis of  the  personal  problem  concerned," 
Including  the  level  of education of  the parents,  their  knowledge  of  the 
nature of  the  handicap  and  the  level  of  their  (often direct)  participation 
In  the  rehabll itatlon programmes. 
There  Is a  gradual  movement  towards  greater  Institutionalisation of  the 
Involvement  of  parents  In  school  activities, starting from  their 
participation  In  the drafting of  Individualised education plans  and  going 
right  through  to the  Involvement  of  the permanent  Observatory  for 
handicaps,  the  body  responsible  for  providing advice and  Impetus  for  the 
Initiatives of  the Ministry of  Education  for  the  Integration of  handicapped 
student~ (30%  of  the membership  of  the Observatory  Is made  of  associations 
representl~n the  families  of  handicapped  people). 
NETHERLANDS 
In  all  Dutch  primary  schools and  special  schools  parents can  exert  an 
influence on  school  life via  the  Parents'  Councils  and  Participation 
Councils.  In  addition,  rarental  approval  must  be  obtained before children 
can  be  subjected  to a  detailod assessment.  Accordingly,  In  the  case of 
children  found  to have  problems  which  cannot  be  dealt  with  by  the ordinary 
school,  It  Is  the parents who  apply  for  the child  to be  placed  In  special 
education.  Not  surprisingly,  therefore,  parent/school  contact  Is closer  in 
special  schools  than  In  ordinary  school.  contact  between  school  and 
parents  can  cover  areas such  as  assessment  reports,  school  transport, 
student  enrolment  and  placement.  Parents  and  teachers are generally 
satisfied with  the  relationship between  parents and  school  in  special 
education.  However,  there  are  some  areas where  there  Is  room  for 
Improvement.  For  example,  parents are  not  given enough  Information 
concerning  the  process of  referral  from  ordinary education  to  special 
education.  Secondly,  parents would  1  ike  to know  more  about  their 
children's progress  in  special  education.  And  finally,  parents would  like 
to be  able  to exert  more  influence  via  the  Parents'  Council  and 
Participation Council.  The  relatively  high  concentration of  foreign 
children  In  special  education naturally  b~ings problems  as  regards  contacts 
and  consultation between  school  and  parents,  and  there  Is  thought  to be 
room  for  Improvement  here. "ep.lnt .Scol 121 
UNITED  KINGDOM 
One  of  the main  features of  the  WARNOCK  report  was  the  parents'  desire  to 
be  Involved  as equal  partners  In  the  school  process.  This  philosophy  led 
to the  Involvement  of all  parents  In  their  children's education. 
In  COHCLUSION,  the  role of  parents and  the  family  Is an  essential  factor  in 
the  Integration of  the  handicapped  child,  a  fact  which  was  streeeed  In  the 
second  European  Conference  on  "Handicap  and  Education"  (October  1990)  at 
Cagllarl  (Italy). CONCLUSIONS 
The  1881  CoMisalon  docUMnt  on  the  progreaa  with  regard  to  school 
Integration  In  the Eurooean  Cc••untty  revealed different  concept• about 
the  Integration of  handlcap~d PUPils  In  schOols. 
The  situation  has  now  changed,  since Member  States'  reporta  stresa  the 
value  of  lntegrat lng  handicapped  PUPils  and  students  In  an  ordinary 
environment  as  far  as  possible,  with  the  su~t of  the  special 
envlron.ent.  This .ove.ent  has  been  further  boOsted  by  the  Resolution 
of  30  Yay  1110  of  the  council  and  the  Ministers  for  Education ...  tlng 
within  the COUncil  on  the  Integration of  handicapped  children and  young 
people  In  the ordinary edUcation syst  .... 
An  analysts  of  national  contribUtions  ahoWs  that  legislation  on 
Integration  has  mushroo.ed  In  practically all  countries  since  1987  and 
also,  In  10118  cases,  totally  new  concepts  have  been  adopted  (Spain, 
Ireland,  Lux..OOUrg,  Portugal).  Greece,  the  United  King~ and  France 
are  enacting  leglelatlon  adopted  previously  while  at  the  sa•  tiM 
gradually  MOdifying  It  to  take  account  of  the  rapid  pace  of  change. 
Italy  and  o.n.ark  are  atta.ptlng  to  Improve  still  further  the  process 
of  Integration  that  has  been  underway  In  their  countries  for  aboUt  10 
years.  And  lastly, Belgium,  Ger•any  and  the Netherlands  have  Initiated 
efforta to adapt  their  education syst .. to allow greater  Integration. 
Despite  the  fact  that  the  question  posed  In  the  1881  ComMission 
document  •wttat  sort  of  lntegrat ton  for  which  pupils?•  stIll  applies, 
the  responses  that  are  provided  now  differ  from  thoee  given  In  1988: 
There  are  three main  options: 
1.  Referral  according  to  the  type  and  degree  of  handicap  following  an 
asaes ...  nt  of  the  student,  classification,  special  schools, 
admlselon  decided  by  a  psycno-.edlco---admlnlstratlve  con.lttee,  and 
a  school  career  In  the special  stream. 
This  approach  means  that  students  with  learning  difficulties  are 
directed  towards  special  education  resulting  in  a  handicapped 
student  population  more  than  doUble  that  In  other  countries  with 
all  the associated financial  consequences. 
2.  Integration  In  an  ordinary  envlron.ent  with  administrative  and 
educational  de ..  gregatlon,  an  Individualised  educational  plan, 
prov laton  of  mater I  a 1  or  staff  resources  cr ...  d 1  a I,  support  or 
peripatetic teachers). 
This  approach  leads  to a  process of  Increasing  Integration of which 
the  limits are as  yet  undefined. 
3.  A mixed  approach  resulting  in  a  variable  rate of  Integration. 
....  lfti.Scell22 Analysis  of  the  national  reparts  reveals  a  wide  diversity  in  defining 
what  is a  handicapped  student.  Some  countries base  their  definition of 
handicap  on  the  type  or  forms,  others  in  terms  of  the  concept  of  the 
optimal  interaction  between  the  special  environment  and  the  ordinary 
environment,  while still others prefer  to offer  a  wide  variety of  types 
of  Integration  with  a  continuum  from  Integration  In  an  ordinary 
environment  to  special  institutes,  with  a  full  range  of  Intermediate 
stages  designed  to meet  every  need.  Finally,  there  are  some  countries 
which  have  adopted  the  Idea  of  special  educational  needs  rather  than 
that  of  handicap. 
This  disparity  is  further  enhanced  by  the  fact  that  education 
authorities  often  do  not  have  the  same  definition  of  handicapped 
ch II dren  as  the  Hea I th  or  Socia 1  AffaIrs  author it les  who  genera 1  I  y 
adopt  a  more  medical  definition.  The  lack  of  cohesion  in  this field  is 
an  Impediment  to  co-operation  between  the  various  bodies  who  cater  for 
handicapped children  Inside and  outside of  school  on  a  local,  regional, 
national  and  even Community  level. 
~-.  lnt.  Sccol12l 
Analysis  of  the  statistics  In  the  national  reports  makes  it  possible 
for  the  first  time  to estimate  the  population of  handicapped  pupils  in 
the  Member  States,  about  2X  of  the  population  of  school  age.  About 
1,200,000  pupi Is  attend  school,  but  only  a  quarter  of  these  pupi Is 
attend ordinary  school  while  almost  three-quarters  attend  some  form  of 
special  school.  The  lack  of  data  in  the  Commission  document  of  1986 
makes  It  Impossible  to  chart  the  progress  achieved  over  the  past  4 
years  In  quantitative  terms. 
These  results  Indicate  the  distance  that  still  remains  to  be  covered 
and  encourages  the  adopt ion  of  new  po II t I  ca I  initIatIves  to  promote 
current  policy more  vigorously. 
In  the  12  Member  States  87,000  teachers  provide  special  teaching  and 
more  than  31,000  teachers  In  an  ordinary environment  provide  support  or 
remedial  teaching,  either  within  a  school  or  peripatetically  or  at 
home.  These  figures  reveal  a  teacher/pupil  ratio of  between  4  and  9.5 
with  an  average of  7.9 among  Member  States. 
The  costs of  special  teaching  are  between  2  and  10  times  those observed 
in  States  for  ordinary  education.  on  average  a  disabled  student  in 
special  education  costs  4  t lmes  more  than  a  non-disabled  student  in 
ordinary education. 
These  results point  to  the  need  for  a  thorough  examination at  Community 
level  to  ascertain  the  current  state  of  affairs,  bearing  in  mind  the 
associated costs of  health  care,  social  security  and  support.  In  fact, 
although  the  number  of  children  in  a  special  environment  is  fairly well 
known,  the  numbers  Integrated  in  an  ordinary  environment  are  probably 
greater  than  Indicated  In  the  present  report  because  of  the  lack  of 
detailed  statistics.  At  the  same  time  It  would  be  useful  to  know  the 
number  of  non-educated  children  and,  of  these,  the  number  who  are 
handicapped. 
Catering  for  the  needs  of  handicapped  pupi Is,  who  constitute  about  2~ 
of  the  school  population,  raises  the  problem  of  the education of  pupils 
with  learning difficulties whom  the  educational  system  should  cater  for 
to  prevent  them  becoming  school  failures  and  as  soon  as  these  needs 
become  apparent.  The  numbers  involved  range  from  8  to  12X  of  the  school 
population,  depending  on  the  country  assessing  them  (OK,  IRL,  L,  P). The  following  Question  then  arises: 
"Should  one  cater  solely  for  severely  handicapped  children  and 
adOlescents,  as  for  example  In  Italy,  or  all  pupils  with  special 
educational  needs,  as  for  example  in  the  United  KingdOm?M. 
In  terms  of  the  legislation  DrOIIIUigated  in  the  Member  States,  the 
response  points  to  an  eQual  right  to  education  for  all  under  the  beat 
possible  conditions.  This  viewpoint  has  found  the  support  of  the 
European  COIIIIUn I ty  (European  co-oper  at I  on  progra.e  of  1987,  HELlOS 
programme  1988  and  Resolution on  school  integration of  1990)  and  it  is 
a  hope  which  is aleo shared by  handicapped  people and  their  families. 
Under  these  circumstances  the  continuing  existence  of  a  separate 
special  system  for  handicapped  pupils  could  be  Questioned,  even  If  the 
teaching  provided  there  and  the  special  educational  support  is  of  a 
high  QUality.  Two  forme  of  teaching  In  parallel  <mainstream  and 
spec Ia I>  whIch  can  be  dlst lnct  and  non-comp leMntary  produce  extra 
costs  and  result  in  a  disJointed  organisation.  Experience  shows  that 
teachers  from  the  ordinary  environment  are  sometl ..  s  tempted  to  point 
pupi Ia  with  difficulties  In  the  direction  of  the  special  environment 
which  has more  facilities  than  they  do. 
The  categorisation of  pupils  by  type  of  handicap  is  perhaps  an  overly 
medlcallsed  concept  given  that  medical  progress  has  led  to  concepts 
such  as multiple  handicap  and  superhandlcap. 
The  attempt  to  introduce  a  reception  class  for  pupils  suffering  from  a 
specific  type  of  handicap  Is  difficult  if  the  class  covers  a  wide 
geographical  area. 
For  these  reasons  a  number  of  Member  States tend  to  replace  the  concept 
of  categorisation  by  a  continuum  of  measures  In  the  context  of 
integration  or  of  special  educational  needs  In  view  of  the  amount  of 
support  which  has  to be  provided. 
Study  of  the  educat lon  systems  In  the  Member  States  shows  a  wide 
diversity  due  to  the  existence  of  two  separate  educational  systems  in 
some  countries  - ordinary  education  and  special  education  - and  only 
one  for  all  students  in  the  others  (Denmark,  Greece,  Spain,  Italy, 
Portugal),  ignoring  those  countries  where  the  legislation  is  in  the 
process of  being changed. 
This  diversity  of  educational  systems  Is  associated  with  a  variety  of 
types  of  Integration.  The  situation  Is  complicated  still  further  by 
the  existence  of  a  psycho-medico-administrative  registration  procedure 
for  handicapped  students  found  in  some  Member  States,  particularly 
Belgium,  Germany,  France  and  the  Netherlands.  This  combination  of 
measures  which  is  designed  to  encourage  provision  for  the  educational 
needs  of  handicapped  students  in  reality  proves  difficult  to  manage. 
These  procedures  attempt  to  1 imit  the  extent  to  which  the  special 
environment  is used  but,  apart  from  Germany  to  some  degree,  they  do  not 
prevent  an  increasing  number  of  pupils  with  special  needs  being 
directed  towards  the  special  environment  from  the  mainstream  education 
system. Most  u..ber  States  accept  the  need  for  an  initial  evaluation  of 
handicapped  students  or  students  with  special  educational  needs, 
followed  by  the preDaratlon of an  Individualised educational  plan which 
is  reviewed  and  revi ..  d  periodically  to  allow  for  the  student's 
difficulties or  progress. 
Several  national  reports  clearly  state  that  the  concept  of  a 
~·  class  Is  lnca.oatlble  with  the  integration  of  handicapped 
pupils  and  that  the  difference  should  be  accepted  In  cases  of 
IndividUal  Integration  In  an  ordinary environment. 
The  preaence  of  different  pupils  has  maJor  consequences  within  the 
classroom and  even  within  the  reception school. 
The  school  structure  Itself  sometimes  has  to  be  modified.  The  pupil 
must  be  aasessed  In  terms  of  the  obJectives  described  In  the 
lndlvlctuallsed  edUcat tonal  plan.  In  10118  ca8es  the  school  progrune 
(currlcuiWI)  Is  retained  while  In  others  It  is  adapted  to  varying 
degrees  depending  on  the child's ability.  A suPport  syst ..  must  be  set 
up  within and  ~tl  ..  s  even outside  the classroom. 
There  are  three  fund ...  ntal  QUestions  Implicit  in  the national  reports: 
1.  Should  pupils with different  levels of  learning ability be  directed 
to different  forme  of  edUcation? 
2.  Should  there be  a  movement  towards  comprehensive  schooling but  with 
a  levelling down  of  the high-fliers? 
3.  Should  these  two  educational  philosophies  be  reconciled  through 
differentiated education? 
In  one  case  the  homogeneity  of  the  class  group  must  be  maintained  at 
any  price  which  entails  the  exclusion  of  students  who  cannot  keep  up 
wIth  the  more  advanced  DUD II s.  1  n  the  other  case  there  Is  a  r lsk  of 
sacrificing  the  more  advanced  pupils  for  the  benefit  of  students  with 
learning difficulties. 
The  Integration  of  a  pupil  with  special  edUcational  needs  may 
necessar II y  requl re  the  provIsion  of  d lfferent Ia ted  educatIon  wl thin 
the classroom at  the  primary,  but  above  all,  the  secondary  level. 
Various  experiences  Indicate  that  the  provision  of  differentiated 
education  visibly  dOes  not  entail  negative  consequences  for  gifted 
pupils  since  in  theae  clrcUJIIatances  they  could  follow  a  fast-stream 
curriculum  adapted  to  their abilities. 
Similar  pedagogical  concepts  are  pursued  In  many  Member  States  and 
have  already  been  Implemented  in  some.  They  require  appropriate 
educational  techniques,  administrative and  even  material  desegregation, 
curr lcula  wh lch  have  been  adapted  and  often  ref I  ned  down  from  the 
national  curricula,  and  motivated  edUcational  teams.  This  implies 
additional  costs  for  the mainstream education  system. 
i 
"•·  tnt. Sce!12S Special  education  could  thus  be  reserved  for  the  most  severely 
handicapped  children whose  parents  do  not  wish  them  to  be  taught  In  an 
ordinary  environment  or  when  the  nature  of  the  handicap  makes  this 
undesirable  (OK,  GR,  ES,  IT,  P,  UK,  and  LuxemboUrg  and  Ireland 
currently  under  examination).  In  the  Member  States where  this  approach 
Is  used,  there  are  models  In  which  special  teachers  might  then  offer 
their expertise  to  teachers  in  the ordinary environment  and  provide  the 
necessary  support.  This  arrangement  should  not  be  reserved  simply  for 
pupils  recognised  as  handicapped  but  could  be  offered  to  a  large 
proportion of  school  children with  special  educational  needs. 
The  national  contributions  describe  the  importance  of  good  teacher 
training.  Over  the  past  few  years  courses  have  been  extended  In  the 
major lty  of  Member  States  or  reorganised  to  offer  a  more  thorough 
training.  In-service  training  has  also  been  advocated,  particularly  In 
the  ease  of  teachers  In  an  ord 1  nary  envIronment  who  have  to  take  on 
handicapped  pupils or  use  new  technologies. 
In  terms  of  I lfe  at  school  the  national  contributions,  I Ike  the 
Commission  document  of  1988,  report  the  material  obstacles  which 
handicapped children  face  in  terms of  their mobility. 
The  reports  provide  no  figures  on  the  progress  since  1987  in  making 
schools  more  accessible  to  handicapped  children  and  point  out  that 
school  transport  Is  provided.  Finally,  all  the  contributions  stress 
the  Importance  of  parenta I  partIcipation  in  school  act 1  vI t lea  and  In 
the  support  which  handicapped  persons associations provide.  It  appears 
that  the  families  of  handicapped  children  who  are  integrated  In  an 
ordinary  environment  are  more  motivated  and  more  Involved  than  the 
families  of  children  In  a  special  environment,  but  all  need  support 
services,  particularly  In  the  area of  guidance  (Belgium,  Luxembourg). 
In  summary,  the present  report  reveals a  maJor  advance  on  the  situation 
described  in  the Commission  document  of  1986.  However,  the  handicapped 
student's  needs  cannot  be  met  without  paying  particular  attention  to 
the  educational  needs  of  all  students  In  terms  of  Integration  In  an 
ordinary  environment.  This  requires  a  change  In  the  regulations, 
increased  flexibility  and  adaptation  of  national  curricula,  the 
adoption  of  individualised  assessments,  but  above  all  a  shift  In  the 
mentality  of  all  the  participants  and  all  the  instruments  of  school 
Integration. 
Finally,  the  transition  from  the  school  environment  to  the  world  of 
work  has  not  been  examined  in  this  report.  Although  it  Is  true  that 
not  alI  handicapped  people  are able  to work  In  an  ordinary or  sheltered 
environment,  a  large  proportion of  handicapped  people  are  able  to  work 
If  they  have  received vocational  training which  leads  to a  job. 
The  national  contributions  provide  no  information  about  I ife  after 
school  nor  the  opportunities  following  compulsory  school lng.  This 
point  deserves  further  detailed  study.  The  fate  of  handicapped 
students  needs  to  be  examined  and  the  relevance  of  the  measures 
currently  in  force  assessed. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE  ON  THE  SCHOOL  INTEGRATION 
OF  HANDICAPPED  YOUNG  PEOPLE 
1.  STATISTICAL  ELEMENTS 
As  far  as possible,  figures should  be  provided on: 
the handicapped and  non-handicapped  school  and  university population 
distribution by  levela of atudy 
the number  of handicapped  atudenta by  type  of handicap,  level  of 
study,  and  ordinary or  apeclal  envlron.ent. 
The  definition of  •handicapped  atudenta• ahould  be  elplalned briefly. 
It would  be  uaeful  If  detalla were  given of the way  handicap•  are 
claaalfled. 
nuabera of teaching and  non-teaching ataff 
financial  coata:  coat/perfor ..  nce  ratio of  the varloua  typea  of 
aervlce and  teaching offered. 
2.  DESCR I  PT I  ON  OF  THE  ORO I  NARY  EDUCATION  SYSTEM 
CoaaUnlty  ••ferencea: 
Teaching  atructure1  In  the  EEC ...-.r State•  (EURYDICE 
D/1917/~800/10)- available  In  EN,  FA,  DE 
World  EdUcation  Encyclopaedia,  volu.ea 1-3 34  (1990)- available  In 
EN  only 
3.  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  SPECIAL  EDUCATION  SYSTEMS 
A.  LEGISLATION  BASES 
8.  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  SPECIAL  EDUCATION  SYSTEM 
general  overview 
adlllnlatrat lYe·  JurI edict lon 
atructur•• of  the ordinary teaching ayat .. (aynoptlc  table) 
1tructurea of the  tpeclal  teaching IYit .. (aynoptlc  table) 
Pre-achool,  prl•ary, aecondary,  vocational  and  higher  education 
shoUld  be  Included. 
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128 C.  EVALUATION  AND  RESULTS: 
Institutional  evaluation of  school  Integration  (If available): 
obJectlvea,  model,  aaapllng,  etc. 
reeult of evaluation: 
a>  attitude of parent• 
b)  attitude of  teaching ataff 
c)  changea  at  achool 
d)  educational  and  aoclal  progreas made  by  Integrated atudents 
e>  attitude of  a~lnlatratlve authOrltlea  to  Integration 
D.  Effort• aade  to adapt  exlatlng regulation• to ell•lnate atructural 
and  organizational  obataclea. 
~.  ORGANIZATION  OF  TEACHING  AND  LIFE  AT  SCHOOL 
A.  Progress of  the  hand1capped  atudent  from  hla/hlr  a~1111on Into  the 
(special or ordinary)  eyetea to hll/har graduation  from  the education 
syat ... 
admlnlatrattve authority and  procedUres 
enrol ..  nt at achool 
dlclal~klng procedure• 
guidance  and  plac.-.nt procedure• 
opportunltlea for  advanc.-.nt  In  an  ordinary or  special 
envlr~nt during  the atudent•a achool  career. 
a.  Individualized project• for  the  handicapped  student 
govern.ent  regulation• and  re~ndatlona 
aettllng  In,  review and  follow-up of  the atudent•s perfor•ance 
schoOl  eupport  facllltlea (typee  and  range  of atudenta covered) 
adaptation of  ac~l routine• 
c.  Teaching  environment 
Modlflcatlona/adapatlona: 
to the currlculu. (objective• and  content) 
to the organization (claalla/atudy groupe) 
to the evaluation (atudent, cour11  content  and  teaching ataff) 
to  the ..  thode: 
teaching and  orthopedagoglcal  material• 
new  technologlel and  educational  software 
Special  aldl:  In  the  claiS/IChOOI 
outalde tchool 
Cooperation with  apeclal  education sector 
129 D.  Life at  IChOOI 
architectural  barrier• 
schOOl  and  un1ver11ty  tran1port 
1e11ure  and  e1tra-curr1cu1ar actlvltlea 
school  attendance  reQUira.entl 
participation of  parent•  In  the  life of  the  1choOI 
E.  Integration of  handicapped  young  people  In  COmmunity  progra.-.1 
teaching 
training 
youth  acttvltle1 
tranlltlon to adUlt  life and  the working  environment 
5.  INSTRUMENTS  OF  INTEGRATION 
A.  Teacher  training 
Initial  training.  IPICial  training.  contlnuou1  training:  diploma• 
and  certificate•. cour1e  duration and  content 
lnfor ..  tlon and  training aboUt  the  handicap  for  teachers faced 
with  the  Integration of  a  handicapped  child  Into  an  ordinary 
Clall 
International  exchange  of  teacher• and  teaching  and  educational 
knowhoW 
8.  Support  1erv1ce1 
In  the  echOOI  environment 
deelgned  for  all 1tudente 
dellgned  for  handicapped  1tudent1 
outside  the echool  environment 
guidance  and  support  servlcee.  sanitary and  1oclal  facilities. 
Cooperation  and  coordination between  the  varloue service• 
c.  Teachers  and  parent• 
Nature  of cooperation 
lnfor•atlon 
help and  aesletance 
training  In  teaching methodl 
guidance  1ervlcea 
130 organization a•pecta of  cooperation 
atructured conaultatlon/partlclpatlon arrang  ...  nts (e.g.  parent-
teacher  meetlngt) 
collective or  Individual  a••••tance at achOOI,  a•tlttance 
provided  to the  teaching etaff/aupport  te  .. 
Individual  caaBUnlcatlon  on  the  batt• of .utual  lnvolv ...  nt  with 
regard  to a  student. 
e.  CONCLUSIONS  AND  FUTURE  PROSPECTS 
7 •·  8 IBL IOGRAPH I ES  AND  REFERENCE  WORKS 
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APPENDIX  2 
SYNQPTIC  TABLES  OF  THE  STRucTURES  OF  THE  EDucAJIOHAL  SYSTEMS 
IN  THE  MEMBER  STAJES  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  OQMMUNITY 
Structure of  the educational  and  Initial  training systems  in 
the Member  States of  the  European  Community  - EURYDICE  and 
CEDEFOP- T.F.R.H.E.F.J.  (1991)  D/1991/4008/13 
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6  II 
Ages 
10  11  16  18  10 
t8888;  .......... ,,,,,,,. 
:~''''~  ,_  -.  ~  .  '  .  ...l 
6 
Nursery  education . 
Primary  education 
First levels of 
secondary  education 
10 
D 
16  18  10 
Pre-university 
secondary  education 
Vocational  training 
Other  technical  training 
*  LOGSE  (1990  Law) 
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BELGIUM 
---------------------, 
INDUSTRIAL 
APPRENTICESHIP 
WORK·TRAIING 
AOREE8T 
.-----
Ill 
:  IPEIALIZIIIOII Cit fUimlllt  IDUCA1IOH (31  I 
1------~---------------------·'-----+--~+------t 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS (2)  MilT· (41  lSI 
,_  AIIPIIINTICI 
IDUCinOtl  StiP  STAGE Ill  TYPED 
2ND CYCLE 
TYPE I  ................................. +----'---......, 
STAGE II 
STAGE I  1ST CYCLE 
STAGE Ill 
STAGED 
STAGE I 
PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION 
1. CofnllullofY lducllion CMI'I twiM  ye~~~. fnlllll to 11,.,.  of IQI. n  11 tuiHiml up to 15 Yll'l  of 101: thole who 11M complltld at lent the first two 
years of IICGIIdlly tclualioft lllllciOnal-tDconlilllllluHml  until11mayttllntolowpart·timt compulsory lclucaliOn. Pupils w11o 11M not complttiCI 
2 ~of  laiiCIIIy  ICiuciiiOn llllllt  1111111 fuiHiml CDmllufiOiY ICiuclllan until18 Y11t1 of lgl. 
2. TYPE I  or ·~·ICiuc:IIIOn  ClllllllriiiiiiCCIIIIIIry ICIIIclllon It  1owtr llld upper IICOIIdlry IMis. CJIIIIIizld in tour forms •  gtflll'll.llcllnieal. vocational 
llld llliltiC ldUCitian • lnd two llllin ......  Cllllllldlnf llflmariiY to lligtlll' lllucalion, 1111 Oilier pl1mlrily to tmploylnlnt. 
TVPIII or • ...._llluclllan  carnprills IICGIIdlrY tduclllan Ill klwlf IIICI 1111111' aecondlry !Mil  COII1Pfilin9 glllltll.llcllnicll or voc:atlonaliiCtions. 
Typellduelllan i1 blinD lldllldlclto .-.,  IIICIIOIII ( ..  allw .,._  ldlooll in 1t11 ~  Community). 
3. A  Pfll*llOIY year tor higher lduclllan or a  Yll' of IPidllz•llon or 1urt111r ldUCition tor tiiiiJIOYIMit attar 6 Yllf5 of IICOIIdary lclucalion. 
4.  Part·limllllucllion il Millble to  15 or 18 ,_  otcll.  IIICI covtrs ltlt lilt yaars  of compulsory  sciiOOiinQ.  It  lUll 380 hours  in  tilt first  yaar  (for 
15111 year Oldl)lnd 240 llours in 1111 lollowinO yws. 
5. Tllllhtorlticlllrlining of IIJIIflllliCIIIIUIIItiiiMIIIIml (360 !lours in 1111 1st yaar and 240 hours en tilt lollowiiiQ two years) as part-time education 
6.  Industrial~  IIIII 6 montlllto 2 Y11f1 Md can IIIII piiCI in IMI'II firms IUCCIIIIVIIy. 
Tht Wcwk TraininQ AQtelmtntill'llillbllto 1110 25 year oldund lasts 25611ours Wllln IK'CNidiCI by an II!\IIIOYif and 500 hours when tollowtd in a  training 
establllllmtnt. 
•  1101 Clllclillld in lilt  ..... 
•  CIMIIIIIIII ...  .....,..  allduCIIioft. 
•  .......  .....  II' IIIII aiiMI/tylll aiiCIUCIIIOn. 
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UNIYERSm 
LEVEL 
EDUCATION 
DENMARK 
NON.UNIVERSITY 
LEVEL 
EDUCAnoN 
1------- ...... --~  -------------+---------4- - ---
Gym111slum l3J 
VocaUonll lducalfonl5) 
ancllrllnlng courses 
(EU) 
----------~-~------,------
Practical  •  School 
HHX(IJ 
Course 
EU 
HTXCI) 
Course 
---------~-~!~~---------~1------------------~ 
FOU<ESICOLE
111 
PRE-SCHOOL CLASSES 
KINDERGARTENS  ·----------~------
PRE·SCHOOL EDUCATIOt."
1 
~---------------------------------------------
DAY NURSERIES 
I.  In DrHCIIool aducaliolllllfl lfiiMI'II ......  Clllring COIIIIaiM¥ Of altlmiMiv lot Ill 0 II &17 year IQIIIJIOI. 
2. Till FolllaD#t~  Ill ..................  cllll, llineyars oiW-IiiM COIIIIIUIIoryiCiuclliln lnd I •11-llllll't  opHnai ltlltll yur.lt 
Dravidll QllllrallllucUGIIII DfiiWY ...  laMJIICOIIdiiY IMII; Ill  Danisll tducdolltr~llm  doll lilt  dllllflnlil• IIIIWIIn DftiNIY and lower 
sconAIY lducaian. 
3.  Till ~  providllal-yur  cou111 of Qlllll'lllducalion at IJPIIIr IICOIIdiiY llwl, lftlr Ill till or 10111 year of 1111 Ft111llnktW,  widi"'INI 
tliii!INiiol'l ~tor  unMisily •lrlnel. 
4.  Tile COUIII tor Ill W(lliQIItr IWINfiiOIY aaminatiorl) is 12-yur Qlllll'll  CGUIII, aftlrlbl10tll year ofllll Foiltakolf, witlllllllnal UllllinJiiorl 
qualilylno tor turtlllr and lliglllr lduellion. 
5. Till basic WICIIioM!IduCIHIIIIId lnining COUI'III (EUJIIIt IIIIWI• 3 and 4 years witll.,.....tt~  1W0 lmds of 1111 lfnii!IIIIC it  a comoany. 
A  IYDCII COUfll Cllllilll of alirlt 20-wllllldloal  COIHII or DfiCiiQI traininQ in a~  of lirnilar llnglll, toiCIWid II¥ a  SICOIId 20-wltk SCIIool 
C:OUIII. Afflr tllat Ill  CIDIIfll lltema ..  bi!Mift oracaicll training llld ldloof. 
6. Till COUISII tor 1111 HHX(IIiglltr COIIIIIIIft:iat aarninalion) IIIII 1111 H7X(IIiQIIIr lldulicll uaminalion) art3-year sdloolllalll  COUI'III comorislnQ 
1 year ol vocalionll Raing ,..,.  lolowld witll till lrsl-yut IIUIIill ot basic VOCIIionaltraiftmO) llld 2 Yll'l of ltllorllicaltfiiiiiiiO  . 
.__  _  _,I  • 1101......, ...  -. 
• ...  ill ..  llllei/IVIIIIfiOUCIIOII. 
•  _.....  .......... or •  OIIMI/Ipl 01 MUQICIII. 
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FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 
I 
FACHSCHULE(T)  M---1 
HIGHER EDUCATION 
KOUEG 
11 
11  GYMHASW.E OBERSTUFE 121  13 
(G)mnlsium. 
17 
BERIJFSSCHULE IIIII  : 8ERUFS- 8EIMH-
011-1111-JOb lrllfllllll  :AUFBAU.  FACH- FACHOBER·  s.utlit:llls Gymlllrilm' 
11 
15 
tOull Sys~~m)  121  : SCHUI.E 1'1  SCHULl'  SCHULE  F~. 
:  .  (5)121  ~) 
--~----------·········--·········· 
I 
~ 
at ldiOOI or 111 CDCiplfiM torm  (2) 
11 
15 
10th year  10 
I 
14  SONOER·  HAUPTSCHULE  REALSCHULE  GYIINASIUII  GESAIIT· 
SCHULE  SCHUI.E 
13  (2)  (41 
12  --------------········· ·················--···· ---------··-------····- ---------·  131: 
11  ;  ORIENTAnON STAGE  . 
(ildlpltldlnl ola ~  IChDol type or •  pan olll*lie*  IChOOI type) 
10  :  .  . 
• 
I  SONDER·  PRIIARY SCHOOLS 
111 
SCHUI.E 
(21 
I 
5 
PRE·SCHOOL EDUCATION 
(OPTIONAL) 
3 
Oilgram ot tt11 blsic structure ot tile ecluCation system 11 ot September 1990. 
Within this convnon frai!IIWOfk. Sl*ill tutul'lllllilt ll'lllllll'ldiviclull LltttW 
ot 1111 FICIIIII RlllubliC. The litulliOn in thiS Undlron \til tlfritofy ot tile 
former Glmwl Dlmocralic Republic that  joinld the Ftdlrll AlllubliC  on 
3  October 1VIIO II nottlkln intO ICCOIIf1t hire due to tile politiCal devlloOmlntS 
and \til 01111*10 reforml in tduc:ltiOn. 
1  1  In IOflll Llndlr.IPICill typn ot trarllltlon from pre-IChool education to 
primary ICIIool exill (prHCIIool cllllel. IChOOI kindergarten). In Bertin 
tile primlry IChool c:ornpriUI 6 yurs: tlllre is no l8plrltl orilnlltion 
stage. 
I  •  noc diiCiibld en 1111 text 
L..  ••  -••  -••  -.  -'.  •  •  dlviSIOIIII11111IIvtl/lyDI of tciUCIIIOft 
- - - - •  •  alllmltM ~  or encl olll'ltt/lyOe of tclucatoon 
21 Di1tlfllll forma ot specilllllucation • gtlllllland vocational • depending 
on 1111 llillllliiY in QllllliOII. 
31 The orilntltion 1t111t exiltl in llll.lntllr with llle IXCIPtion of Bavaria 
whirl it il  tnlld  in IIVItll pilOt ~~q~~~imlnts  and lltrlin w11trt years 5 and 
6 .,.  part of ""  pnmary ICtlool. 
41  In some Llndlr. the CCimiJ(IIIenliw IChool is 1 rtQullr type  of schoOl 
alonQiidl ~.  Rellrcllullllld Gymtlllium. in the other Undlr 11 
is an optional or experimental type ot ICitoOI. 
5)  FuiHime vocational  sct10011  dlfflring with  riQird to  entrance  raqu1re· 
manti. duration of COIHIII and lelvinQ Clrtificatn. 
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UNIYEIISITY-LEVEL 
EDUCATION 
(~ 
GREECE 
~--------------------~~--------------------_.  ____ _ 
i-----~---- (4)~ 
I  ~CIIffMS  1 
GMIW. 
uuo121 
CI'.CH 
Ll'DfO (21 
TIQIICAL· 1-------1 oUFMNIICI· 
VOCAnONAL  TIOIICAL·  .. 
LruiO (21  V0CA110NAL 
SCMOOL131 
GYIINASIO 
111 
PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
NURSERY SCHOOLS 
1. Tilt G,.,.;oprovides QllllrlllducatiOII It  lower secondltY IMI witll the ltavlnQ certificate providing ICCIIIIO 1111 Lylrlio. Evlnino 
G)'lmllil pro¥idt lquiYIIInllduc:ation tor employiCI persons 14 yurs of age or ovtr. 
2. Tilt ~prgvldllldueltioft  1111111111' IICOIICIIty IMI wi1111111111VinQ certificlll ptOYiding ICCIUIO 1111 Qllllfll uniYIIIity llllrlnCI 
examillllonl. GtMIII L)fliiii'MitgnriiiiCOIIdlry  lducatiOII. Cllllical L-ll'omotl  cllaiclllludill. COIIIIII'IIIIIIIM L-
aimtolinkgtnii'IIIIICIIICtlniciHOcllilduealiOn. Tldlnlcai-VOCIIIOnll L~gllllriiiCIUCIIillnwiltl  ~trlii*IO­
EVIIIinO Lytlil  provide IQUiVIIInt lduelliOn. liltinG 4  years, tor emplclyld Plf1CIIIS. 
3. The T  ldlnicii-Vocalionll Sctlool (  Tf.s) prowiclls up to 2 yqrs of IICIInieai"''ICCtiinnliCiucation II Ulllllf SICOIICiary IMIIIIdinO to 
em~  Evening  TES provide coursa ot up to 3  years tor emQIOyld persons. 
4.  Post·L)'IIIIio PrllllrllOIY Cenlra llfllllll LyltliO leMrs who 11M not llrudy bien sucuutul illllll Qllllfll university fllllriiiCI 
examinllioniiO take tlllfll. 
5.  Specialized training of VlriouS 11ng11t1 indudll in parliCulll' 1111 courses run by OAED (Ernplelymlflt and Manpower OrQilliZatiOn). 
•  nac oucnDid 111 IN text. 
• • • • • • • • •  •  dMIIOft 1ft lilt  ll'lelllyDt olldUCII1011 
- - - - •  •  111em111vt IIIQII1IIII18 or II1CI oiiMfiiYIII oiiCIIICIIIOII 
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UNIVIRin'f· 
LEYIL 
EDUCATION 
UMIIIIITY o•JWIDN 
SPAIN (PRE-REFORM) 
~­
LEVIL 
EDUCA1ION 
---~-~~----------
INYIIMIID-DIIIMY 
IDUCA1ION ,..,  (2) 
UPPER CYCLE 
INTERMEDIATE CYCLE 
i------------
YOCATIOIW. 
TRAIIIIG ("t  I  (5) 
BASIC GENERAL EDUCATION It) 
(fGBt 
1  LOWER CYCLE 
• 
5  NURSERY SCHOOL (ESCUELA DE PARVULOS) 
(5) 
I 
I 
---1 a  •---
---~ i B--- ---1 a  1--- ---11 ;---
4  ---------------·PRE-scHOOL  EDUCATION ·-----------·---
KINDERGARTEN (JARDIN DE INFANCIA) 
1. fGI  (Educ:lcidn GtnttaiiUicll 01 bUic glllllllldllcltlon COVIll IIIII years (6 to 14 yurs) of compu11o1y lducatian. Thtrl il  no 
divillon lilllwlln ptimary and lOWer IICOIIIIIIY lduclllon. EGBitada to UIIPII' IICOIIdlly edUCIIiall orto lowlr IMI vocation~~  trllnlng. 
2.  IUI'(B~chi~Mto  Utlillr:Mio ,_...,.,,., C8lllllrilll Olftlllllduc:atioll at 11P1111' seconclary IMI, prtplring tor 1CC111 to univtrlity. 
3.  COU I  Curto dl Orilntlei6n UtMtlitltill CCimPii.a a  one- year univll'lily orientatiOn course. 
4.  FPI (Fomllci6n ProlfsitiMJ ~  comprisa 2  years of Qllllfll ecJucabon and vocatiOnlllrlininO ~  to FPI~ !he second year of SUP. 
or lllljiiOyment.  . 
FPII c:omptises 3  years of 9lfllfiiiCIIICibon and VOCIIianll training ltldinQ to certain retalld univel'lity COUI'IIS. or tmploymlnl. 
EY111inQ courses 111 FPare Milablllor employed PlfiOI\S om 16 (F~  and 18 (FPI~. 
5. ThllllraininO courses can be entered at any ltiOIIIIIWIIII 16 and 25. Till OCCIJIIIIiOnlllraininO programmes (FPO) lilt  800 llours. 
tl'lining in tne workShop schools lasts 1  to 3 years. and in the skifiiCI craft centm 6 to  12 months. 
•  not CIISCnllld .n tnt lilt. 
•  OMSIOIIIIIIIlt IMVIYIII allduciiiOII. 
•  altriiiiiVIIIIGtllllll19 or IIIII at 1MMYD1 at lduciiiOII. 
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UNIVERSITY· 
LEVEL 
EDUCATION 
SPAIN (POST·REFORM) 
NON-UNIVERSITY· 
LEVEL 
EDUCAnoN 
HIGHER 
VOCATIONAL 
TRAINING  (2) 
BACHILLERATO 
(I) 
INTERMEDIATE 
VOCATIONAL TRAINING 
121 
(3) 
F=======  SECONDARY======::::!:=====~ 
EDUCAnON 
2ND CYCLE 
COMPULSORY SECONDARY  ------------ ..... ---- ... -------- .. --.......  EDUCATION  -..................... -......................................... -...... -
1ST CYCLE 
3RDCYCLE 
2ND CYCLE  PRIMARY EDUCAnON 
1ST CYCLE 
2ND CYCLE 
------------------------------·  PRE·SCHOOL EDUCATION  --------------------------------
1ST CYCLE 
1.  Bachilllrato comprises oeneral education at upper secondary level providing access to higher education and to employment. 
2.  Intermediate and Higher Vocational Training compnses spectlic vocattonal traimng tor employment The diploma obtatned at the end 
ol Higher Vocational Training will also give duect access to certain related umversity courses. 
3.  Thesttra•n•no courses can be entered at any age between 16 and 25. The occupational training programmes (FPO) last BOO hours, 
trainmg 1n the workshop schools lasts 1 lo 3 years. and  1n  skWied cran centres 6 to 12 months. 
•  not dHUIIIed •n lhlltxt. 
•  d1VISIOI11R lhelevll/lyllt Ol edUaiiOR. 
•  llltmltiVI biQIRRIRO or end Ollevll/lype Of tdUCIIIOR 
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FRANCE 
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IE 
TECHNOLOGICAL EDUCATION 141 
COUIGE11l  VOCATIONAL LYCII PI 
151 
......................................................... ..L------------1.  ................... . 
iE 
=Is===========~ 
NURSERY SCHOOLS 
I ------------------------------------------------------
e  r  ... 
1. The CDIMftprovicles generllldUCitiOII at 1owtr seconcllly lMIIeading atter 4 years to the nahOnal certificate (BtMt). Alter 2 years (5th clasS) 
pupils can choose IIIOiher torm crt traininG: tile CPPN.  CPA or the 4th claSs ol the Vocational L1CH (see blklw). 
2.  CPPN (  C1u11S ~  dl ~  • prt-VOCitionaJ classes • accept pupils of14 years of 101 who cannot enter the first year of the 
J·year Vocational Aptitude Cel1lficale ( ~  tor 1 or 2 years. 
CPA (  Cllws ~I  r~  ·  preparalOfY apprenticeship classes • accept pupils ol15 years of age who cannot enter the first 
year ollhe 3-ytar Vocational Aptitude Ctltificall (~  for 1 or 2 years. 
3. TheVocationiiL)'CifiuninllltutlonofiiCOIIdalylducatiOnprM!ingvocationaltrlininQatdifterentiMis.ltiCCIPIIpupilswllohavtcomplettd 
2 years (5th class) or 4 years (3nl clasS) 111 ~or  who 11'1 at least 14 years of age, or who come from the CPPNor CPA. Pupils pi'IPire tor 
the Vocational Aotitucll Clltificatt (~or  lhe Vocation~~ Studies Ctrtificatt (SE,. both of which lead to lllilllcl jObs. 
4.  The Gtntral and/or T  IChnola9iCII LY'*  prcMciH upper SICOIIdary education ltadinQ to higher education or employment Pupils prepare tor the 
GtntraiB.IcA/Iutiltwllicn Ulllllly ltldl  to l'lighlr lducation.lhe TIChnoloQical Sl«<llurNt(B. Tn) which llad$ either to emplOyment or higher 
eduCation. or the T  IChnical Ctrtillcate (  81) wllicn usually leads to employment. 
5.  TheSe courses can be entered at any 10e between18 and 25. 
Apprenticeship training lasts 2  to 3  years. 
lndiviclualizld training credit (CFI) is available to young people who have left sclloOI without a  vocattonal qualification. The content and duration 
of the course vary according 10 lht  c11a11n target celtificall. 
Altemance training: QUilificatiOn contrlc:tlllst 6 months minimum. 24 months maximum. adaptation contracts last 6 months mm1mum. and 
introduction to working life (  S1VP, lasts 3 to 6 months. 
•  not OISCt1biCI ill tlllllxt. 
•  diVIsion '" 1111 ~of  tduc:IIJOn. 
•  illlmltwt  111Q111111110 or IIICI olllviiiiYPI ot ICIUCIIIOn. 
140 IRELAND 
UNIYIMmES 
ANDCIIHER 
HICID IDUCA1ION 
AuntORITY ..rfnmoNs 
COlLEGES 
OF 
EDUCA110N 
COUIGES OF TICHNOLOGY 
TECHNICAL COLLEGES 
YOCaiDIAL  (~) 
TUIIMG 
r-------------------~~--------+---------
SECQIIO.LEVEL EOUCA110N C2l 
SINIOR CYClE 
YOUTHC:SI 
REACH 
(21 
P'IIOGil'PPB  - - coc..a 
sECOND LIYEL EDUCATIOtWUtiOR CYCLE 
(SECOMWw. VOCA70VAL. COMPREHENSIVE. 
COirUJNITY SCHOOtS1 
FIRST LEVEL (PRIMARY) EDUCATION 
(NATIONAL SCHOO.$ 
APPREH11CE  -
SHIP 
.  -------------------------------- ........ -----------1 
FIRST LEVEL (PRIMARY) EDUCATION 
(NATIONAL SCHOOLS1 
PRE-scHOOL  111 
EDUCATION 
1.  There is no national systtm ot ptHdiOOI ecluCitiOn in lrlland. HowMr pl'imlry  (Nation~~~ sclloall may accept IIUPill on or lfttfltllit' 4111 
birthday. Exisling IWHCIIOOIIIrviellartlnlinly privallllld not part of till  tonnll eduCatiOn tylflfft. "hllavti'IQI  101 tor llaltiniiCIIOCII il  five 
years. 
2. Seconci-IMI sc1111o11 cover 10w1r 11111 upper IICOIIdlry lducltion • Junior and Sflfior ~  Tile tour main 1y011 • Slcalldlly. voc:atianll. 
ComiJII/IIIISMIMCotrrmunily· all now ot1tr a  c:omprtiiiiiiM Cllfficutum tlllftlliniAO acadlllllt n  VOCIIIOIIII sulljldS. Tilt Tl'llllilieln Yar. 
a one-yw illtii'CIIIclplin .....,.me. liUitr at lhlllld ollull-timl sclloOiinO or 111  tlflparMiolllor 1tll Slnior Cycle, il  alflflll in a limilld 
number of sc:IIOOIS. Tilt .JunifJI C)'CIIIaels to till  new JfJnior c.t1ifiWt orovidinQ accns to lilt Slnior CycM. 
Al Slnior Cyclt lht llllin COUfllllll tilt 2-year &.avintCtrtificlllleldlnO to lliglllr lducabOn or~.  and tnt V~Prtpllllion 
and TrainiftO PniQIIIMIII which fii'IPIII tor working lilt. 
3.  Youthtach is an lducation ancltraininQ proorammt availabtt to youno people w110 11M teft SChOOl wilt! no lomlll QUIIilicltion.lt llstl2 yars 
(A Foundation yar aneta ProomSion year). 
It is run jOintly by the education autllorilies (  Voutionll E~  CommitrHs • VfCI ancllhl VOCIOonl/  Tr~ming 1M/~  Autllotity 
(FA5). 
4. TraininG courses of vu1ous llngtiiS are providecl by FASior uuempiOyeCI YC1U11G  people: Sllills FounclaiiOn. Communily YOUIII TraininQ. Local 
TraininG lnitialivls. 
•  nat diSCntiiCI1n 1111 1111 
•  dMIIOII  111  1111 llviiiiYOI otlduciiiOn 
•  llltmiiNI 1110111111119 Of end Olllvtli!YPI Of ICIVQIIOII 
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ITALY 
--- TECIII- ---
CAL  ...uy 
~--- SCHOOl  --- TUaiP 
TUIIIIIG 
MftiiiC  ICIIOOL 
&.aO  AliT  .  ......  VOCAliQII. 
AL 
ICIIOOL  SCHDCil 
(4)  (5)  Ill  (7)  (I) 
PRIMARY EDUCATION 
(ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS· SCUOCA ELEMENTARE) 
NURSERY SCHOOLS 
1.  The GcMmmlnt Ills ptapOIICI to lldiAd comiiUISOIY aducaliOn lrom 8 to 10 years. tllat is. until16. 
(10) 
2.  St:uoiiMidil (intlmlldilllldiOCIII) provide COiftlllllllnliY general  tower  IICOIIdary education with tnt  tc110o1  1t1vi11Q  Clttificate 
providing--~~~  IIIII*  IICOIIdlry lldlooiS. 
3.  5-yar UlllllfiiCGIIIIItY 011*11 and cllllicll or ICilnlific: course with till SCIIOOIIavlnO ctrtificata (MiflNIUI providing access to all 
unMIIily lllucllillll. 
4.  4.,_.....,  and llliltic COIIrlt llldint to lliglllr IMI courses. 5th complemantary year lads to thiiiPPif IICCIIICIIIy schOOIIIIYino 
Clftiftcllt providing ICCtSI to 1111111Mr1ity eclucllion. 
5.  ~  llflllllllld-arliltlc courseallllllngto llftiiiD>tiMIIt A  lurtlltt' 2·yur course lias been tsta*"td  IXPtrilftllllllly in certain ICIIOols 
llldlng 10 llll!llllilcllfllllllllll' IICOIIIiiiY KlloOIIIMIQ CII1Jfia1l wticll INCMdiS access to lliglltr IMIII'Iillil: ldlools. 
6.  5-yMt QllllrllllldtiCimicll COUI'1IIIIdint to IICIIniCIIICIIeollavinQ ctrtilcltl  provldinQ ICCISI to ~It  or IIIOhlt or uni¥er1ity 
ldue:lllon. 
7.  3-yRr OIM'IIIIId vocatlellll COUfllllldinO to 1 •GIIIIification artiticata- and lf'llllloymant. 5-ytar ~  courses lead to the 
VOCIIIoniiiCtiOOIIIIWia Clltillclll wtlidl is equivlltnt to thl tec:llnicaiiChoollllvinO certilicatl. 
8.  4-yelr cour11 Gl....,..lllll  Mldllr  ICiuCitiOn lor llrillllfY .schOol tliclllrlallo praMding accm to turtlllr study at university licullles 
of eduCalklft. 5111 complemlntary yur pfllllidn ICCtSIIO certam UIIIVIf1ity taculties. 
Sl.  3-ytlr COUI'1I of genaraiiiiCI tlletllr  ICiuation lor nursery SCIIOOIIIaehlrl. 
10. Thlsl COIII'1II can be eniii'ICIIIIII'f 101 biiWitll 15 aml25 land somati11111 beyond). 
Till work lllininO agmmant 1  CFL.) 1a1t1 1 to 2 years. inelucllnO 40 hOIItl of tiCMicallpractiCal traininQ and 40 to 100 hoUrs ol theoretical 
ll'lininO. 
VocalionaltraininQ courses IIH undlr tilt riSIIOMibiliiV ot tha Reo ions.  1st IMitraininiJ lasts 2 years. 2nd IMitraininQ varies from 
1D0-300 hours (spacillilltionlto 5D0-1000 hours (lull course):  11 IIICiudtS penocls inl1rms . 
........._ _  _,!  •  not diSCnllld ..  11111111. 
•  C1w-.,  IIIIIMIIIYOI OllducaiiOn. -
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1·YEAR  NON-UNVERSITY LEVEL 
UNIYERSITY  EDUCATION 
COURSE 
2C 
19 
,. 
1i 
16 
15 
; 
.~ 
Ill 
I 
I  (UPPER STAGE)  --
n~· 
--
~  'ltCHNICAL LYCEEI<l- --
~~~~ 
--
GENERAL LYCEE  NTERMEDIATE STAGE) 
~-- /UPPER STAGE)  131  I  I  --
CHNICAI.  I  TEQNCWrS  I  VOCATOIAI.  hu 
COIJISE  I  TIWNIIG  I  COIJISE  -- -- I  COURSE  I APPIIEII1aH 
I  I 
14 
GENERAL LYCEE  TECHNICAL LYCEE  COMPLEMENTARY  (OBSERVATION AND  141 
13  (LOWER STAGE)  131 
ORIENTATION STAGE)  CLASS!S 121 
12 
, 
10 
9  PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
• 
I 
(COMPULSORY YEAR) 
PRE-SCHOOL EDUCATION 
1.  Compulsory lducat1011111Ciudes one year ot pre-sciiOoleducatJon tor pup1ls 101<1 S. 
2.  Complementary ciiSSIS 1  CIISia complimtntiii'ISI proVIde a  3-year course m  oeneral and practically orilntld subjeCtS tor pupillagld 12 
to 1  s  who have completed 6 yurs at primary schoOl but w110 are not allowed to transfer to secondary ICiucation (ie. tilly 11M not passed 
tne entrance eum1111t1011).  Tile course leads to a  diploma anest1no completion ot the complementary clasSes. 
3.  The General L)'Cftcovers IIVtn  years ot study divided into a  tower stiQetcompletmg compulsory education) and an upper siiQt. Tile lower 
stageiUCIS to a  certifiCate anntmo the completion ot compulsory ecsucabon. The upper stage leads to a  SICOI1dlry schoOIItiVIIIQ cemticate 
which prOYiCIIS access to university education 
4.  The Technical Lycit CClVII'S I years of study diYidld 1nto an obseMiiOn and orientahOn staot ~tiling  compulsory lducaliOAI. an 
tntermldiatt SIIQI and an upper 11101. Tile observatiOn and orienlltion st191llldlto a  certillCICIMIIItint1bl ~of  compulSory 
educatiOn. ThtinlermlcliltlstaQtcompnstUIICIInicaiSICtiOIIwlllCIIIPCIStOIIIeupperStaOioriSCOII¥IIItlclbyapractiellapprentlCtSIIIJI 
leaCIIIIQ to emplOyment. I tiCMICIIfl' I traininG COUrse. IIICII YOCIIJQIIII SICIIOII which IIICiuclts 111111111 apprlfltiCnllip traininQ In I firm 
leadmO to the certifiCate ofttchnlcal and vocational proficiency pr0VId1110 accas to employment. Tile 11111111' staQtltads either to aiiCIIniCII 
secondary educatiOII teavmo certifiCIII providmo access to moner ecsuca11on or to a  techn!CIIIls certificale. 
s These courses are organized tor unemployed youno people. They last between 6 months and a  year. SOfllltlmn on a llllt·limllllsis. 
1  •  1101 ancnDIO m  lnt 1ext 
'- ••  -••  -••  -.  _._  •  •  ONISIOI1  on  me ll'ltlltvot Olllluca11an 
•  anernatNI J119111111"0 or end ol 1111.-IYoe ol eclucatoon 
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NETHERLANDS 
(5) 
UNIYERIITY  tiGHIR 
EDUCATION  VOCATIONAL  -----------
20 
It 
•• 
(Mlt  EDUCATION 
(.at  ~---- i----- ....  ,., 
IICCIIItMY  ---- -----
VOCA1IOIIAL  1-----
IDUCA1IDN  ----
I 
I 
17  PRE-UNIVERSITY  ,. 
I  (a.JI  ----------- ..  EDUCATION 
I 
----------- (VM:lt  SIIIOR GENERAL 
II 
I. 
SECONDARY  JUIIOR GENERAL  JUNIOR SECONDARY 
EDUCATION  SECONDARY  YOCAl'IOIIAL 
(HAWJt  IDUCA1IOH  EDUCATION  ,...,  (Liq 
13  ----------- ~-----------· ------------------------
I  TAAIBTI()N CLASS 131  I 
I  I 
12 
II 
10 
•  PRIMARY EDtJCATIOti2l 
•  (PRIMARY SCHOOLS· BASISSCHOLEN) 
7 
I 
5 
• 
1. ~  tcluCitiOn llltllittllr  12 ytnlull-limll510  171 or ful.timl from 5 untilllllllcl  of IIIIIChoolyur in wtliclllhl pupil liaS ruc:hlel 
.......  oil  I hllllwlcllly 0111 Yllf allll't-liml COI'I'IIi •  ,., lducation. 
2. Slolrltt III"HChoallduc:ltiOn ciDes liCit lllist formiiiV I!Jtlll Nlltlll'llllds. Primary lducation lUIS lor•ytltl·  4to 12 (CCifiiiiUIIOrY from 
5). Provision tor cllildren below lour iS lhii'IIIIDftlillll  ollhl Ministry of Wtltart. HIIIIIIIIICI Cuttural Affairs. 
3. Tile II'II1SitiOII class is the lim Jill oiiKCIIICIIry ldlatiOII anclllcibtllft f)tOOfllliOn to the MCOIICI yur of mort than one type of school 
4. Senior IICOIIdlly wcationlllclucation IIRI'Iidn 4-yelt  COUfiiS (  AIBQ and 2-year courses I  KMBt1l whiCh can INcllilller to MilO or to advanced 
l!lllflllllCIShlll. 
5. Aollrlntashiiiii'IHIIIIO lasts 2  to 3 years and advanciCIIPPrenlicesllill1  to 3 yurs. 
•  notiiiSCtad 1111111 1111. 
•  CIMIICIIIIIIIIIIIWI/Iylll olllluelllon 
•  IIIII"IIIM lll9lftiiiiiO or IIIII DIIMIIIYOI allduclbOn 
144 PORTUGAL 
UNIVERSITY 
LEVEL 
EDUCATION 
COMPLEMENTARY COURSES 141 
DAYfilE 
TECHNICAL·  ACADEMIC 
ACADEMIC  VOCATIONAL  + 
VOCATIONAL  TECHNICAL· 
VOCATIONAL 
3RDCYCLE 
-----
(GENERAL UNIFIED 
COURSE) 
NON-UtiVERSITY 
LEVEL 
EDUCATION 
(5) 
I  - s  ~  ~----,OUAI.FICA-(1)~. 
~<ni- T10N-
~-a:  PHASE)  ~s~ f------
YOCA110IW. 
SCHOOlS 
(NTIATION 
PHASE) 
(7)  (I)  -----
-----
;- -
~ 
-
- - u- - E  -
EVENING COURSES
131 
(GENERAL 
TECHNICAL. 
MODUlAR) 
................................................................. ___  .~.,. __________ _ 
2ND CYCLE  BASIC EDUCATION (2)  (PREPARATORY EDUCATION) 
1ST CYCLE  (PRIMARY EDUCATION) 
' 
PRE·SCHOOL EDUCATION 
(NURSERY SCHOOLS· JARDINS DE INFANCIA) 
3 
1. Until 1987. compulsoty edutitton in Portugal lasted 6 years. whilst compulsoty attendlnellaslld until 14 years OIIQI (ie. 8 years).  The Basic 
Edutition System Law of October 1986 eJttended compulsoty education to 9  years· appliCable to puptls enrolled in 1111 first yar  of IIIStc edutibon 
tor the 1987·88 SChOol year and tor subseQuent schOOl years. 
2.  Basic Edutition compriSeS compulsoty education of 9  years. conSISting olthrn consecutive cycles of 4. 2  and 3 years respectively. and is rouQhly 
equivalent to primaty and lOWer secondlty level. The 3  cycles correspond to the former primary and preparatory edutitiDn and Qlnlfll unified course 
3.  J·year IYIIIIIIO courses of Qenlfll or technical education lor early IChoOIIeaVtrs and adults. 
4. Compltmentaty courses comprise upper secondaty level 3·year daytime courses of academiC or lldlnicll-vocational eduCatiOn tor pup•ls no older 
than  18 years of aoe. Vocational courses within technical·vocallonal educallon comprise 1 school year and six months' worll placement.  2-year 
eventng courses of academic or tecllnical·vocational education are provided tor students older than  111. 
5.  Technical-vocational courses •alter worll• comprise eveninQ courses equivalent to daytime tecllnicll-vocational courses elttended over 5 years. 
leadinQ to emplafmtnt alter .the 4th year or higher educahon alter the 5th year. Students may alSO enter emplafment alter tile 2nd year. 
6.  VocationiiiChoDIS are run jointly by tile education authonties and the social partners. They inclucll an initiation phase of 3 years and a  qualilicatton 
phase ot1. 2 or 3 years. prOV1dinQ accm to IIIQhtr educatiOn. 
7.  Apprenticeship is accessibllto younQPeople aged 14 to 24  It lasts 1  to 4 years. 
8.  Specific proorammes of vanous lengths tnclude.  amo~~~~st others. the temporaty employment sdllme (OTJ). the worlc-traintnQ subSiches and the 
IRieQrltlon prOQramme (  IJOV/Pj 
.__  _  _.I  •  not cllscnbed '" tilt text 
•  diviSICIIIIR tnt tevtfiiYDI oflllugtiOn 
•  altiiNINIIII9111n•nv or end ot tevel/lype ot education 
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ENGLAND AND WALES 
ADVANCED FURTHER EDUCATION 
(1110 IMMIII tiGHER EDUCATION) 
(inc.  lMidrlitiel 
Polytectvics 
lnslilutts of Higher Education 
Colleges of Higher Education) 
SECONDARY 
SCHOOlS (2) 
SIXTH FORM 
COUEGEI3l 
HIGH 
SCHOOLS 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS l2l 
(  Comptlhtnsivt, 
Chmmlr. 
Stcondaty 
Modem. 
TIChnicafl 
JUNIOR 
INFANT 
:  UPPER SECONDARY 
r······················· 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
LOWER 
SECONDARY 
MIMRY'Itl 
SCHOOt.S 
NON-ADVANCED 
FURTHER EDUCATION 
(inc. FE and 
TERTIARY 
COLLEGES) 
FE  13l  YOUTH  1 4l 
TRAINING  or TERTIARY 
COUEGE 
HIGH SCH001.S 
I 
I 
MDOLE SCHOOLS 
I 
I 
RRSTSCHOOLS 
NURSERY SCHOOLS AND CLASSES 
1. Two tier (primlry and NCOIJdlry se11oo111 and three tier 1  first. middle and high Xhoo/s) syst1m1 eXISt side by side accordino to the 
provision within tach individual LEA (kallducltltJtiiUthorittl. 
2. 90% of secondary pupils attend non·sellctive COI'IIpi'IMnsi' schools covering the 11 to 16 or 11 to 18 age group. Most other children 
attend QfltrllrUrschoolslorlhe11 to 18agegroupor S«ondlrym«JJmschoolslorthe11 to 16age group. A  lew LEAs stm maintain 
techt11c611Choois. 
3. ClaiMs tor pupils over 16 are known as till Sixth Form. 11 to 16 schOOls are combined with Sixth Form or T  ertiMy CoiiiQn lor pupils 
over 18. Pupils may also transfer to a  Fuftller Eduution Col/fgl. The Sixth Form C~cattrs  exdus1vely lor those aged 16 to 19 and 
1s subjeCt to Schools Regulations. The  Tlftilry CallfQI shares characteristics of both the SiKth Form and of 1111 FutrMr EdUCition 
Col/to~. and is subJect to Further Et/uQtJon R~gu/Mions. All three offer a range of academic and vocabonal coums. 
4.  Youth TriillifiQis delivered throuoh contracts with independent trammg providers (often private employers). It lasts two years. and is 
organtzed in • units ot competence• . 
.____  .......  !  •  not CIISC:nbed 1111111 ttxt. 
•  dMSIOII on tnt ltVel/lyOI ol tducatton 
•  aher"'IIVe beQ111111no or end ollevltllyDI of educatoon. 
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UNIVERSITY 
EDUCATION 
NORTHERN IRELAND 
ADVANCED 
FURTHER 
EDUCATION 
NURSERY SCHOOLS AND CLASSES 
NON-AOYANCED 
FURTHER 
EDUCATION 
1.  The majority of children up to 11·12 are educated tn primary schools: some are educated in the pffPitltory  Qfplrtments 
tn gfllrlnW  sciiOoiS • the lalllr charge tees. 
2.  Secondary tducatton is at present selective. On the basis of tests. pupils go to etther  gr~m~Mr  schools or stt:OIKMty 
schools. Both proVIde a  sim~ar  range of courses. gnm/TIIf Jdlools for the 11 to 18 year olds. siCOIIdlfy SChOOlS tor the 
11 to 16 year olds I  some secondlry schools offer post-16 opportunities). The selective system will bl  phased out under 
the EducatiOn Reform (Norlhem Ireland) Order 1989. 
3.  Fuffherlduution collt11f5 provide a  range of academic and vocahonat courses tor persons over compulsory school aoe. 
4.  Youth  Traming is provided by  Training Centres. Commumty Worlcsllops and FE Colllf/IIS. It lasts 2 years. 
•  not ancnllld '" the text. 
•  ON•s•on '" lht leveii1YIIt of eaucauon. 
•  ihtrnawe DeQmmno or eno  otleve~lypl ot ectucat•on 
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UNIVERSITIES 
SCOTLAND 
CENTRAL 
INSTITUTIONS 
SECONDARY  111 
COLLEGES OF 
EDUCATION 
---------- SCHOOLS  ----------
FURTHER12l 
EDUCATION 
COLLEGES 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS 111 
(COMPREHENSIVE) 
PRIMARY SCHOOLS 
NURSERY SCHOOLS AND CLASSES 
FURTHER 
EDUCATION 
COLLEGES 
YOUTH 131 
TRAINING 
1. 99% of Scottish education wttlorrty aconclary schools are coml)rthtnsiw schools oHering an types of courses to PUPilS of all abilities. 9011• 
providt 8  yqrs of education {  4  years of compulsory and 2  years of optional secondary education). Pupils may leave at16. Examinations usually 
lakin at age 17 providt access to tertiarY education 
2.  FutthM lducMiDn c~  offer courses in academic and vocational subjectS from craft to degree level. They accept pupilS currently attend•no 
seconc11ry school for some courses. FE con.ges also provide courses tor the •oH·tlle·job• component of the  Youth Tfiimng scheme. 
3.  Youth T  reining is delivered through contracts with independenttraintnQ providers {often private employers\. It lasts two years. and is organized 
in •units ot competence•. 
L..  ••  -••  -• •  -.-'.!  : ==~::  ~:::  ~  ldUCII~n 
•  ahltllltrlt IIIQIIIIIIIIO or tnd otleve~IYDI ot ectuat•on 
148 APPENDIX  3 
Ll  ST  OF  ME ..  EBS  OF  THE  HEL I OS  SCHOOL  I NTEGBAT I ON  GftOUP 
149 PRQGRAMyE  HELlOS  MENIAlS  DU  GRQUPE  "INIEG8AJIQN  SCOLAIRE" 
W..  Danl.!e  PECRIAUX 
lnspectrlce de  I'Enselgn..ent 
sp•clal  fondamental 
De  Heer  A.  DENS 
P.M.S-
Centrum  voor  bultengewoon 
onderwl J• 
Dlrecteur 
De  Heer  w.  DE  VOS 
remplaeant 
-
Mr  Jorgen  HANSEN 
General  Inspector  of  EdUcation 
Mr  Ole  HANSEN 
Head  School  Psychologist 
[  t  I f '  ' I•  ,:  •  ~ 
Herr  Mlnlsterlalrat 
Prof.  Dr  Klaus  HASEMANN 
Herr  Mlnlsterialrat 
Hanna  SCHEILEN 
Mlnlat•re de  !'Education 
Admlnlatratlon de  l'enaelgneaent 
sp•clal 
Tour  A.G  - ae.e  •tage 
5.  Place  du  Cha.p  de  Mars 
B - 1050  BRUXELLES 
P.M.S.  - centru. 
48  COnstantin Meunlerstraat 
B  - 3000  LEUVEN 
AI Jkalnapecteur  Bul tengewoon 
Onderwl Js 
150 
181  Eeuwfeestlaan 
B - 2500  LIER 
Directorate for  Primary  and 
Lower  Secondary  EdUcation 
28  Fredrlkahol ..  Kanal 
OK  - 1220  KOIENHAVN  K 
School  Psychological  Services 
Svlnget  2 
DK  - 8382  HINNERUP 
Bundesmlnlaterlum  fUr  Blldung 
und  Wlssenschaft 
2 Helnentannstr. 
D - 5300  BONN  2 
Kulturmlnlsterlum Nordrheln-
Westfalen 
49  Voelkllnger  Str. 
D - 4000  DUSSELDORF -
Mr  Stylianos NIOODEMOS 
Dlrecteur 
-
M.  Eloy  HERNANDEZ  SANCHEZ 
Subdirector  General 
de  Educaclon  especial 
Dona  Ana  GORTAZAR  AZAOLA 
-
M.  Glldaa  MACHELOT 
lnspecteur  D'Academle 
M.  Serge  AVERBOUH 
lnspecteur  de 
!'Education Nationale 
Mr.  Michael  S.  QUINN 
Assistant  Chief  Inspector 
Mr  C.  0'  CONGHAILE  (O'CONNOLLY) 
Post-Primary  Inspector 
151 
Minlstere de  !'Education 
Division Traltement  Special 
Ermou  15 
GR  - 10185  ATHENS 
Subdlrecclon General  de 
Educaclon  Especial 
Minlsterlo de  Educacion 
y Clencia 
Loa  Madrazo  17,  3'Pianta 
E - 28014  MADRID 
Centro  Naclonal  de  Recuraos 
para  Ia  Educaclon  Especial 
55,  General  aria 
E - 28008  MADRID 
lnepectlon AcademiQue 
de  Seine Maritime 
Antenna  du  Havre 
u, rue  Clovis 
F  - 78800  LE  HAVRE 
Ministere de  !'Education 
Nat lona le 
Direction des  Enseignements 
superieurs- Vie  Etudiante 
61-65  rue  Dutot 
F- 75732  Paris Cedex  15 
Department  of  Education 
Marlborough  Street 
IRL  - DUBLIN  1 
Department  of  Education 
Hawkins  House  (Floor  XI) 
Hawkins  Street 
IRL  - DUBLIN  2 - Prof.  Corrado  CANOIDI 
lspettore centrale 
dr.  Antonio  De  GASPIRIS 
Reaponaablle Ufflclo  lntegraztone 
c/o Ufflclo Studt  e  Progr ....  zlone 
Prof.  Cataldo SALERNO 
lapettore 
M.  Norbert  HEINTZ 
M.  John  PULL 
Dlrecteur 
De  Heer  TAIEMSTAA 
Head  of  the Departement 
of  Innovation  In  Special 
Education 
Me  Claudia  MORENO  VILLALOBOS 
Coordlnatour 
152 
Mlnlatero Pubbllca 
lstruzlone 
Vlale Trastevere 
I  - ROUA 
Mlnlstero Pubbllca  lstruzlone 
VII  Ippolito Nlevo 
I - 35  ROMA 
Provvedltorato Agll  Study 
Vlale Dlaz  2 
I  - 94100  ENNA 
Centre  de  R6ada•tatlon 
Dlrecteur 
82  Route  d'Arlon B.P.  49 
L - 8311  CAPELLEN 
Mlnlst6re de  !'Education 
Natlonale 
Direction de  !'Education 
Dlff,renclee 
28,  rue  Aldrlngen 
L - 2828  LUXIMIOURG 
Mlnlsterle van  Onderwljs 
en  Wetenactlappen,  Dlrectle 
Speclaal  OnderwiJs 
o4  Europaweg 
NL  - 2700  LZ  ZOETEAMEER 
Mlnlst6rio da  Educaeio 
Grupo  Coordenador  das  AceO.a 
CoMunltarlaa ..  Mat,rla 
Educatlva 
Avenlda  5 de  OUtubro  35,  7" 
P - 1051  LISIOA  CODEX Mr  U I chael  SPEAR I NQ 
H.M.I.  Mr  J.A.  ELLIOTT 
M.  B.  WEHRENS 
Chef  de  Division 
M.  D.  LENARDUZZI 
Chef  de  Division 
Mme  Helen  80RELAND 
153 
~rt...,t of  EducatIon 
and  Science 
Roc. 3/88 
Elizabeth HoUse 
York  Road 
UK  - LONDON  SE1 
Department  of  Education  and 
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